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Abstract
Kesterite Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe) is an encouraging candidate for thin film photovoltaic de-
vices as it is a direct bandgap semiconductor with a high absorption coefficient. Its constituent ele-
ments are Earth-abundant which is advantageous for large scale commercialisation. Despite being
adapted from Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGS) technology, CZTSSe PV performance is lacking in com-
parison to CIGS. To identify factors affecting the performance of CZTSSe PV, a comprehensive
study using a number of characterisation techniques, such as photoluminescence spectroscopy,
was performed on materials and interfaces within CZTSSe solar cells which were fabricated from
Cu2ZnSnS4 nanoparticle inks by injection of metallic precursors into a hot surfactant.
To eliminate the carbon-rich CZTSSe fine grain layer usually found at the Mo back contact,
the long carbon chain ligand oleylamine used in CZTS nanoparticle synthesis was replaced with
low carbon content formamide. The substitution of the solvent removed the fine grain CZTSSe
layer but no working device could be fabricated due to the porosity of the absorber film. Working
solar cells were made by employing a dual layer of oleylamine/formamide CZTSSe absorbers,
which reduced the height of the back contact barrier to∼16 meV compared to the standard devices
and improved device parameters.
The effects of precursor chemical quality on optoelectronic properties of CZTSSe absorber
films were investigated. Sn loss was observed in films fabricated using lower grade chemical
precursors. Deep level transient spectroscopy revealed the presence of an additional defect level in
those films, suggesting the defect is Sn-related. Using higher grade precursor chemicals produced
higher quality CZTSSe absorbers. However, improvement in film quality did not translate into
increased performance in those devices, implying an issue other than defects in the bulk of the
CZTSSe absorbers inhibits device performance.
In2S3 was used to replace buffer CdS commonly utilized in CZTSSe device structure. Pho-
toemission spectroscopy demonstrated In2S3 formed a favourable Type I band alignment at the
buffer/absorber interface, leading to increased open circuit voltage in the In2S3-based devices.
Mott-Schottky analysis indicated increased defects at the buffer/absorber interface when using
In2S3. Optimising the In2S3 layer and suppressing interface defects, using a barrier layer or passi-
vating the absorber surface, could lead to the In2S3-based CZTSSe device outperforming devices
using CdS due to better band alignment and increased current collection.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Global warming induced by human activity has been identified as a major threat causing irre-
vocable change to the Earth’s climate. The potentially catastrophic rise in global temperature is
fuelled in part by the emission of ‘greenhouse’ gases such as CO2, methane and nitrous oxide5
into the atmosphere by the burning of fossil fuels. The original Paris Agreement 2015 formulated
by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) outlined the goal
of limiting the rise in global temperatures to 2 °C by the end of the 21st Century [1]. To achieve
this, emphasis needs to shift from fossil fuels to more sustainable, environmentally friendly energy
sources. Photovoltaics (PV) harnessing the power of the sun are an ideal replacement energy pro-10
duction technology. The ultimate goal in PV is to fabricate solar cells that are efficient, low-cost,
stable, non-toxic and flexible. Thin-film PV devices offer a viable alternative to market-dominant
polycrystalline silicon PV and have the potential to be deposited on flexible substrates and incorpo-
rated into construction materials, so-called building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), eliminating
the need for dedicated large area spaces required for silicon-based solar farms.15
1.1 Thin Film Photovoltaics
As the name suggests, thin film photovoltaic (TFPV) technologies incorporate thin layers of semi-
conducting materials (typically ∼1 µm) with direct energy bandgaps and very high light absorp-
tion coefficients (between 104 – 105 cm−1). Due to silicon having an indirect bandgap, Si-based
PV require a thickness of between 200 to 500 µm to achieve similar light absorption. Thinner20
absorbers can be deposited on lightweight and flexible substrates such as polyimide and steel or
1
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Mo foils making them ideally suited for new distributed applications requiring innovative and
sustainable power sources. Unlike Si, most thin film semiconducting materials are intrinsically
doped meaning they do not require further processing steps to extrinsically introduce an excess
of charge carriers to give the materials n- or p-type conductivity. PV incorporating mono- and
polycrystalline Si have been under development for over five decades and have achieved power5
conversion efficiencies (PCE) of 26.7 and 22.3%, respectively (for a single junction terrestrial
cell measured under the standard solar irradiance air mass 1.5 spectrum (1000 W/m2) at 25 °C)
[2, 3]. Remarkably, TFPV technologies have exceeded the PCE of crystalline Si-based PV despite
their shorter development period. A number of TFPV technologies have been developed based
on inorganic materials such as III-V (GaAs, InP) and chalcogenide (CdTe, Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS),10
Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe)) compounds, hybrid organic-inorganic compounds (perovskite) and
fully organic compounds (dye-sensitised). Figure 1.1.1 shows current certified record efficiencies
of both Si- and thin film-based lab sized PV cells (area ≥1 cm2), taken from the Solar Cell Effi-
ciency Tables (Version 53) [4]. An important metric in the assessment of PV device performance
is the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit on device parameters such as efficiency η, open circuit voltage15
Voc and short circuit current density Jsc [5]. The SQ limit is based on maximum theoretical effi-
ciency of a single p-n junction solar cell using 6000 K black-body emission as an approximation to
the solar spectrum and where the only loss mechanism is radiative recombination in the solar cell.
A maximum PCE of 30% was determined for a PV device containing a semiconducting absorber
with a bandgap of 1.1 eV.20
The dependence of PV device efficiency upon bandgap of the device absorber material is also
shown in Figure 1.1.1. Most PV technologies show a considerable efficiency deficit in comparison
to the theoretical SQ limit, indicating there is still further scope for improvement. In the case of
TFPV technologies, the better performing devices are all composed of rare elements like indium,
gallium or tellurium and/or toxic elements such as cadmium, arsenic or lead (in perovskites). Re-25
cently the European Commission classified these scarce elements as critical raw materials (CRM)
which has ramifications on the cost and viability of using these materials in industrial scale pro-
duction of TFPV [6]. The requirement for TFPV technologies incorporating low-toxicity, earth-
abundant CRM-free materials led to the development of kesterite-based PV (Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS),
Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) and corresponding solid solution Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe)), building on30
the well-established and closely related chalcopyrite CIGS platform. Research into CIGS-based
2
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Figure 1.1.1: Record efficiencies of Si (monocrystalline, polycrystalline and amorphous), thin
film III-V (GaAs and InP), chalcogenide (CdTe, CIGS and CZTSSe) and other thin film (per-
ovskite, dye-sensitised solar cell (DSSC) and organic) based laboratory PV devices as a function
of the band gap energy are shown, based on record efficiency table [4] and SQ limit [5] (Shockley
Queisser detailed balance limit for a solar cell operated at 298.15 K under global AM1.5 spectral
irradiance in accordance with standard solar test conditions). The crosshatched region shows the
range of bandgap values for Cu2ZnSn(SxSe1−x)4 where Eg = 1.0 eV when x = 0 and Eg = 1.5 eV
when x = 1.
PV began in the 1970’s with the first working Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGSSe) device produced in
1977 [7]. The technology has matured over the past four decades with the implementation of
varying efficiency-enhancing strategies culminating in a current record PCE of 22.9% [8]. Interest
in kesterite-based PV started during the 1990’s as the technology was seen as a viable alternative
to CIGS due to the similarity in crystal structure and optoelectronic properties.5
1.2 Kesterite-based Photovoltaics
Kesterite and chalcopyrite materials belong to the chalcogenide family, which are a group of com-
pounds containing one or more chalcogen elemnts (such as S, Se or Te) as a major constituent.
Their crystal structure is derived from the face centred cubic lattice of zincblende. The kesterite
CZTS cell differs from that of CIGSe by the substitution of half of the In/Ga sites with Zn and10
the other half with Sn, see Figure 1.2.1. Crystal properties of kesterite CZTS are shown in Ta-
ble 1.2.1. Replacing the rare indium with readily available Zn and Sn does not alter the optical
3
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and electronic properties of the semiconductor. Typical optoelectronic properties of CIGSe- and
CZTS-based absorbers are compared in Table 1.2.2.
Figure 1.2.1: Conversion from chalcopyrite to kesterite cell structure by replacement of In/Ga sites
with Zn and Sn together with Wyckoff labels for the constituent elements [9].
Table 1.2.1: Description of kesterite CZTS crystal structure [9].
Space group Wyckoff label Atomic position Element
2a (0, 0, 0) Cu
I4¯ 2b (1/2, 1/2, 0) Sn
No. 82 2c (0, 1/2, 1/4) Cu
2d (0, 1/2, 3/4) Zn
8g (x, y, z) S
Given the close similarities in the optical and electronic properties of kesterite and chalcopy-
rite materials, the most pertinent question to ask is - why are kesterite device efficiencies signif-
icany lower than chalcopyrite? In order to understand the issue, Giraldo et al. considered the5
relation between the bandgap of CIGSSe and CZTSSe absorbers and device efficiency [10]. In
the case of narrow and wide bandgap absorbers (∼1.0 and ∼1.5 eV) the difference in device ef-
ficiencies was only 1-3%. However, for absorbers with an internediate bandgap of ∼1.2 eV, the
difference was significant with efficiency of champion CIGSSe solar cells almost 10% higher than
corresponding champion CZTSSe cells.10
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Table 1.2.2: A comparison of the optoelectronic properties of Cu(In1−xGax)Se2 and
Cu2ZnSn(SxSe1−x)4 with bandgap, Eg, absorption coefficient, α, majority carrier type and con-
centration.
Absorber Eg α Conductivity Carrier density
(eV) (cm−1) (1016 cm−3)
Cu(In1−xGax)Se2 1.0 - 1.7 [11, 12] for x = 0 to 1 104 - 105 [13] p-type 2 [14]
Cu2ZnSn(SxSe1−x)4 1.0 - 1.5 [15, 16] for x = 0 to 1 104 - 105 [17] p-type 3 [18]
One reason for the disparity in efficiency is the large open circuit voltage deficit, Voc−def
observed in kesterite devices. Voc−def is the difference between the maximum Voc achievable for
a given absorber bandgap (SQ limit [5]) and the measured Voc of the device. The Voc−def for
CIGSSe and CZTSSe devices as a function of absorber bandgap Eg is presented in Figure 1.2.2
[19]. Apparent is the monotonic increase in Voc−def of kesterite devices and the deficit is greater5
than that observed in chalcopyrites at intermediate bandgaps. Possible explanations for this issue
are explored in more detail in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2.2: Voc deficit in CIGSSe and CZTSSe as a function of bandgap, Eg. Adapted from
[19].
To address the deficit in Voc in kesterite one must look to relevant technological solutions
discovered during the evolution of CIGSSe device efficiency over time. Initially, the typical sub-
strate architecture of CZTSSe-based solar cells was copied from CIGSSe. Here, Mo (usually on10
a sodalime glass (SLG) substrate) forms the ohmic metal back contact with the absorber. CdS
buffer is deposited on top of the absorber to produce a pn-junction followed by succesive window
5
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(intrinsic ZnO) and transparent conducting oxide (TCO, such as indium tin oxide (ITO)) layers
and finished with a Ni/Al metallic front contact, see Figure 1.2.3. Typical thickness of the stacked
layers are: Mo, 500 - 1000 nm; CZTSSe, ∼1000 nm; CdS, ∼60 nm; i-ZnO, 50 - 100 nm; ITO,
∼250 nm.
Figure 1.2.3: Typical CZTSSe solar cell structure.
Three key findings during the development of chalcopyrite-based solar cells have led to sig-5
nificant improvement in device efficiency: i) the incorporation of Na [20], ii) the post deposition
treatment with alkali metals [21–23] and iii) alloying with Ga [24] These strategies have been
adopted by the kesterite research community with some promising results. The introduction of Na
into the kesterite absorber via doping or diffusion from SLG has a number of beneficial effects.
In particular, enhanced grain growth, passivation of interfaces and grain boundaries together with10
increased carrier concentration have been demonstrated [25, 26]. By adding a NaF layer to their
solution processed CZTSSe precursor films, Sutter-Fella et al. demonstrated an increase in device
efficiency from 3.39% to 6.04%. Generally, the increase in efficiency has been attributed to in-
creased grain size [25] and segragation of Na at grain boundaries and absorber surface [27], both
of which lead to improvements in optoelectronic properties of the kesterite absorber.15
Other alkali metals have been used to treat kesterite films during absorber fabrication and post-
deposition. Li is perhaps the easiest alkali to incorporate into the lattice of kesterite phase due to
the similar ionic radii (Li+, 0.73 Å and Cu+, 0.74 Å). Xin et al. found Li incorporation signifi-
cantly increased the conductivity of the doped CZTSSe film producing an 11.8% efficient device
6
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and Haass et al. discovered that using a ‘high’ Li concentration of 0.75 at% yielded a CZTSSe
solar cell with 12.3% efficiency [28]. The mechanism on how Li doping/alloying improves device
performance is unclear however some conclusions have been drawn: i) alloying CZTSSe with Li
increases the bandgap of the absorber (bandgap increase of 0.15 eV in (Cu1−xLix)2ZnSnS4 when
x increases from 0 to 0.5) [29, 30] and ii) Li doping/alloying improves optoelectronic properties5
(increased fill factor and Voc, reduction in tetragonal crystal distortion) regardless of the doping
concentration [28]. Bulk potassium treatment of kesterite solar cells also leads to enhanced grain
growth and improved device performance [31]. The addition of high concentrations of K in the
CZTSSe absorber was observed to reduce Sn loss, helping to suppress the formation of detrimental
Sn-related defects. Due to their large ionic radii, rubidium and caesium are less likely to be incor-10
porated into the kesterite lattice and tend to be segragated at grain boundaries. Despite this, Rb-
and Cs-treated kesterite devices still achieved efficiencies of 8.8% and 9.1%, respectively [28].
A comprehensive review of alkali-treated kesterite solar cells ranked their use in order of highest
efficiencies as Li > Na > K > Rb > Cs [32].
Kesterite can also be alloyed with a number of isoelectronic elements from the same groups15
as Cu, Zn and Sn, the most common being Ge, Cd and Ag. The abundance of Ge in the Earth’s
crust makes it a viable substitution for Sn. Alloying with Ge helps to reduce Sn-related defects
and allows the bandgap of the kesterite absorber to be tuned, dependent on the Ge/(Ge + Sn) ratio
[33, 34]. Enhanced grain growth was also observed with Ge incorporation [35]. Kim et al. demon-
strated a Cu2Zn(Sn1−xGex)Se4 (CZTGSe) device with 12.3% and attributed the performance to20
a greatly improved Voc deficit (reducing from 0.647 eV for CZTSSe reference to 0.583 eV for
CZTGSe) due to reduced band tailing [36].
Cadmium alloying of kesterite (CZCTS) has been suggested as a means to reduce the concen-
trations of CuZn and ZnCu antisite defects responsible for Cu-Zn disorder [37]. Cd is expected to
substitute Zn in the kesterite lattice and as the ionic radius is greater than that of Cu and Zn (0.7825
Å for Cd compared to 0.60 Å for Cu and Zn), Cd incorporation increases the formation energy
of disorder-inducing defect clusters from 0.22 eV for [CuZn+ZnCu] to ∼0.32 eV, ∼0.62 eV and
∼1.36 eV for [CdCu+ZnCu], [CdZn+ZnCu+CuZn] and [CdCu+ZnCu+CuZn], respectively. As a
consequence, the Cu-Zn disorder and associated band tailing is reduced [38]. The substitution of
Zn with Cd also improved grain size [39]. Here, Sun et al. found higher hole concentrations in30
the CZCTS-based device than the CZTSSe reference while the dominant recombination mecha-
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nism changed from buffer/absorber interface in the reference device to bulk related. As a result,
efficiency increased from 8.5% to 11.2% in the CZCTS device.
Silver incorporation into kesterite-based solar cells to improve performance has been exten-
sively researched. In this instance, Ag partially substitutes Cu to form alloy (Cu,Ag)2ZnSn(S,Se)4
(CAZTSSe). Ag has a similar effect as the Cd substitution of Zn, again due to the larger Ag ionic5
radius and serves to reduce the concentration of CuZn defects [40, 41]. The use of Ag is prefer-
able to Cd due the toxic nature of Cd. Gershon et al. observed a 50% reduction in the Urbach tail
of their Ag-substituted CZTSe solar cell with a device efficiency of 10.2% [42]. A summary of
relevant elements in the doping/alloying kesterite thin films is shown in Figure 1.2.4.
Figure 1.2.4: A summary of the relevant elements used to dope and alloy kesterite absorbers and
to treat the absorber post-deposition. All strategies have shown demonstrable improvements in
efficiency of kesterite-based PV.
There are a number of techniques for growing kesterite absorber thin films which fall into two10
categories, vacuum and non-vacuum processes. Vacuum methods include thermal evaporation of
single compound kesterite, co-evaporation and co-sputtering of kesterite precursors. Some exam-
ples of non-vacuum methods are electrochemical deposition, hot-injection for kesterite nanopar-
ticle synthesis and hydrazine-based precursor solution. All approaches have been developed over
the last two decades with the hydrazine solution method for producing CZTSSe achieving the high-15
est efficiency of 12.6% [43]. Table 1.2.3 lists optoelectronic properties of highest efficiency de-
vices fabricated by vacuum and non-vacuum methods. In this study, the focus will be on CZTSSe
PV fabricated from CZTS nanoparticle inks using the hot injection method [44].
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Table 1.2.3: A comparison of the optoelectronic properties of highest efficiency CZTSSe solar
cells fabricated using different growth techniques where Voc, Jsc FF, η, J0, Eg and Voc−def are
open circuit voltage, short circuit current density, fill factor, efficiency, reverse saturation current
density, bandgap and open circuit voltage deficit, respectively.
Material Voc Jsc FF η J0 Eg Voc−def
(mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) (mA/cm2) (eV) (mV)
CIGSSea [45] 711 41.4 77.5 22.8 7x10−8 1.09 420
CZTSSeb [43] 513 35.2 69.8 12.6 7x10−5 1.13 617
CZTSSec [46] 521 35.0 67.2 12.3 - 1.08 576
CZTSSea [36] 527 32.2 72.7 12.3 4x10−5 1.11 583
CZTSSed [47] 583 33.6 55.9 11.0 - 1.20 548
CZTSSee [48] 400 35.2 66.2 9.3 - 1.09 -
aCo-evaporation, bhydrazine solution, cDC-sputtering, ddimethylformamide solution, enanoparticle ink
9
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1.3 Objective of this investigation
The objective of this investigation was the methodical analysis of the CZTSSe absorber and its
associated interfaces in nanoparticle inks-based CZTSSe solar cells. By using a number of spec-
troscopic techniques, the aim was to identify key areas within the device structure which were
adversely affecting performance and provide possible solutions to overcome the issues. The fol-5
lowing areas were investigated:
(i) Absorber-back contact interface - using a different capping ligand (formamide) as
an alternative to oleylamine (typically used during CZTS nanoparticle synthesis) in
order to remove the carbon-rich fine grain CZTSSe layer formed at the Mo/CZTSSe
interface following selenisation of the absorber. This carbon-rich layer has been cited
as potentially causing a current-blocking barrier at the absorber-metal contact junc-
tion [49, 50].
(ii) Absorber bulk - using CZTSSe absorbers fabricated from low and high grade purity
chemical precursors in the CZTS nanoparticle phase of device fabrication in order to
study their effect on the types of defect and their concentrations within the bulk of
the absorber and subsequent impact on device performance.
(iii) Absorber-buffer interface - using an alternative n-type buffer material (such as In2S3)
to the standard CdS in order to study the effect on energy band alignment at the
buffer/CZTSSe absorber interface and the impact of the alternate buffer on Voc in the
comparative devices.
10
Chapter 2
Loss mechanisms in kesterite PV
2.1 Overview
Due to the limitations of other TFPV technologies such as GaAs, CdTe and CIGS, kesterite PV is
being developed as a viable alternative in providing electricity on a terrawatt scale [51]. GaAs and5
CdTe have toxicity issues concerning the use of As and Cd and the scarcity of In is prohibitive in
the large-scale commercialisation of CIGS. Despite intensive research into kesterite over the past
two decades, improvement in device efficiency has stagnated. Therefore, it is important to under-
stand the limiting factors which are thwarting the technology from attaining its true potential. The
most cited reason for lower performance in kesterite-based PV is the large Voc deficit compared to10
other TFPV technologies [52–55]. To address this issue, it is necessary to understand the funda-
mental loss mechanisms in kesterite PV. The device structure of a standard kesterite-based solar
cell comprises of several layers (as shown in Figure 1.2.3) whose interfaces, if not optimised, can
inhibit the efficient extraction of photogenerated carriers. A schematic energy band diagram of
the interfaces in a typical CZTSSe thin film solar cell together with possible loss mechanisms and15
carrier recombination pathways is shown in Figure 2.1.1.
2.2 Absorber-back contact interface
Molybdenum is used ubiquitously as the metallic back contact in kesterite TFPV device architec-
ture. The device structure was inherited from the more mature thin film CIGS technology from
which kesterites were developed. CIGS device performance is enhanced by using a Mo back20
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Figure 2.1.1: Schematic energy band diagram of a typical CZTSSe solar cell. A number of recom-
bination pathways relating to the absorber/ buffer, absorber/back contact interfaces and absorber
bulk are highlighted.
contact due to the formation of an ohmic contact, good adhesion properties and creation of an
intermediate MoSe2 layer which acts as a diffusion barrier [56]. Whether Mo is the best back
contact material in kesterite TFPVs is still under debate. It has been demonstrated that when the
thickness of the MoSe2 layer in CZTSSe devices is not optimised by annealing temperature/Se
vapour pressure, performance is negatively impacted (device efficiency of 2.95% with MoSe25
thickness of ∼1300 nm compared to a similar device with efficiency of 5.95% with MoSe2 thick-
ness of 600 nm) [57]. During the selenisation (sulphurisation) process, MoSe2 (MoS2) forms at
the CZTSe(CZTS)/Mo interface the thickness of which can have a detrimental effect on open cir-
cuit voltage and band alignment [58]. The formation of MoS(e)2 is due to the instability of Mo at
the Mo/CZTS(e) interface during the thermal processing step of device fabrication. The reaction10
at the interface can be described by [59]:
2Cu2ZnSnS(e)4 +Mo→ 2Cu2S(e) + ZnS(e) + 2SnS(e) +MoS(e)2 (2.2.1)
12
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Shin et al. observed a ∼1300 nm thick MoSe2 in a CZTSe device which increased cell series
resistance and degraded Voc [12]. Evidence of high series resistance related to MoSe2 thickness
in nanoparticle ink-based CZTSSe solar cells is shown in Figure 2.2.1 and the following sec-
tion.
2.2.1 Back contact barrier5
The issue of problematic high series resistance in CZTSSe devices was also highlighted by Gu-
nawan et al. [52]. Following temperature-dependent standard diode analysis [60, 61], they ob-
served a dramatic reduction in device efficiencies toward lower temperatures. This erroneous be-
haviour was ascribed to diverging dark series resistance with reducing temperature and is demon-
strated as part of this work (see Figure 2.2.1).10
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Figure 2.2.1: Temperature dependence of dark series resistance in CZTSSe solar cells on Mo foil
and sodalime glass substrates with varying MoSe2 thicknesses [62] and inset showing equivalent
circuit diagram proposed by [63] incorporating a blocking back contact whereDSC , JL andRs are
the solar cell diode, photogenerated current source and combined series resistance, respectively.
The combined series resistance consists of the background series resistance R0 and a blocking
back contact diode DBC .
It was speculated the cause of the diverging series at low temperature was the presence of a
blocking contact barrier at the CZTSSe/back contact interface ΦBH , as illustrated in Figure 2.1.1.
The barrier would serve to suppress majority carrier (hole) transport. An equivalent circuit model
was proposed to describe the temperature-dependent behaviour of device performance, see inset
in Figure 2.2.1. The circuit is comprised of two diodes, i) main solar cell diode (DSC) and ii)15
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back contact diode (DBC) [63]. When the device is under forward bias, the back contact diode is
in reverse bias. Under these conditions, the conduction of the back contact diode is limited by its
reverse saturation current, which decreases rapidly at lower temperatures leading to a subsequent
increase in series resistance.
Using the analysis method in [63], the back contact barrier height ΦBH can be evaluated.5
Figure 2.2.2 shows ΦBH values determined for a series of CZTSSe solar cells with varying MoSe2
thickness. It would appear there is a direct correlation between the thickness of the MoSe2 layer
at the CZTSSe/Mo interface and the barrier height of the blocking contact. Therefore barrier
height could be a contributing factor in the observed diverging series resistance with decreasing
temperature. A current blocking back contact does not appear to be an issue in CIGS-based solar10
cells. Gunawan et al. compared the performance of hydrazine solution-processed CIGS and
CZTSSe devices and found ΦBH in the CZTSSe sample was significantly higher at 115 meV
than that observed in CIGS at 5.6 meV [63].
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Figure 2.2.2: Correlation between thickness of MoSe2 layer in CZTSSe devices on Mo foil or so-
dalime glass substrates and back contact barrier height ΦBH [62], determined from J-V(T) analysis
[61].
2.3 Absorber bulk
Fundamental to the operation of PV devices is the generation and recombination of charge car-15
riers within the bulk of the absorber material. In order for efficient performance, the generated
electron-hole (e-h) pairs have to be effectively separated and extracted from the solar cell be-
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fore the carriers can recombine. Carrier recombination can happen through multiple relaxation
channels, the main non-radiative processes being band Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) trap-assisted
recombination, Auger and surface recombination, as shown in Figure 2.1.1. The presence of these
recombination pathways has a detrimental effect on the Voc of the device due to increase of reverse
saturation current density J0.5
2.3.1 Carrier diffusion
In most semiconductors, the absorption coefficient decreases with an increase in photon wave-
length and approaches a minimum near to the bandgap of the material. Thus, photons with an
energy around the bandgap are absorbed deeper into the absorber bulk and further away from the
p-n junction. In most cases, the depletion (space charge) region does not extend to the full width of10
the absorber which means the generated e-h pairs have to diffuse over a longer distance increasing
the probability of recombination. The increased probability of charge recombination could result
in a reduction of quantum efficiency of a solar cell over longer wavelengths measurements, as
exemplified in Figure 2.3.1.
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Figure 2.3.1: External quantum efficiency of sample CZTSSe devices. The reduction in carrier
extraction efficiency over wavelength range 550 - 950 nm can be linked to poor minority carrier
mobility and/or short carrier lifetime. The shaded area of the EQE curves shows the extent of band
tailing into the bandgap of the CZTSSe absorbers [17].
Lower electron mobilites for CZTSSe (typically ∼40 cm2/Vs) compared to CIGS thin films15
(typically ∼1000 cm2/Vs) have been suggested as an explanation for reduced carrier extraction
in CZTSSe devices [64]. Hole mobilities in these materials follow a similar trend with values of
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∼0.1 cm2/Vs for CZTSSe and ∼10 cm2/Vs for CIGS [65, 66]. Lower minority carrier mobility
has been linked to the presence of charged defects which act as scattering centres. Low minority
carrier lifetime τ has also been cited as a cause of poor carrier collection at longer wavelengths
[67].
2.3.2 Bulk defects5
Due to the complexity of the quaternary kesterite crystal structure (see Figure 1.2.1), the probabil-
ity of large concentrations of defects in the absorber bulk, such as vacancies, antisites, interstitials
and complexes, is high [37, 68]. Similarities in the ionic radii of the component elements promotes
the formation of a variety of intrinsic defects. Energetically, the defects/complexes can be shallow
donor and acceptor levels, mid-gap states and deep trap states all of which lie within the band gap10
of the kesterite absorber. Not all defects are detimental in nature: copper vacancies (VCu) form a
shallow acceptor state ∼30 meV above the valence band maximum (VBM) and contribute to the
p-type conductivity in CZTSSe. The formation of this defect is favoured under Cu-poor, Zn-rich
growth conditions. Indeed, the most efficient CZTSSe devices reported in literature were grown
under this regime [69, 70]. Other acceptor vacancies such as VZn, VSn, VS and donor vacancy15
VSe are not favourable as they form deeper states and negatively impact device performance. Also
responsible for the p-type nature is the antisite defect CuZn with an activation energy of ∼120
meV. Defect CuZn is prevalent in CZTSSe regardless of growth conditions due to the lowest en-
thalpy of formation as determined by density funtional theory (DFT) calculations [37]. All other
acceptor defects (CuSn and ZnSn) have negligible impact on p-type conductivity and are deeper in20
nature and could act as non-radiative recombination centres. Interestingly, the presence of deep,
partially compensated acceptor defects has also been cited as contributing to carrier ‘freeze-out’
and increasing series resistance at lower temperatures, see Figure 2.2.1 [43].
Regarding donor defects in CZTSSe, two shallow levels (ZnCu and Cui) and three deep lev-
els (SnCu, SnZn and Zni) are possible. Given the preferred Cu-poor, Zn-rich growth conditions25
for efficient kesterite devices, ZnCu is expected to be the predominant donor. This antisite de-
fect may agglomerate and behave like an electron sink and hole barrier, increasing non-radiative
recombination and reducing device Voc. Again, the deep donor levels are effective trap levels
with deleterious effects on device performance. The negative effects of isolated ZnCu defects
can be mitigated by the formation of [VCu + ZnCu] complex. High concentrations of this cluster30
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cause band-bending which assists in e-h pair separation. The valence band (VB) and conduction
band (CB) edges are simultaneously lowered, repelling holes and increasing collection and onward
transportation of electrons into the buffer layer [71, 72]. Most of the pernicious defects in CZTSSe
are Sn-related and form mid-gap states, therefore it is important to control Sn composition during
absorber growth and subsequent sulphurisation/selenisation processes.5
2.3.3 Grain boundaries
As is the case in most polycrystalline semiconductors, the presence of grain boundaries (GBs) in
kesterite absorbers is likely to be detrimental to solar cell performance. This is due to the structural
defects and different crystal orientations associated with GBs which act as recombination centres.
Using ab initio calculations, Li et al. found GBs formed mid-gap recombination states in CZTSe10
which may be a limiting factor in device efficiency [73]. They state the atoms at the GBs in CZTSe
are unable to relax leading to the formation of deep traps. An example of GBs in a cross-section of
a kesterite thin film is shown in Figure 2.3.2. Conversely, other studies have shown GBs have little
effect on the electronic properties in Cu-poor/Zn-rich CZTS and CZTSSe PV devices [74, 75].
Using scanning Kelvin-probe microscopy, they demonstrated GBs act as an electrostatic potential15
barrier which facilitate charge separation near the GBs.
Figure 2.3.2: SEM cross-section image of a typical CZTSSe/CdS/ZnO/ITO stack prepared using
a focused ion beam. The boundaries of the CZTSSe grains have been highlighted for clarity [76].
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2.3.4 Band tailing
Absorption tails extending into the bandgap of a semiconductor are known to act as non-radiative
recombination pathways which reduce the efficiency of PV devices. These band tails are perhaps
the most important factor affecting the Voc and have been extensively studied in order to identify
the cause [54, 77–79]. High concentrations of VCu, CuZn and ZnCu intrinsic defects and [VCu +5
ZnCu], [CuZn + ZnCu] complexes (expected under Cu-poor, Zn-rich growth conditions), together
with spatial deviations in the distribution of these defects/complexes induce potential fluctuations
in the band structure. These band edge fluctuations can arise from microscale variations in the
bandgap of the material and/or clustering of charged defects causing fluctuations in the electro-
static potential. Bandgap and electrostatic potential fluctuations are examined in more detail in10
Section 3.2.1. The extent of band tailing in CZTSSe films is shown in Figure 2.3.1 where there is
extended absorption of photons with energies below the bandgap of the absorber.
2.4 Absorber-buffer interface
The band alignment of semiconductors at the p-n junction has a crucial role in the transfer of
charge from the depletion region of a solar cell. Non-optimal band alignment will result in in-15
creased recombination at the absorber/buffer interface. Other factors contributing to interface
recombination include the presence of secondary phases on the absorber surface which are de-
pendent on kesterite film growth conditions and lattice mismatch between the absorber and buffer
materials.
2.4.1 Band alignment20
Band alignment at semiconductor interfaces can be categorised as Type I, II or III, however Type
III are not pertinent to PV applications, see Figure 2.4.1. In Type I, the CB of the absorber is
lower than that of the buffer (relative to the electron vacuum levels of the materials) forming a
spike-like potential barrier which can hinder electron transport dependent on the magnitude of the
conduction band offset (CBO). A theoretical optimal maximum value of 0.4 eV for the spike-like25
offset has previously been reported in CZTSSe [80]. If the CBO is below this threshold, electron
transport is facilitated by tunnelling and/or thermionic emission. A small ‘spike’ CBO has been
shown to create an absorber type inversion in the vicinity of the heterojunction which consequently
18
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creates a large hole barrier [81]. In contrast, the CB of the absorber layer at a Type II interface
is higher than that of the buffer layer forming a cliff-like alignment. Although there is no barrier
for electrons to overcome when flowing from absorber to buffer, there may be high concentrations
of holes near the semiconductor junction increasing the probability of interface recombination
[81, 82]. Therefore, Type I and II CBO are preferable in order to achieve improvements in Voc and5
short circuit current density Jsc, respectively.
Figure 2.4.1: Different heterojunction band alignments where there is (a) spike, (b) cliff and (c)
break between the CB at the interface of the buffer-absorber materials.
2.4.2 Interface recombination
CZTSSe film growth can result in a number of binary and ternary secondary phases due to varia-
tions in stoichiometry. In particular, films grown under the preferred Cu-poor, Zn-rich conditions
promote the formation of ZnS(e) due to their large negative enthalpies [83]. ZnSe phase was10
observed at the CZTSe absorber surface resulting in a current blocking behavior and a reduced
short-circuit current density in the associated device [84]. The presence of ZnSe containing a high
concentration of Cu and Sn impurities on top of the CZTSe absorber layer was also detected by
room temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements [85]. The current-blocking behaviour
arises from the large ‘spike’ CBO (1.32 eV) at the ZnS(e) and CZTS(e) interface [84, 86, 87].15
Other secondary phases, such as SnS(e) and CuxS(e) have smaller bandgaps than CZTS(e) which
contibutes to a reduced Voc. Indeed the conduction band edge in SnS(e)2 is much lower than
19
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that of CZTS(e) which will increase interface recombination [88]. These secondary phases at the
buffer/absorber interface can trap minority charge carriers or produce shunting pathways. Treat-
ing the CZTS(e) absorber surface with different chemical etchants can passivate and selectively
remove secondary phases. This is evidenced in Figure 2.4.2 where PL intensity from CZTSSe thin
films is enhanced following chemical etches, suggesting passivation of non-radiative defects at the5
film surface.
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Figure 2.4.2: Room temperature photoluminescence from similar CZTSSe thin films subjected to
different surface etching. KMnO4, (NH4)2S and HCl etchants were used to remove ZnSe,SnSe
and ZnS secondary phases, respectively.
By performing Voc(T ) analysis of CZTSSe solar cells, the activation energy EA of the domi-
nant recombination pathway can be determined which indicates the type of recombination mech-
anism prevalent in the devices, see Figure 2.4.3 [89]. By extrapolating the linear region of the Voc
versus T plot, EA/q (eV) is evaluated at T = 0 K.10
It is apparent the activation energy of the example CZTSSe device is significantly lower than
the indicated bandgap of the CZTSSE absorber. The large discrepancy suggests that the recom-
bination mechanism in the device is strongly influenced by interface recombination which will
negatively impact Voc at room temperature.
To summarise, some of the factors which currently inhibit performance in kesterite TFPV15
have been examined. By understanding the loss mechanisms in kesterite, a targeted approach
can be adopted in order to identify key areas for improvements and provide informed solutions to
increase performance in CZTSSe PV. The following chapter will look at the different experimental
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methods and characterisation/analytical techniques to achieve this objective.
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Figure 2.4.3: Temperature dependence of the open circuit voltage Voc of a CZTSSe device. The
activation energy EA of the dominant recombination mechanism is determined by extrapolation
of the linear region of the plot to 0 K. The significant difference between the activation energy
and bandgap of the CZTSSe absorber indicates substantial recombination at the absorber/buffer
interface.
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Chapter 3
Experimental methods, characterisation
and analysis
This chapter will detail the fabrication of CZTSSe absorbers and solar cells from CZTS nanopar-
ticle inks using the hot injection method. A number of optical and electronic characterisation5
techniques will be considered together with relevant data analysis methodology.
3.1 Solar cell fabrication
3.1.1 CZTS nanoparticle synthesis
CZTS nanoparticles in this study were produced by injection of metallic precursors and sulphur
into a hot solvent. Oleylamine (OLA) with long hydrocarbon chain was firstly chosen as the cap-10
ping ligand to prevent the agglomeration of nanoparticles during fabrication [44]. Alternatively,
formamide (FA) was chosen as the solvent in the synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles [90].
CZTS OLA recipe
1.34 mmol of copper(II) acetylacetonate, 0.95 mmol of zinc acetylacetonate, 0.75 mmol of tin(IV)
bis(acetylacetonate) dichloride were dissolved into 10 ml OLA in a three neck flask connected15
to the Schlenk line. The reaction mixture was put under vacuum and purged with nitrogen twice
to remove residual water and oxygen dissolved in the solvent. After the degassing process, the
temperature of the mixture was then increased to the reaction temperature of 225 ◦C after which
3 ml 1M sulphur-OLA solution was then injected into the solvent. The reaction solution was
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then held at the reaction temperature for 30 min to allow the growth of the CZTS nanoparticles.
After reaction, the CZTS nanoparticles were collected and washed twice using isopropyl alcohol
(IPA) and toluene. The CZTS OLA nanoparticle ink was prepared by dispersing nanoparticles
into hexanethiol with the aid of sonication.
CZTS FA recipe5
Firstly, 4.8 mmol of copper(II) acetate monohydrate, 3.3 mmol of SnCl2, 3.12 mmol of ZnCl2 were
dissolved successively into 20 ml FA to make the metal solution in a glass bottle. Next, 13.2 mmol
thioacetamide (TAA) was dissovled into 10 ml FA at room temperature in a three necks flask
connected to the Schlenk line. The TAA solution was put under vacuum and purged with nitrogen
twice to remove residual water and oxygen dissolved in the solvent. After the degassing process,10
the temperature of the mixture was then increased to the reaction temperature of 170 ◦C after
which 2.5 ml metal solution was injected into the TAA solution. The reaction was held for 2 min
before immersing the reaction flask into a cold water bath to cease the reaction. After the reaction,
ethanol and FA were used to precipitate and wash the CZTS nanoparticles twice before suspending
nanoparticles in ethanol to yield the CZTS FA nanoparticle ink.15
3.1.2 Spin-coating
Approximately 50 µl of the concentrated ink was applied onto a square (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) Mo-
coated glass substrate at a speed of 1200 rpm for 5 seconds. The samples were then dried on a
hot plate at ∼150 (∼100) ◦C for 30 seconds and then at ∼300 (∼200) ◦C in air for 30 seconds for
OLA (FA) samples to remove the residual solvents. The spin coating and soft-baking procedures20
were repeated 10 times to yield thin films with a thickness of ∼1µm.
3.1.3 Selenisation of CZTS films
The thin films comprising CZTS nanoparticles were selenised in a tube furnace in order to promote
grain growth, resulting in CZTSSe absorbers. Selenium pellets were placed directly under the
substrate of the as-deposited precursor thin films encapsulated in a graphite box. The furnace25
was evacuated (6.0 x 10−3 mbar) and an argon atmosphere (∼10 mbar) was provided before
the temperature was increased (∼20 ◦C /min) to 500 ◦C. This temperature was then held for
20 minutes before being cooled down rapidly (∼ 20 ◦C /min) to 300 ◦C, followed by a slower
cooling rate of∼4 ◦C /min until the selenised films reached room temperature [91]. The annealing
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temperature during selenisation of the CZTS films is an important factor as it is directly correlated
to the Se vapour pressure inside the tube furnace. In order to achieve large grain growth, the
CZTS film is maintained at 500 ◦C for the determined time period with Se(g) supplied at a vapour
pressure close to its saturation vapour pressure (which occurs when Se pellets are heated to 500
◦C and above). These conditions result in selenisation of the film in a saturated Se(g) atmosphere.5
The selenisation conditions have also been optimised by controlling the annealing temperature
and duration to minimise the thickness of the MoSe2 layer at the Mo/CZTSSe interface. A thicker
layer of MoSe2 can increase the series resistance of the subsequent device [92, 93]. Also, the
concentration of chalcogen vacancy defects (VS , VSe) is assumed to be inversely proportional
to the chalcogen vapour pressure. Thus, sufficient Se vapour pressure will reduce these defects10
within the CZTSSe absorber bulk [94].
3.1.4 Chemical bath deposition of buffer layers
CdS buffer
The CdS buffer layer was deposited using a chemical bath. Deionized water was first poured into a
double-walled beaker. After the temperature inside the beaker stabilized at 70 °C, CdSO4(2 mM)15
and ammonium hydroxide (1.5 M) were successively added while a magnetic bar was continuously
stirred to form the solution. The CZTSSe films were then soaked in the solution for 2 min before
thiourea (12 mM) was mixed into the solution. After the reaction, the samples were removed from
the bath, rinsed with deionized water and dried under a nitrogen stream and then annealed at 200
°C for 10 min in air.20
In2S3 buffer
For In2S3 deposition, samples were immersed in a solution composed of indium chloride (10
mM), thioactamide (0.1 M) and acetic acid (0.1 M) at 70 °C to form an In2S3 coating on CZTSSe
[95, 96]. After the deposition, the samples were removed from the bath, rinsed with deionized
water and dried under a N2 stream. The buffer coated samples were then annealed at 200 °C in25
open air for 2 min.
3.1.5 Completion of CZTSSe solar cells
The solar cells were integrated into a device configuration of Mo/CZTSSe/CdS/i-ZnO/ITO/Ni-Al,
see Figure 1.2.3. i-ZnO (∼ 35 nm) and ITO (∼ 200 nm) layers were then deposited by magnetron
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sputtering to act as the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layers. Front contact grids which are
composed of Ni (∼ 50 nm) and Al (∼ 1 µm) layers were deposited through a shadow mask by
electron beam evaporation. Finally, nine∼ 0.16 cm2 cells were defined by mechanical scribing on
each substrate. A typical complete set of CZTSSe solar cells is shown in Figure 3.1.1.
Figure 3.1.1: Typical CZTSSe solar cells.
3.2 Materials characterisation and analysis5
3.2.1 Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) is an optical process involving (i) the absorption of photons by atoms
within a luminescent material generating electron-hole (e-h) pairs in the respective conduction and
valence bands (photoexcitation), (ii) the thermalisation of the photogenerated charge carriers to the
energy band edges (relaxation) and (iii) the re-emission of photons due to the recombination of10
the e-h pairs (radiative recombination). Thus, PL spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique used
in the analysis of defects within a semiconductor and is particularly sensitive to shallow defects
within the bandgap of the absorbing material. A number of radiative recombination transitions
are possible but only those relating to highly doped and compensated materials, such as kesterite
CZTSSe, will be discussed. A material is classed as highly doped and compensated when there15
are similar concentrations of acceptor and donor defects and the average distance between defects
is less than the Bohr radius of a defect state [97]. In the case of an n-type semiconductor, if
the heavy doping condition Nda3 > 1 is satisfied, there are no localised single donor states (Nd
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is the donor concentration and a is the Bohr radius of the donor state). When this condition is
satisfied, the kinetic energy of an electron localised in space s (average distance between donors≈
Nd−1/3) exceeds the attractive Coulomb energy due to the donor. The defect level is displaced to
an energy band and the semiconductor becomes degenerate. For a heavily doped semiconductor,
this defect level broadens into a defect band due to the many-body interactions between all defects5
and carriers and results in significant densitiy of states tails within the bandgap. A similar case
exists for acceptor states in a p-type semiconductor although these states tend to be deeper due
to the larger effective mass of holes compared to that of electrons. In fact, the high doping and
strong compensation conditions in p-type kesterites are more readily satisfied for electrons than
holes. This is due to the significantly larger effective mass of holes compared to that of electrons10
(hole effective mass m?h = 0.21m0, electron effective mass m
?
e = 0.08m0 where m0 is the mass
of free electron [16]). High concentrations of donors cause donor wave-functions to overlap due
to their small spatial separation whereas acceptors remain non-degenrate and therefore can be
treated like classical particles [97, 98]. The considerable band tailing seen in strongly compensated
polycrystalline semiconductors is highlighted in the PL spectra of a CZTSSe absorber compared15
to that of a epitaxially grown GaAs absorber, see Figure 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.2.1: PL spectra of a highly doped, compensated semiconductor, such as CZTSSe and a
non-compensated semiconductor, such as intrinsic GaAs. Note the significant band tailing below
the indicated PL peak position of the CZTSSe sample. The PL emission occurs around the bandgap
of the GaAs sample (1.42 eV) whereas emission from the CZTSSe sample occurs well below its
bandgap of 1.12 eV, indicating PL emission is defect-mediated.
Such band tailing is manisfested as a consequence of spatial inhomogeneities in the absorber
material leading to fluctuations in the bandgap, clusters of charged defects creating fluctuations
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in the elecrostatic potential or thermal vibrations of the crystal lattice (Urbach tails). Electrostatic
potential fluctuations are characterised as a constant bandgap with parallel shifts in the valence
and conduction band energies. Conversely, bandgap fluctuations in kesterites are caused by mi-
croscopic variations in the stoichiometry of the material and/or the presence of secondary phases
resulting in small modulations of the absorber bandgap. These band edge fluctuations are repre-5
sented schematically in Figure 3.2.2.
Figure 3.2.2: Schematics of electrostatic potential and bandgap fluctuations of the conduction and
valence band edges of a heavily doped and compensated semiconductor. γEP and γBG are the
root mean square depths of the electrostatic potential and bandgap fluctuations, respectively.
In the case of electrostatic potential fluctuations in a compensated semiconductor, the net
doping density (Na++Nd−) is significantly lower than the dopant concentration (Na+Nd). The mi-
nority defects lose their charge carriers to the majority defects, leaving the defects ionised without
producing free charge carriers which would normally screen the fixed space charges. As these10
defects are distributed randomly within the material, areas of higher concentrations of positively
charged donors and negatively charged acceptors are formed. Due to the low density of free
charges, the variation in fixed space charge cannot be screened resulting in non-uniform distortion
of the band edges arising from spatial fluctuations of the electrostatic potential. The average depth
of the fluctuation γ within a volume r3 depends on the total charged defect concentration (Nt =15
Na++Nd−) [98]:
γEP =
e2
4pi0r
(
Ntr
3
)1/2
r
(3.2.1)
where 0 is permittivity of vacuum and r is relative permittivity (or dielectric constant). Due to
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the screening effects of free carriers, the maximum range rs of the fluctuations is dependent on the
hole density p such that:
rs =
N
1/3
t
p2/3
(3.2.2)
This gives the average potential fluctuations within a screening volume rs3:
γEP =
e2
4pi0r
N
2/3
t
p1/3
(3.2.3)
It is worth noting that fluctuations greater than rs are screened by free carriers. As electrons and
holes are localised in spatially separated potential wells, radiative recombination is facilitated by5
tunneling. The tunneling length rt is dependent on γEP , i.e. rs = ~ /
√
mrγEP and substituting rt
into 3.2.1 gives [99]:
γ5EP =
(
e2
4pi0r
)4
N2t ~2
mrm0
(3.2.4)
where mr is the reduced effective mass given by mr = (memh)/(me + mh), me is the effective
electron mass, mh is the effective hole mass, m0 is the electron mass and ~ is the reduced Planck’s
constant. The screening of the Coulomb potential of charge carriers is an important factor which10
affects the depth of electrostatic potential fluctuations. The screened Coulomb potential φ(r) takes
the form of Poisson’s equation using the Fermi-Thomas approximation (system is maintained at
a constant electron chemical potential (Fermi level EF ) and at low temperature [100]) and the
solution includes a Coulomb potential multiplied by an exponential damping term, k0:
φ (r) =
Q
4pi0r
e(−k0r) where k0 =
√
3e2ρ
20EF
(3.2.5)
where ρ is the density of free charge carriers. The effect of increasing free carrier density on the15
screened Coulomb potential is shown in Figure 3.2.3. For example, an increase in carrier gener-
ation due to increasing laser excitation intensity causes a reduction in rs by an injection of free
charge carriers and/or reduced concentrations of ionised donors and acceptors. Thus, according
to Equation 3.2.3, a reduction in rs has an associated reduction in γEP . This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.2.4 where γEP values for CZTSSe thin films with different buffer materials show a marked20
decrease above a certain excitation intensity and can be attributed to Coulomb screening of the
electrostatic potential.
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Figure 3.2.3: Plot of Coulomb potential φ as a function of distance between interacting bodies r.
An increase in free charge carrier density ρ leads to φ being screened over a shorter distance.
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Figure 3.2.4: Average potential fluctuation depth γ as a function of laser excitation power P of
CZTSSe thin films with different buffers. Note the reduction in γ above a certain laser power,
which can be attributed to Coulomb screening due to increased generation of charge carriers,
further discussed in Chapter 6.
Evidence of the presence of a fluctuating electrostatic potential is the significant red-shift of
the energy of the maximum of the PL peak (EPL) compared to the bandgap of the material. The
spectral shape of PL emission lines from a semiconductor with fluctuating potential of the energy
bands is determined by the density of states (DOS) of charge carriers. A model has been proposed
where the absorption tails due to an electrostatic potential fluctuation are treated like a Gaussian5
distribution of defects. The low energy tail of emissions I(E) (see CZTSSe PL spectra in Figure
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3.2.1) can therefore be described by [101]:
I(E) ∼ exp
(
−(E − E0)
2
2γ2EP
)
(3.2.6)
where E0 is the average emission energy in the case of fluctuating potentials. The values of γEP ,
and therefore Nt, can be deduced from the defect-model Gaussian fit. There are two main models
for understanding the dominant recombination mechanism involving sub-bandgap defect states in
CZTSSe: (i) electrostatic potential fluctuation as previously detailed and (ii) quasi donor acceptor5
pair (QDAP) model [102, 103] and both are fundamentally linked. Indeed, the only distinction
between the models is the concentration of donor defects and depth of the defects in relation to
the CB tail. In the case of QDAP recombination, the donor defects form discrete levels below the
CB tail. However, with increasing donor concentrations seen in strongly compensated semicon-
ductors, discretisation of the localised donor states is lost as the states merge with the CB tail, see10
Figure 3.2.5.
The QDAP model describes the distribution of radiative donor/acceptor states (which are a
proportion of Nt) that contribute to this potential fluctuation. The spectral position of the QDAP
PL maximum EPL can be described as [103]:
EPL = Eg − (ED + EA) + e
2
4pi0rs
(3.2.7)
where ED and EA are the donor and acceptor energy levels separated from the conduction band15
minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM), respectively and s is the separation distance
between donor and acceptor. The last term in Equation 3.2.7 describes the Coulomb potential
which exists due to the attraction of the donor- and acceptor-like defects. A blue-shift in EPL is
observed with increasing excitation intensity. More donor and acceptor states become populated
with escalating intensity, reducing the separation between these charge clusters and increasing20
their Coulomb interaction. This induces a shift of the emission peak towards higher energy and is
a charcteristic of QDAP recombination observed in excitation-dependent PL spectra [102].
Previous reports [104, 105] have estimated the QDAP density using Equation 3.2.7 by making
the following assumptions: (i) at low laser intensity, the spatial separation of charged defects
is large enough such that there is no Coulombic interaction between the charged acceptor and25
donor clusters and (ii) there is maximum Coulombic attraction when all QDAP states are occupied
which occurs when the QDAP peak saturates. Thus, the average separation distance s between
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Figure 3.2.5: Schematic of electrostatic potential fluctuation where a strong perturbation of the
energy bands is caused by a high density of localised charged defects resulting in deeper band-tail
states (the solid colour shows a potential well region). Possible radiative transitions are shown
where (i) the shallow CB donor level is discrete and (ii) the shallow CB donor level merges with
the CB tail: (i) quasi donor acceptor pair (QDAP) and (ii) band-impurity (BI), band-band (BB),
tail-impurity (TI) and band-tail (BT).
donor and acceptor can be estimated by equating the magnitude of blue-shift to the Coulombic
interaction term in Equation 3.2.7. Consequently, the QDAP density ND can be estimated by
assuming [98]:
∆E =
e2
4pi0rs
(3.2.8)
s =
(
4piND
3
)− 1
3
(3.2.9)
In the case of electrostatic potential fluctuations where the donor band and CB tail merge, a number
of radiative transitions are possible, see Figure 3.2.5:5
• Tail-to-Impurity (TI): Electrons localised in states in the CB tail recombine with holes
localised in deeper acceptor (impurity) states above the VB;
• Band-to-Impurity (BI): Free electrons in the CB recombine with holes in deeper acceptor
(impurity) states;
• Band-to-Tail (BT): Free electrons recombine with holes localised in deep VB tail states;10
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• Band-to-Band (BB): Recombination between free electrons and free holes.
Further information regarding the nature of radiative recombination processes can be gleaned from
the temperature dependence of PL emission from semiconducting materials. The changes in PL
peak position and line shape with temperature are associated with recombination via defects. The
activation energy (Ea) of such defects can be determined from Arrhenius analysis, which gives5
information on the depth of the defect state from the energy band edge and the density of non-
radiative states resposible for quenching PL emission. Thermal quenching of PL due to a single
radiative recombination channel can be described by [106]:
I(T ) =
I0
1 + C1T
3
2 + C2T
3
2 exp
(−EakT ) (3.2.10)
where I0 is the integrated intensity extrapolated to T= 0 K, k is the Boltzmann constant, C1 and
C2 are the process rate parameters and Ea is the thermal activation energy for the involved defect10
state. In the case where a single recombination channel does not adequately describe the observed
temperature-dependent behaviour, a more complex Arrhenius model involving two defect activa-
tion energies can be used [107]:
I(T ) =
I0
1 + C1exp
(−Ea1kT )+ C2exp (−Ea2kT ) (3.2.11)
Here Ea1 is the first activation energy, which is dominant over the higher temperature region and
Ea2 is the second activation energy, which is dominant over the lower temperature region, see15
Figure 3.2.6.
In considering the shift in PL maxima peak position with increasing excitation intensity or
temperature, it is possible to identify the type of radiative recombination processes occuring in a
highly doped and compensated semiconductor. However, this is not a trivial task as there may be
concurrent transitions involving different acceptor and/or donor defects. Nevertheless, this type of20
analysis is still a useful tool to indicate the type of defect(s) within the absorber material. A general
overview of the peak shifts with increasing excitation power and temperature are summarised in
Table 3.2.1.
In this study, PL spectra were measured using a Horiba Jobin Yvon iHR320 fully automated
spectrometer fitted with an InGaAs PMT detector cooled to -30 ◦C to reduce noise. A 532 nm25
continuous wave diode-pumped solid state (CW-DPSS) laser (MGL III-532 200 mW) was used
as an excitation source. Power-dependent PL measurements (0.02 - 48.9 mW) were performed
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Figure 3.2.6: Example of Arrhenius plot for the temperature dependence of PL spectral lines in a
CZTSSe thin film sample, fitted using a two activation energy model as in Equation 3.2.11 [17].
Table 3.2.1: Observed shift in PL peak maxima with increasing excitation intensity and tempera-
ture for radiative transitions in highly doped and strongly compensated semiconductors.
Shift QDAP TI BI BT BB
Increasing P Blue Blue Blue Blue None
Increasing T Red Red Blue Red Blue
by adjusting the intensity of the laser beam using the MGL PSU-III-LED controller. PL mea-
surements at varying temperatures (6 - 300 K) were performed by placing the sample in a Janis
SHI-4-2 closed cycle refrigeration cryostat using compressed He gas coupled with a Lakeshore
Model 335 temperature controller. The laser light was chopped and focused onto the sample in-
side the cryostat and luminescence from the sample was focused into the entrance slit of the 3205
mm focal length monochromator, containing a grating with 900 grooves/mm. In order to avoid
higher order artefacts arising from laser radiation, the luminescence was filtered with a long-pass
filter with a cut-off wavelength of 760 nm. The chopped signal was detected with the thermo-
electrically cooled InGaAs detector and amplified with a Stanford Research Systems SR810 DSP
lock-in amplifier connected to the chopper signal. A schematic of the experimental PL setup with10
integrated time-resolved PL system is illustrated in Figure 3.2.7.
For accurate analysis of PL emission, all PL spectra were fitted using an emperical asymmetric
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double sigmoidal function in the form [108]:
y = y0 +A
 1
1 + exp
(
x−xc+w1/2
w2
)
1− 1
1 + exp
(
x−xc−w1/2
w3
)
 (3.2.12)
where y0 is an offset, xc is the centre, A is the amplitude, w1 is the full width of half maximum,
w2 is the variance of low-energy side, w3 is the variance of high-energy side of the curve. The
intensity of all PL spectra were corrected for wavelength-to-energy conversion.
Figure 3.2.7: PL experimental setup.
3.2.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence5
Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) uses short pulses of incident photons (primarily from
coherent laser sources) to generate excess charge carriers within a semiconducting material and the
time dependence of PL emission from recombination of the carriers is measured. The decay time
of excess carrier recombination is correlated with minority carrier lifetime. It is also a measure
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of the degree of charge carrier localisation, which is particularly relevant to kesterite compounds
with high defect densities. Carriers trapped in defects and low energy CB and/or VB tail states are
bound to those states, trapped in potential wells caused by electrostatic and/or bandgap fluctuations
(see Figure 3.2.5). In this case, the tunneling probability of electrons/holes from these potential
wells to recombine with the corresponding carrier is low. The result is a long recombination5
lifetime. Conversely, carriers in higher energy band tail and band states have a higher degree
of freedom and mobility and recombination lifetimes involving these states is predictably short.
Thus, performing TRPL measurements at cryogenic temperatures traps the carriers in the lowest
energy states giving an insight into the degree of charge localisation and electronic structure within
the semiconductor. It has been demonstrated that a direct link exists between minority carrier10
lifetimes and the Voc and efficiency of CIGS solar cells [60, 109].
Generally, TRPL decay curves are fitted by a bi-exponential function:
IPL(t) = A1e
−
(
t
τ1
)
+A2e
−
(
t
τ2
)
(3.2.13)
where IPL(t) is the luminescence intensity at time t after the excitation pulse, A1 and A2 are
are the PL intensities corresponding to the injection regimes and τ1 and τ2 are the fast and slow
decay times. The initial fast decay τ1 can be ascribed to high carrier injection immediately after15
the excitation pulse and the long tail τ2 attributed to the minority carrier lifetime of the material
[52, 67].
Two TRPL systems were used to perform carrier lifetime measurements. The first was an
integrated Horiba time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) system comprising of a Delta-
Diode DD-650L 650 nm 100 MHz diode laser with DeltaDiode Controller and DeltaHub timing20
units using DeltaStation software. TRPL signals were detected using a Horiba PPD-900 Si CCD
based picosecond photon detector mounted on a Horiba Jobin Yvon iHR320 fully automated spec-
trometer. The system was incorporated into an in-house bespoke PL/TRPL setup as shown in Fig-
ure 3.2.7. Additional TRPL experiments were performed at 6 K using 800 nm 1.5 ps laser pulses
generated by a tunable mode-locked Ti:Sa laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The laser beam25
is focused onto the sample on a 1/e2 diameter spot of ∼100 µm and an average power of 20 mW.
The PL signal is dispersed by a f -6.5 spectrometer and detected by a synchro-scan Hamamatsu
streak camera with an overall time resolution of 15 ps. These measurements were done at Institut
National des Sciences Appliquées, Toulouse.
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3.2.3 Optical spectroscopy
When light is incident on a medium a proportion will be transmitted, absorbed and refected. The
intensity of the transmitted light I shows an exponential decay dependant on the thickness x and
wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient α such that I = I0(exp(−αx)). where I0 is the
intensity of the incident light. By measuring the transmittance T and reflectance R of a material5
using a spectrophotometer, α can be determined by:
α(λ) =
1
x
ln
[
(1−R(λ))2
T (λ)
]
(3.2.14)
where T and R are expressed as a fraction. The optical absorption spectrum of a semiconductor
yields information on the energy band structure of the material. A sharp edge is observed in
the absorption coefficient where the incident photons with energy lower than the optical bandgap
of the material are not absorbed. In a direct bandgap semiconductor such as CZTSSe, α has a10
square root dependence on photon energy (in an ideal semiconductor [110]). According to Tauc
et al.:
(αhν)n = A (hν − Eg) (3.2.15)
where n = 2 for direct transitions and n = 1/2 for indirect transitions, h is Planck constant, ν is
the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation and A is a constant of proportionality. For a direct
bandgap semiconductor, the density of states (DOS) function (derived from the density per unit15
volume and energy of the number of solutions to Schrödinger equation) is given by:
g (~ω) =
1
2pi2
(
2m?
~2
) 3
2
(~ω − Eg)
1
2 for ~ω > Eg (3.2.16)
g (~ω) = 0 for ~ω < Eg (3.2.17)
where g(~ω) is the joint conduction-valence density of states (i.e. the density of pair of states; one
occupied valence state, one empty conduction state), ~ is reduced Planck constant (~ = h/2pi), ω
is angular frequency (ω = 2piν) and m? is the effective electron-hole mass. In terms of photon
absorption in a semiconductor, the quantum mechanical transition rate depends upon the strength20
of the coupling between the initial and final quantum electron states and the number of ways the
transition can occur. According to Fermi’s golden rule, the transition probability λif takes the
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form:
λif =
2pi
~
|Mif |2 g (~ω) (3.2.18)
whereMif is a coupling term called the matrix element for the transition. A transition will proceed
more rapidly if the coupling between the initial and final states is stronger. For photon energies
greater than the bandgap of the semiconductor, the transition rate is proportional to the DOS and,
therefore, proportional to the material absorption coefficient such that (see Figure 3.2.8(a)):5
g (~ω) ∝ α (~ω) ∝ (~ω − Eg)
1
2 (3.2.19)
According to Equations 3.2.15 and 3.2.19, n will be equal to 2 for a direct bandgap semicon-
ductor. An example of a Tauc plot is shown in Figure 3.2.8(b). Extrapolating the linear region of
the plot to the abscissa yields the bandgap of the semiconductor.
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Figure 3.2.8: (a) Free-electron DOS in 3-dimensional k-space and (b) bandgap energies of two
different CZTSSe thin films determined from Tauc plot with inset showing the absorption edge of
the same films [17].
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In a non-ideal semiconductor with high defect density, band tail states allow the absorption
of photons with sub-bandgap energy. This sub-bandgap absorption in CZTSSe can be modeled
in a number of ways, (i) Urbach tail (exponential), (ii) bandgap fluctuations (Gaussian) and (iii)
electrostatic potential fluctuations. With regards to Urbach tails, the exponential tail appears in
low crystalline, poor crystalline, disordered and amorphous materials because these materials have5
localized states which extended into the band gap. Urbach’s rule takes the form [111]:
α = α0exp
[
σ
(E − E0)
kBT
]
(3.2.20)
where E0 and α0 are characteristic parameters of the semiconductor, σ is the steepness parameter
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The Urbach energy Eu, which is temeprature-dependent, is
defined as Eu = kBT/σ and is a measure of the exponential width of the sub-bandgap absorption
tail. An example of Urbach tail fitting of the absorption edge in CZTSSe thin films is shown in10
Figure 3.2.9.
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Figure 3.2.9: Determination of Urbach energy Eu from absorption coefficient of two different
CZTSSe thin films. Fitted using Equation 3.2.20. The dashed arrows indicate the bandgaps of the
respective absorbers [17].
Sub-bandgap absorption is also related to the presence of fluctuating potentials in the energy
bands of the semiconductor. Regarding bandgap fluctuations a model assumes a Gaussian distri-
bution of bandgap energies being centred at Eg.mean and characterised by a standard deviation σ
[54, 112]:15
α ∝
∫ ∞
0
1√
2σ
exp
[−(Eg − Eg.mean)2
2σ2
]
α0(hν,Eg)dEg (3.2.21)
In the case of electrostatic potential fluctuations, the absorption coefficient can be described by
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the mean amplitude of fluctuations yopt (due to a random distribution of charged defects) such
that:
α ∝ exp
[
− 2
5
√
pi
(
Eg − hν
γopt/2
)− 5
4
]
(3.2.22)
Thus, it is possible to quantify the origin of band-tailing which is seen in non-ideal semiconductors
such as CZTSSe. The absorption coefficient is also proportional to the internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) of photovoltaic devices and depends on the density of states in the fluctuating potentials. Liu5
and Sites demonstrated IQE is also dependent on the effective carrier diffusion length Ld and the
depletion region width wd, IQE = 1 − [exp(−αwd)/αLd + 1] [113]. Rearranging the equation
gives:
α ∝ −ln(1− IQE(hν)) (3.2.23)
which is valid for small values of α/IQE (typically IQE < ∼ 0.3). In the absence of absorption
data, the band-tailing parameter(s) can be determined from IQE measurements on complete solar10
cells. Therefore, the above absorption models can be applied to a plot of α vs. hν, see Figure
3.2.10.
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Figure 3.2.10: Plot of IQE data as a function of photon energy for two different types of CZTSSe
solar cells. The IQE data is proportional to the absorption coefficients of the individual CZTSSe
absorbers in the devices (Equation 3.2.23). Fits corresponding to the electrostatic potential fluctu-
ation (EPF) and bandgap fluctuation (BGF) models are shown by dashed and solid lines, respec-
tively.
It is apparent that the application of a single absorption model to the data of two different CZTSSe
thin films does not adequately describe the observed behaviour. In this instance, a combination
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of electrostatic potential fluctuations (EPF) and bandgap fluctuations (BGF) provide the best data
fit.
Optical spectroscopy measurements were performed using a Shimadzu UV-2600 spectropho-
tometer fitted with an integrating sphere.
3.2.4 X-ray diffraction and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction5
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an analytical technique used to determine the crystalline properties
of a material, such as unit cell dimensions. Monochromatic X-rays, typically generated from a
Cu Kα source, are directed towards the sample where they interact with the atoms within the
material. The interaction of the incident rays with the sample produces constructive interference
(and a diffracted ray) when conditions satisfy Bragg’s Law, nλ = 2dsinθ (d is the crystal lattice10
spacing). The diffracted X-rays are then detected and counted. By scanning the detector through a
range of 2θ angles a comprehensive diffraction peak pattern is compiled, see Figure 3.2.11. These
diffraction peaks are correlated to unique d lattice spacings which are then compared to standard
reference patterns to enable identification of the crystalline phases of the material.
Figure 3.2.11: Schematic diagram of a typical XRD setup.
The penetration depth of the incident X-rays into the material being examined directly de-15
pends on the X-ray angle of incidence. Therefore, using small incident angles for the impinging
X-rays allows the diffraction to become surface-sensitive. This is a technique called grazing in-
cidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD). Examples of GIXRD measurements of a thin film of CdS
on soda lime glass (∼70 nm) and CdS/CZTSSe/Mo stack are shown in Figure 3.2.12. For the
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CdS/CZTSSe/Mo thin film, as the X-ray grazing angle is increased from 0.10° to 0.35° the diffrac-
tion peaks associated with crystalline kesterite increase in intensity as the X-rays penetrate deeper
into the thin film.
In this study, a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer using a CuKα radiation source (λ = 0.154 nm)
was used at beam voltage 40 kV and beam current 40 mA.5
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Figure 3.2.12: (a) GIXRD diffraction pattern of a 70 nm thick CdS film on soda lime glass at
incidence angle 0.25° which matches standard pattern for cubic phase of CdS and (b) evolution of
XRD peaks of a CdS/CZTSSe/Mo stack with increasing grazing incidence angle. Peaks at (112),
(220) and (312) planes are assigned to kesterite CZTSe (PDF 052-0868).
3.2.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and inverse photoemission spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is another analytical spectroscopic technique employing
X-rays to probe the surface (typically ∼ 10 nm) of a material in order to determine the chemi-
cal and electronic states of the constituent elements in the material. Rather than measuring the
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diffracted X-rays, as is the case for standard XRD analysis, photoelectrons generated within the
surface of the material by X-ray irradiation are collected and analysed by an electron spectrometer
to determine the photoelectron intensity and kinetic energy. As the energy of an X-ray with a
particular wavelength is known (for X-rays from an Al Kα source, the photon energy Ephoton is
1486.6 eV) together with the kinetic energies of emitted electrons, the binding energy of each of5
the emitted electrons can be determined from Ebinding = Ephoton − (Ekinetic + φ), where φ is
the work function which is dependent on both the material and electron spectrometer. The work
function is adjusted to factor the loss of energy of the photoelectron when it is absorbed by the
detector of the instrument. An example of an XPS spectrum from the surface of a CZTSSe thin
film is shown in Figure 3.2.13.10
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Figure 3.2.13: XPS spectrum from the surface region of a CZTSSe absorber thin film showing the
electron binding energies of S 2p and Se 3p orbitals.
Inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) is a form of photoemission spectroscopy which
uses a beam of low energy electrons (< 20 eV) to probe the surface region of a sample. Electrons
are absorbed by the material into high-lying unoccupied electronic levels and bremsstrahlung pho-
tons are emitted as the absorbed electrons decay to lower-lying states. Due to the low energy, the
incident electrons are absorbed within a few atomic layers. Therefore, IPES is used to examine the15
unoccupied states in the CB (i.e. those states above the Fermi level EF ) whereas XPS measures
the occupied states of the core-levels and VB [114, 115]. As the energy of the emitted photons
Ephoton can be measured and the energy of the incident electrons Eincident is known, the final
energy state of the absorbed electron Efinal after it relaxes to the lower unoccupied energy level
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in the CB can be derived due to conservation of energy law, Eincident = Efinal + hν. The energy
of the unoccupied state to relative to the Fermi level.
XPS measurements were performed in a standard ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber, which
had a base pressure <2 x10−10 mbar, the main residual gas of which was hydrogen. A monochro-
matic Al Kα SPECS XR 50 M source (hν = 1486.6 eV) operating at a nominal power of 250 W5
was used in conjunction with a PSP Vacuum Technology Ltd Resolve 120 MCD5 electron energy
analyzer. The calibration of the spectrometer was performed by aligning the Ag 3d5/2 and Fermi
level to their known energy positions of a clean polycrystalline Ag foil. By fitting the Fermi-Dirac
distribution to the Ag Fermi level, the experimental resolution of the analyzer is found to be 0.37
±0.05 eV. The measured spectra are charge-corrected to the C 1s peak at 285.00 eV, due to ad-10
sorbed, adventitious carbon. The spectra were analysed using the CasaXPS software. Core-levels
were fitted with pseudo-Voigt functions atop a Shirley background. VBM positions were found
by linear extrapolation to the background. The errors on core-level binding energies and the VBM
were determined to be ±0.05 eV. IPES were performed in the same chamber using a PSP Vacuum
Technology BaO cathode dispenser electron source and an isochromat NaCl photon detector, both15
of which were at 45° to the sample normal. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of a thick C60
multilayer, deposited in situ, was used to calibrate the photoemission spectra. The spectrometer
resolution was determined to be 1.00 ±0.10 eV from fitting the Fermi level of a clean, polycrys-
talline Ag foil. To obtain the interfacial samples, a PSP Vacuum Ltd ISIS 3000 ion source was
used to Ar+ ion (Ek = 0.25 keV) etch material away from the sample with an ion flux of 6.25 x101320
ions cm−2s−1 until the interface was visible in XPS measurements. This typically corresponds to
an overlayer thickness of 2-3 nm. All XPS/IPES measurements were performed at the Stephenson
Institute for Renewable Energy, University of Liverpool.
3.2.6 Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) uses a focused beam of high energy electrons (∼ keV) to25
raster scan the surface of a sample to produce high magnification images. As in IPES, the electrons
interact with atoms as they penetrate into the surface region of the sample material. A number of
interactions can occur, producing various signals that contain information about the surface topog-
raphy and composition of the sample, see Figure 3.2.14. Low-energy secondary electrons (SE) are
ejected from the uppermost region (∼ 5 - 10 nm) and are used to build a topographical image of30
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the surface. The brightness of the signal/image depends on the number of secondary electrons
reaching the SE detector. In a sample with a rough surface, the angle of incidence of the scan-
ning electron beam varies from perpendicular which increases the interaction volume and results
in more secondary electrons being emitted from the sample. Thus steep surfaces and edges tend
to be brighter than flat surfaces, which results in images with a well-defined, three-dimensional5
appearance. This effect can clearly be seen in the top and cross-sectional SEM images of CdS
thin films deposited on SLG (Figure 3.2.15). The large agglomerates which formed during the
chemical bath deposition appear as bright ‘islands’ on top of a conformal coating of CdS.
Figure 3.2.14: The interaction volume of an electron beam produces a number of effects depending
on the penetration depth of the incident beam. SEM uses radiated secondary electrons for imaging
whereas EDS utilises characteristic X-rays for elemental analysis [116].
In energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) a high energy electron beam is used to stim-
ulate the emission of characteristic X-rays.The number and energy of the X-rays emitted from10
a specimen is then measured by an energy-dispersive spectrometer. X-rays are emitted when an
electron excited to a higher state by the incident beam relaxes to a lower energy state. This energy
difference directly relates to the electron shells of the atomic structure of the radiating element and
EDS allows the elemental composition of the specimen to be measured [117].
In this work, a Tescan Mira 3 FEG SEM was used for SEM imaging together with an Oxford15
Instruments X-Max X-ray spectrometer fitted with a 20 mm2 detector operating at 10-20 kV for
EDS measurements.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2.15: (a) Top SEM view of a thin CdS film on sodalime glass and (b) cross-sectional view
of the same CdS sample showing large agglomerates on top of a ∼ 70 nm conformal CdS layer
(shown in orange).
3.2.7 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive optical analysis technique providing detailed informa-
tion on chemical structure, phase and crystallinity together with molecular interactions within the
material. The main principle is the interaction of high intensity light source (usually a laser) with
the chemical bonds within the molecules of the material which scatter the incident light. The vast5
majority of the scattered light is at the same wavelength as the laser source (Rayleigh scattering)
but a minute proportion (typically 10−7%) is scattered at different wavelengths induced by the
vibrational mode of the molecules (Raman scattering). A Raman spectrum features a number of
peaks, showing the intensity and wavelength position of the Raman scattered light. Each peak
corresponds to a specific molecular bond vibration and a Raman spectrum typically has a number10
of peaks which provide a distinct chemical ‘fingerprint’ relating to a particular material. This al-
lows easy identification of a material based on its Raman spectrum using comprehensive Raman
spectral libraries. In kesterite compound CZTSSe, a number of secondary phases such as ZnSe
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and Cu2SnSe3 may be present which cannot be easily identified as they have the same main (112)
diffraction peak (2θ ∼ 27.3°). Raman spectra of these materials is different and each individual
material can be distinguished.
Raman spectroscopy was performed with a Horiba microscope using a 632.8 nm HeNe ion
laser.5
3.2.8 Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy
Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES) is a form of optical spectroscopy pro-
viding both quantitative and qualitative determination of elemental composition through a cross-
section of material [118]. Typically, metallic samples are used as a cathode in a direct current
plasma. Using a beam of argon ions, successive layers are removed from the sample by sput-10
tering. The ejected atoms from the sample diffuse into the plasma and photons of a wavelength
characteristic to the element are emitted from these excited atoms. The optical emission is then de-
tected using a spectrometer. Non-metallic sample can also be analysed by using a high-frequency
alternating voltage for plasma generation. An example of a GDOES profile of a CZTSSe/Mo thin
film is shown in Figure 3.2.16.15
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Figure 3.2.16: GDOES elemental depth profile of a CZTSSe thin film on Mo and sodalime glass.
The analysis shows a high carbon content in the fine grain CZTSSe layer due to the oleylamine
capping ligand used during CZTS nanoparticle ink synthesis [76].
Elemental depth profling in this study was performed by glow-discharge optical emission
spectroscopy using a Horiba GD-profler 2 with sputtering done by an Ar+ plasma with a crater size
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of 4 mm in diameter. GDOES measurements were performed by Horiba Scientific, Longjumeau,
France.
3.2.9 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy
Inductively-coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICPMS) uses a high-frequency inductively cou-
pled plasma as ionisation source to fully decompose a sample into its constituent elements and5
transform those elements into ions.The ions are detected by a mass spectrometer used as a mass-
charge filter device. ICPMS is a very sensitive technique capable of detecting elemental concen-
trations in the range of parts per billion (ppb).
A ThermoFischer Element Series 2 HR-ICP-MS system was used in this study for the com-
positional analysis of the precursor chemicals used to fabricate CZTS nanoparticle inks. ICPMS10
measurements were performed at Durham University.
3.3 Device characterisation
3.3.1 Current density-voltage measurement
Current density-voltage (J-V) measurements of solar cells under illumination and in the dark over
a range of temperatures provide information on a number of device parameters, such as series Rs15
and shunt Rsh resistances, Voc, Jsc, FF , η to name a few. Using a standard diode analysis of a
thin-film solar cell [61, 119], Rs is extracted from the y intercept of the dV/dJ versus 1/(J+JL) plot
according to:
dV
dJ
= Rs +
nkT
q(J + JL)
(3.3.1)
where n, k, T, q and JL are the diode ideality factor, Boltzmann constant, temperature, electron
charge and photogenerated current density, respectively. Dark (as opposed to illuminated) series20
resistance was chosen to avoid any light-induced fluctuations in the series resistance that may
occur under illumination. In this case, JL = Jsc = 0. In the case of a PV device with a blocking
back-contact (Schottky) barrier, the total series resistance Rs,D in the solar cell is given by:
Rs,D = R0 +
k
qA∗T
exp
(
ΦBH
kT
)
(3.3.2)
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where A
∗
is the effective Richardson constant, ΦBH is the barrier height, R0 is the background
series resistance, due to top contact and bulk resistance which is usually small and approximately
constant and therefore neglected in this analysis. From ln(RsT) versus 1/kT plot, Equation 3.3.2 is
fitted to the high temperature region (low 1/kT) of the curve and the slope yields the barrier height
ΦBH . An example of this type of analysis is shown in Figure 3.3.1, where a standard CZTSSe5
device on a SLG substrate is compared to a device on a flexible Mo foil subtrate.
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Figure 3.3.1: Barrier height extraction from ln(RsT) vs 1/T plot of a standard CZTSSe solar cell
on sodalime glass substrate and a cell on flexible Mo foil [62]. The solid line is the fit to Equation
3.3.2. The fitting to the cell on Mo foil suggests the presence of two barriers at the back contact
(possibly due to a thick MoSe2 layer which formed during selenisation of CZTS nanoparticle
film).
Solar cell J-V parameters were measured using an Abet Technologies solar simulator at 1-
sun (100 mW/cm2) illumination equivalent to air mass 1.5 global spectrum with the light power
density calibrated using a Si reference cell. A Keithley 2400 series source-meter in a four probe
configuration was used to perform a voltage sweep from -0.8 V to 0.8 V with compliance current10
of 100 mA.
3.3.2 External quantum efficiency (including light/voltage biased) measurement
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of a solar cell is the ratio of the number of photogenerated
carriers collected by the device to the number of photons of a given energy or wavelength incident
on the device. In an ideal solar cell, where all photons of a certain wavelength are absorbed and the15
resulting minority carriers are collected, the response curve takes the form of a Heaviside function
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with a unity(zero) value for photon energies greater(lower) than the material bandgap. An example
of an EQE curve is shown in Figure 3.3.2.
Figure 3.3.2: A typical EQE spectral response curve of a CZTSSe-based solar cell.
Inspection of the spectral response curve can provide qualitative information regarding the
nature of loss mechanisms within the solar cell. For example, a reduced red response would
suggest recombination at the rear absorber interface and low minority carrier diffusion length. It5
can also be seen that reflection of photons from the front surface of the device generally reduces the
overall efficiency which can be overcome by the application of an anti-reflection coating (ARC)
such as MgF2. As such, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) can be determined from EQE and
reflectance data R, IQE(λ) = EQE(λ)/(1 − R(λ)). As discussed previously in section 3.2.3,
α ∝ −ln(1 − IQE(hν)). Thus, measuring IQE of a solar cell allows the type and degree of10
band-tailing to be quantitatively determined, see Figures 3.2.10 and 3.3.3.
The minority carrier diffusion length Ld of an absorber material can also be evaluated from
the spectral response of the associated device. Based on the assumption that the short circuit
current density contribution Jsc for a given wavelength λ can be approximated by [120]:
Jsc(λ) = q[1−R(λ)]Nph(λ)
[
Ld
(Ld + 1/α)
]
(3.3.3)
where Nph is the incident photon flux, Ld can be determined from EQE or IQE data as follows.15
From the known relation between EQE/IQE and Jsc:
EQE(λ) =
Jsc(λ)
qNph(λ)
=
hc
qλ
SR(λ) = IQE(λ)[1−R(λ)] (3.3.4)
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Figure 3.3.3: IQE and EQE measurements of a CZTSSe solar cell with reflectance data for the
same device [17].
where SR is the Spectral Response (ratio of the current generated by the solar cell to the power
incident on the solar cell), substituting for Jsc in Equation 3.3.4 and rearranging gives:
1/IQE(λ) =
(Ld + 1/α)
Ld
(3.3.5)
1/EQE(λ) =
1
1−R(λ)
[
(Ld + 1/α)
Ld
]
(3.3.6)
Therefore a plot of IQE−1 or EQE−1 versus α−1 should be linear with intercept on the α−1 axis
equal to Ld [121].
Further information regarding solar cell parameters and performance can be gleaned by per-5
forming voltage-biased and light-biased EQE measurements. Incomplete collection of minority
carriers generated beyond the ‘effective’ diffusion length (Leff = wd + Ld) into the absorber
layer can be a significant loss mechanism. As the space charge region wd around the pn-junction
within a solar cell is voltage-dependent, applying a reverse bias extends the depletion region deeper
into the bulk of the absorber. This provides insight into whether effective charge collection is af-10
fected by low Ld. Applying a white light bias during EQE measurements of an ideal solar cell
will have a negligible effect on the spectral response. However, in thin film solar cells where there
is a propensity for high concentrations of defects, charge collection may be affected due to charge
trapping and photoconductivity [122].
External quantum efficiency measurements were performed using a Bentham Instruments15
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TM300 spectral response system with double grating monochromator and chopped light source.
A voltage bias was applied using a Keithley 2400 series source-meter and light bias was provided
by an integrated halogen lamp.
3.3.3 Capacitance-voltage and capacitance-frequency measurement
The space charge region (SCR) around the pn-junction of a solar cell behaves like a parallel plate5
capacitor such that:
C =
0rA
wd
(3.3.7)
where C is the junction capacitance and A is the cell junction area. For a junction with an applied
bias voltage V the width of the space charge layer is defined by:
wd =
√
20r(Vbi − V )
q
(
NA +ND
NAND
)
(3.3.8)
where Vbi is the built-in voltage of the unbiased junction, NA and ND are the acceptor and donor
densities, respectively. In the case of an abrupt junction of a p-type semiconductor where the n-10
side of the junction is heavily doped (pn+), ND  NA and NA + ND ' ND, Equation 3.3.8
reduces to:
wd =
√
20r(Vbi − V )
qNA
(3.3.9)
Substituting for wd in Equation 3.3.7 and rearranging gives:
1
C2
=
2(Vbi − V )
q0rA2NA
(3.3.10)
A plot of 1/C2 versus V shows a linear relationship and NA ∝ [d(1/C2)/dV ]−1. The space
charge region width wd can be determined by using Equation 3.3.7 at zero bias. An example of C-15
V measurements of CZTSSe solar cells with different buffer layers is shown in Figure 3.3.4.
C-V and C-f measurements were performed using an Agilent E4980a LCR meter and Ametek
VersaSTAT 3 potentiostat/galvanostat, respectively.
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Figure 3.3.4: Determination of built-in voltage Vbi of two CZTSSe solar cells incorporating dif-
ferent buffer layers according to Equation 3.3.10 from C-V measurements shown in inset.
3.3.4 Deep level transient spectroscopy
As the name suggests, deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) is a temperature-dependent ex-
perimental tool used to identify defect traps which lie deep within the bandgap of a semiconductor.
This measurement probes the effect of voltage pulses on the charge state of defects located within
the SCR of the material. The voltage pulse causes the defects to become charged as free carriers5
penetrate the space charge region. This is possible as the voltage pulse reduces the electric field
within the space charge region and the defects enter a non-equilibrium state. When the voltage
returns to a steady state, trapped carriers at the defect sites begin to be thermally emitted. A capac-
itance transient is caused while the defects return to equilibrium. The voltage pulse followed by
the defect charge state recovery are cycled allowing an application of different signal processing10
methods for defect recharging process analysis. The process results in an exponential capacitance
change, where the emission rate eT is the reciprocal of the emission rate constant τe. The emission
rate is temperature-dependent and can be described by:
eT (T ) =
1
τe
= σnvthNC,V exp
[
−(EC,V − ET )
kBT
]
(3.3.11)
where σT is the carrier capture cross-section, NC,V is the density of states in the conduction or
valence bands, vth is electron thermal velocity, EC,V is the conduction band minimum or valence15
band maximum, ET is the trap level, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature [123].
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Equation 3.3.11 takes the form of an Arrhenius formula :
k = Ae
−Ea
kBT (3.3.12)
where A and Ea are the pre-exponential factor and activation energy for the process, respec-
tively. Therefore, an Arrhenius plot will result in a linear relation where the activation energy
Ea ≡ EC,V −ET can be determined from the slope and carrier capture cross-section σT from the
intercept.5
The change in capacitance ∆C (from the capacitance immediately after the voltage pulse to
the equilibrium capacitance) is also temperature-dependent. A plot of ∆C versus T reveals a
spectrum where a maximum (minimum) in the curve indicates the presence of hole (electron) trap
state, see Figure 3.3.5 [124]. The trap concentration NT can be determined from the height of the
peaks on the DLTS spectrum:10
∆C
C0
≈ NT
2Nd
(3.3.13)
where ∆C is the amplitude of the transient, C0 is the equilibrium capacitance andNd is the doping
concentration. One type of DLTS signal processing method is deep level transient Fourier spec-
troscopy (DLTFS). Here the capacitance-time transients are discretised and converted to Fourier
coefficients via numerical Fourier transformation. These coefficients are used to evaluate time
constant and amplitude of the transients for the discrete trap levels.15
Figure 3.3.5: Example of a DLTS spectrum of a CZTSSe device showing the presence of hole trap
states [17].
DLTS analysis was performed using a PhysTech FT1230 HERA DLTS system. Emission
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capacitance transients were recorded using reverse and pulse biases of 5 V and 0 V respectively
with a pulse duration of 10 ms. Three transient period widths were recorded 19.2 ms, 192 ms
and 480 ms with time constants for the transients being determined via Fourier transform analysis
[123]. Quality of the diodes was assessed prior to DLTS measurements using capacitance-voltage
(C-V) and current density-voltage (J-V) analysis with C-V measurements being used to calculate5
shallow acceptor concentration NA. A temperature range of 80-300 K was used however samples
showed significant variation in reverse capacitance values above 220 K hence only data < 220 K
was analyzed. DLTS measurements were performed at the Stephenson Institute for Renewable
Energy, University of Liverpool.
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Chapter 4
Absorber-back contact interface
The current record of 12.6% for a CZTSSe-based device has been obtained with a solution ap-
proach using reactive hydrazine as the solvent [43]. In a less hazardous environment, Cu2ZnSnS4
(CZTS) nanoparticle inks annealed in the presence of Se has resulted in a device with efficiency5
as high as 9.3% [48]. However, one of the current limitations of this method is the presence of
a fine grain (FG) layer between the CZTSSe large grain (LG) layer and the back contact which
is likely to reduce device performance via carrier recombination through traps, interface states
and increased grain boundary density. This FG layer is a direct result of the use of a long carbon
chain ligand, oleylamine (OLA), for the nanoparticle inks synthesis step. Alternative nanoparticle10
ink-based approaches have also been suggested [125].
Huang et al. recently suggested the use of formamide (FA) instead of OLA to produce single
CZTS absorber layer without the FG layer [90]. Surprisingly, despite a complete comparison of
the microstructure properties of the absorber layer [126], there is no functional device reported
from nanoparticle synthesized with FA. In this chapter, working solar cells are demonstrated using15
a dual ligands approach via a stack of FA and OLA based absorbers: the FA absorber is used
to provide a reduced back contact barrier height while the OLA absorber ensures a functioning
pn-junction. Furthermore, the detailed luminescence properties of the two types of absorber and
device parameters of working solar cells using dual ligands are presented.
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4.1 Material properties
CZTS nanoparticles in this study were produced by injection of metallic precursors and sulphur
into a hot solvent. OLA with long hydrocarbon chain was firstly chosen as the capping ligand to
prevent the agglomeration of nanoparticles during fabrication (CZTS nanoparticles referred to as
CZTS OLA). Alternatively, FA was chosen as the solvent in the synthesis of CZTS nanoparticles5
(referred to as CZTS FA). The resulting nanoparticle inks are then spin coated on Mo-glass sub-
strates to make CZTS thin films. The thin films comprising CZTS nanoparticles were selenised in
a tube furnace in order to promote grain growth, resulting in CZTSSe absorbers. The selenisation
of CZTS thin films and subsequent fabrication of CZTSSe solar cells is previously described using
methods detailed in Chapter 3.10
XRD was first used to confirm and compare the crystal structure of the selenised films. In
addition to the peaks belonging to Mo and MoSe2, both spectra reveal distinct peaks of (112),
(220), (312) planes that can be assigned to kesterite CZTSe (PDF 052-0868) as shown in Figure
4.1.1(a). However, these characteristic peaks are slightly shifted to higher angles as residual sul-
phur is present in the lattice (from EDS data Table 4.1.1). Due to the increased Cu/(Zn + Sn)15
and decreased Zn/Sn ratios, a zinc loss process was observed after selenisation for both samples.
In addition, a difference in the selenium and sulphur exchange process (i.e. Se/(Se+S) ratio) is
observed between the two samples. For the CZTSSe OLA sample, 89% of sulphur is replaced by
selenium and this increases to 98% for the CZTSSe FA sample. Compared with the dense CZTS
OLA precursor film, the porous structure of the CZTS FA sample (see Figure 4.1.2) is likely to20
facilitate more selenium diffusion and incorporation into the thin films.
The crystal quality of both samples was further studied by Raman spectroscopy to rule out
possible binary and ternary compounds existing in the samples. As shown in Figure 4.1.1(b), the
two sharp peaks at 172 and 195 cm−1, and a weak peak at 235 cm−1 correspond to CZTSe [127].
The shoulder peak at 245 cm−1 belonging to MoSe2 which formed at the back contact has low25
intensity when measured from the top of dense and homogeneous films [107]. Additionally, for the
CZTSSe OLA sample, a wide peak at 328 cm−1 can be attributed to the A1 mode of residual CZTS
[128]. This peak is negligible for CZTSSe FA sample as only 2% S remains in this sample after
the selenisation process. Although derived from different solvent systems, both CZTSSe thin films
have a high quality kesterite crystal structure with no obvious secondary phases observed.30
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Figure 4.1.1: (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra of selenised CZTSSe absorber made from
CZTS OLA and CZTS FA nanoparticles [76]. The distinct XRD peaks in (a) matched with the
reference pattern of CZTSe (PDF 052-0868) given at the bottom.
Table 4.1.1: The composition of precursor and selenised CZTSSe thin films using OLA and FA
ligands on bare SLG.
Cu Zn Sn S Se
Cu
Zn+ Sn
Zn/Sn
Se
Se+ S
Solvent
(at%) (at%) (at%) (at%) (at%)
Precursor 24.0 16.2 14.1 45.7 0.79 1.15
OLA
Selenised 22.4 12.6 12.7 5.8 46.6 0.89 1.00 0.89
Precursor 21.8 16.3 12.8 49.1 0.76 1.30
FA
Selenised 19.0 12.2 11.2 1.9 55.7 0.81 1.09 0.98
Figure 4.1.2: Cross-sectional SEM images of precursor thin films made from (a) CZTS OLA
nanoparticles and (b) CZTS FA nanoparticles [76].
Further to the crystal property study above, the cross-sectional morphology of thin films af-
ter selenisation are given in Figure 4.1.3. The CZTSSe OLA thin film, shown in Figure 4.1.3(a)
reveals a four-layer structure. The bottom layer is the columnar grain structured Mo with MoSe2
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layer on top formed under the selenium-rich annealing conditions. Above the metal contact, the
CZTSSe absorber is composed of a bilayer structure with a top layer consisting of densely packed
large grains (LGs) and a bottom layer composed of fine grains (FGs). In CZTSSe FA thin film
however, the absorber is only composed of a single LG CZTSSe layer as shown in Figure 4.1.3(b)
in agreement with [126]. Figure 4.1.3 also shows the relative carbon depth profiles in both ab-5
sorber. CZTSSe OLA shows the characteristic high concentration of carbon in the FG layer while
CZTSSe FA present a uniform signal throughout the absorber.
(a)
 
(b)
 
Figure 4.1.3: Cross-sectional SEM images of selenised absorber made from (a) CZTS OLA and
(b) CZTS FA nanoparticle films [76]. The depth profiles of carbon measured by GDOES across
the absorbers are given as the red curve in the figures, which are a qualitative indicator of the
carbon-rich FG layer.
4.2 Excitation-dependent PL
The power-dependent PL spectra of the OLA and FA samples, measured at 6 K under equivalent
experimental conditions, are presented in Figure 4.2.1. The luminescence for both samples is10
dominated by a broad asymmetric band with peak energies of ∼0.91 (∼0.86) eV for OLA (FA)
samples. The lower peak energy value of the FA sample could be attributed to the higher Se
content, see Table 4.1.1. From the figure, the saturation of the PL peak is evident as all the defect
states become populated with increasing excitation intensity.
The blue-shifting PL peak together with the emergence of a higher-energy shoulder at higher15
excitation intensity observed in both OLA and FA samples are indicative of QDAP defects as
the dominant recombination mechanism. The significant shift to lower energy of the PL peak
compared to the energy bandgap (Eg) of the absorbers (∼ 1.14 eV for both OLA and FA) and
broad asymmetric PL spectra also suggest the presence of charged defect clusters forming band
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Figure 4.2.1: Excitation intensity dependencies of PL spectra in sample OLA (a) and sample FA
(b) measured at 6 K [76].
tails, which consequently induce electrostatic potential fluctuations in the conduction and valence
bands of the material.
The emergence of a higher-energy shoulder upon saturation of the PL peak is a further in-
dicator that the lower-energy luminescence does not involve the bands. When the QDAP defects
contributing to the PL peak saturate, further excitation injects carriers into extended band-type5
states and radiative recombination involves band-impurity or band-tail emission. A higher-energy
shoulder was observed in both samples at excitation intensity exceeding the saturation thresh-
old.
A power relationship I ∼ Pk was suggested [129] as a means of determining whether recom-
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bination is band-to-band BB (k >1) or involves defect states (k <1), as previously discussed. The
k power coefficient is evaluated by measuring the gradient of log-log plots of I(P ) as shown in
Figure 4.2.2. For CZTSSe OLA sample, the estimated value of k is 0.75 ± 0.02. However, the
plot for the FA sample suggests two linear regions which can be fitted by the power relation, with
estimated k values of 1.23± 0.06 and 0.70± 0.02. It should be noted that k >1, while suggesting5
band-related transitions, is not a general behaviour and it has been shown values k >1 can also be
observed for defect-related transitions involving neutral donors in CZTSSe absorbers [130]. Here,
Levcenko et al. showed that the k value for a BI transition can approach values up to twice the
k value for a DAP transition. Also, the saturation of the PL intensity with increasing excitation
power could indicate the full occupation of the finite number of radiative defects. Nonetheless, it10
appears that several defect-related recombination mechanisms are present in the FA sample.
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Figure 4.2.2: Log-log plot of the integrated PL intensity I as a function of excitation power for
sample CZTSSe OLA and CZTSSe FA at 6 K [76]. The supralinear behaviour of the CZTSSe-FA
data could indicate the saturation of radiative defects in this sample.
The shape I(hν) of the PL spectra were fitted with the emperical double sigmoidal function
proposed in [108, 131], see Figure 4.2.3. Thus, the blue-shift magnitude ∆E can be derived and
QDAP separation s is derived from Equation 3.2.8 and substituting for s in 3.2.9 yields the QDAP
density ND. The calculated and experimental values of the dielectric constant and effective mass15
for CZTSSe from previous reports were used [16, 132]. The fit of the low energy tail of emissions
described by Equation 3.2.8 yields the average amplitude of electrostatic potential fluctuations
γ and the total defect density Nt can be derived using Equation 3.2.4. It should be noted that
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Figure 4.2.3: The PL spectrum (circle symbols) of sample OLA measured at 6 K, fitted with
asymmetric double sigmoidal function (solid red line) [76]. The oscillation in the PL signal around
0.9 eV is due to water vapour absorption.
oscillations in the PL signal around 0.9 eV are due to water vapour absorption.
The optical parameters of OLA and FA absorbers are summarised in Table 4.2.1. Both sam-
ples show evidence of the presence of a fluctuating electrostatic potential with similar average
amplitude γ and are comparable to those observed in hydrazine-based CZTSSe samples studied in
[54]. The QDAP density in sample FA (∼1016 cm−3) is several orders of magnitude less than the5
OLA samples (∼1018 cm−3), whereas Nt in all samples is similar (∼1019 cm−3). The smaller pro-
portion of QDAP defects to total defects in sample FA suggests a larger number of non-radiative
defects are present in the sample. The QDAP defect clusters also have a greater spatial separation
in sample FA.
In the fluctuating electrostatic potential model, electrons and holes are spatially separated and10
localised in potential wells within the valence and conduction bands as in Figure 3.2.5. In that
case, any likely radiative recombination process requires the tunneling of charge carriers, thus
an increase in the separation distance of the charged defect centres lowers the probability of a
radiative transition.
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Table 4.2.1: List of optical parameters of samples OLA and FA.
OLA FA
EPL (meV) 0.907 0.861
∆E (meV) 29.6 19.0
k 0.75 (1) 1.23
(2) 0.70
γ (meV) 57.5 51.2
Ea (meV) (1) 60.3± 8.2 39.3± 3.3
(2) 7.6± 0.6
E0 (meV) 0.923 0.873
Defect spacing s (nm) 6.05 15.87
QDAP density ND (cm−3) 1.08 x 1018 5.97 x 1016
Defect density Nt (cm−3) 9.34 x 1019 6.98 x 1019
4.3 Temperature-dependent PL
Temperature-dependent PL was measured using a laser power (4 mW) just below the power at
which EPL saturates for each sample, meaning the PL emission likely stems from pure QDAP
recombination. Figure 4.3.1 shows the PL spectra of the OLA and FA samples as a function of
temperature for a fixed laser power.5
At 6 K, the spectrum is dominated by a peak at ∼0.91 (∼0.86) eV for the OLA (FA) sam-
ple. For the OLA sample, increasing the temperature causes this peak to red-shift up to approxi-
mately 100 K before blue-shifting. This behaviour has also been observed by Dirnstorfer et al. in
CuInGaSe2 (CIGSe) [99] and by Lin et al. in CZTSSe [133]. The behaviour can be explained by
assuming carriers are trapped in different potential wells due to a lack of complete thermalisation,10
leading to an incomplete filling of the least energetic wells. Upon increasing temperature, the car-
riers become more dynamic and populate the deepest wells leading to a red-shift of EPL. When
all carriers occupy deeper potentials, EPL reaches a minimum at the characteristic temperature of
T=100 K for sample OLA. If the temperature is increased beyond the characteristic temperature,
there is a blue-shift in EPL, as shown in Figure 4.3.2(a).15
The more distant carrier pairs are increasingly transferred to the bands leaving the close pairs
thus producing a blue-shift in the emission peak. This red-shift to blue-shift behaviour in EPL is
indicative of the competition between QDAP transitions and band-impurity (BI) transitions with
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Figure 4.3.1: Temperature-dependent PL of sample OLA and FA with laser power below peak
saturation intensity to avoid band-related recombination [76].
increasing temperature [134]. Also it was observed that temperature dependence of EPL is differ-
ent for both types of recombination [135], where a red-shift suggests QDAP recombination and a
blue-shift indicates BI transitions. This is in agreement with the results of this study. Sample FA
only exhibits a red-shift in EPL before the emission is quenched ∼ 140 K, indicating that QDAP
recombination is the only radiative mechanism. A schematic of the proposed recombination mech-5
anisms for both types of absorber is illustrated in Figure 4.3.3.
To determine the activation energy of the defects involved in the recombination process, a
one activation energy model was proposed [106] in the form of Equation 3.2.10. This model was
used to fit the Arrhenius plots of both samples, the fitted curve for sample FA is shown in Figure
4.3.2(b). The one activation energy model provides a good fit to the experimental data for sample10
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Figure 4.3.2: (a) Evolution of PL peak positions with increasing temperature T for sample OLA
and FA, and (b) Arrhenius plot of the integrated intensities of the PL spectra of sample OLA and
FA [76]. A two-defect model was used to fit the experimental data for sample OLA whereas a
one-defect model was used to fit the sample FA data.
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Figure 4.3.3: Schematic of the proposed recombination mechanisms in OLA and FA absorbers,
(a) in OLA absorber at low temperature, carriers are trapped in different potential wells and least
energetic wells are not completely filled. As temperature increases, carriers become more mobile
and populate the deeper wells causing a red-shift in EPL of QDAP transition in both absorbers, (b)
above the characteristic temperature (100 K) in OLA absorber, the potential wells are filled and
carriers are thermalised to the bands and radiative recombination occurs via BI transitions with a
blue-shift in EPL (c) in FA absorber, there are a higher proportion of non-radiative defect levels
and non-radiative recombination (NRR) is more prevalent, preventing the deeper wells from being
completely filled.
FA. However, the fitted curve is not accurate in the higher temperature regime of the Arrhenius plot
for sample OLA. Therefore, a two activation energy model in the form of Equation 3.2.11 [107]
was used to fit the experimental data. Here Ea1 is the first activation energy, which is dominant for
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the high temperature region (T>100 K for sample OLA) and Ea2 is the second activation energy,
which is dominant for the low temperature region (T<100 K for sample OLA).
By applying the above models values for activation energies of Ea1 = 63.0± 8.2 meV, Ea2 =
7.6± 0.6 meV and Ea = 39.3± 3.3 meV were determined for sample OLA and FA, respectively.
These values are in reasonable agreement with those reported in [136] where Cu2ZnSnSe4 thin5
films were studied. The authors proposed a recombination model with an acceptor level above the
valence band and a shallow donor level below the conduction band with an electrostatic potential
fluctuation in the valence and conduction bands of the semiconductor.
For sample OLA at temperatures above the characteristic temperature, the shallow donor is
ionised and the transition changes from QDAP to BI transition. The BI recombination involves10
electrons in the conduction band and distorted acceptor levels above the valence band. Conversely,
sample FA did not exhibit this change in recombination mechanism and confirms QDAP transi-
tions are the dominant recombination process. By considering the activation energy of the defect
levels in the OLA and FA absorbers in conjunction with the kesterite defect study by Chen et al., it
is speculated that a defect complex ([VCu− + ZnCu+] or [ZnSn2− + 2ZnCu+]) is present in sample15
OLA while a shallow acceptor antisite defect (VCu or CuZn) is present in sample FA [37].
4.4 Device fabrication and analysis
FA and OLA CZTSSe absorbers were made into complete device structures as described in Chap-
ter 3. While OLA-based device performed reasonably well (see later analysis) it was not possible
to fabricate working solar cells using FA CZTSSe. Although Figure 4.1.3(b) showed a uniform20
FG layer-free absorber, large pores and voids are still present in the films even after a double
selenisation process to densify the films (as shown in Figure 4.4.1).
As a result, any device made using FA CZTSSe resulted in shunted diode with no power
output. In an effort to remove the FG layer from the interface with the back contact in a working
device a dual layer structure was prepared: a FA CZTS precursor was selenised to provide a carbon25
poor back contact interface while OLA CZTSSe was used on top to provide a compact, void-free
absorber. This results in the FG layer being sandwiched between two LG layers. Consequently,
any voids between the CZTSSe FA grains are filled with the FG CZTSSe OLA material to ensure
a continuous film as shown in Figure 4.4.2.
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Figure 4.4.1: Cross sectional and top view SEM images of the double selenised CZTSSe FA thin
film [76]. Five layers CZTS FA film was selenised followed by the selenisation of another five
layers CZTS FA on top to attempt densifying the absorber. As shown in (a), the double selenised
CZTSSe FA thin film is composed of two large grain layers. However, the thin film is still highly
porous as shown in (b).
Window layers
CZTSSe OLA
FG
CZTSSe FA
MoSe2
Mo
1 μm
Figure 4.4.2: Cross-sectional SEM image of the device with a dual layer structure [76]. Focused
ion-beam was used to prepare this specimen. The bright areas in the FG layer are indicative of a
secondary phase identified as ZnSe from EDS.
Working devices were produced as a result of the elimination of shunting pathways following
the deposition of the OLA layer. The distribution of cell parameters of all devices across the
substrate are shown in Figure 4.4.3. For both types of device, open circuit voltages (Voc) and fill
factor (FF) variations are uniform across each substrate.
The OLA devices showed greater Voc (40 mV on average) compared to OLA+FA while FF5
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was significantly lower (13%). The short circuit current density (Jsc) values were similar across
both type of devices resulting in OLA+FA based devices outperforming those made from OLA
only absorber. The light and dark J-V curves together with parameters of the best performing
devices from each type of absorber are shown in Figure 4.4.4(a) and Table 4.4.1. Illuminated
series resistance (Rs,L) for the OLA cell was 2.9 Ωcm2 compared to a lower value of 0.6 Ωcm25
for the OLA+FA cell with illuminated shunt resistance (Rsh,L) values of 175 and 122 Ωcm2 for
OLA and OLA+FA cells, respectively. The OLA+FA device exhibited an improvement in reverse
saturation current density J0 in contrast to the OLA device, with J0 values of 2.8 x 10−2 and 4.8 x
10−1 mA/cm2 for OLA+FA and OLA cells, respectively.
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Figure 4.4.3: Box plots of the distribution of (a) efficiency, (b) Voc, (c) Jsc and (d) FF of all devices
on each substrate [76].  is the average value. × is the minimum and maximum position. The
three horizontal lines of each box stand for the 25%, 50% and 75% of the reading distribution.
The whisker range is determined by the standard deviation of the readings.
In-depth analysis of the most efficient OLA+FA device showed reduced dark series resistance10
(Rs,D = 3.8 Ωcm2) compared with the OLA only device (Rs,D = 7.3 Ωcm2). The temperature
dependence of the dark series resistance (Rs,D) was studied using a standard diode analysis of a
thin-film solar cell [61, 119] see Chapter 3. J-V(T) measurments were performed to determine Rs
according to Equation 3.3.1.
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Table 4.4.1: Device parameters for the best performing CZTSSe cells at room temperature with
average values shown in brackets. Rs,L, Rsh,L, n and J0 are the series resistance, shunt resistance,
ideality factor and reverse saturation current respectively, measured using the light J-V data. All
parameters were determined using methods described in Chapter 3.
CZTSSe η FF Voc Jsc Rs,L Rsh,L n J0
cell (%) (%) (V) (mA/cm2) (Ω cm2) (Ω cm2) (mA/cm2)
OLA 3.6 39.4 0.37 24.5 2.86 175 2.26 4.82 x 10−1
(3.2) (38.9) (0.36) (23.1)
OLA+FA 4.0 54.3 0.32 23.8 0.57 122 1.96 2.75 x 10−2
(3.8) (52.1) (0.32) (22.6)
Figure 4.4.4(b) shows the diverging dark series resistance of the OLA and OLA+FA cells
towards lower temperature. Rs,D of the OLA cell increases∼17 fold from 300 to 130 K compared
to only ∼4 fold increase for the OLA+FA cell. An explanation for this diverging series resistance
is the presence of a blocking back-contact (Schottky) barrier as proposed by [52]. The presence
of the barrier would act to suppress the hole transport across the Mo back contact to the CZTSSe5
absorber layer. In this Schottky diode model , the total series resistance Rs,D in the solar cell is
given by Equation 3.3.2.
From ln(RsT) versus 1/kT plot, Equation 3.3.2 is fitted to the high temperature region (low
1/kT) of the curve and the slope yields a barrier height ΦBH of 15.6 and 35.8 meV for the OLA+FA
and OLA cells, respectively (see Figure 4.4.4(c)). The low barrier height for the OLA+FA device10
could be considered a quasi-ohmic contact, as evidenced by lower Rs,D and higher FF compared
to the OLA device. A similar trend in device parameters was reported by [52].
Both devices showed crossover of the dark and light J-V curves, as indicated by the solid
circles in Figure 4.4.4(a). These crossover points occur at a lower current value for the OLA cell
than the OLA+FA cell also demonstrating the presence of a larger barrier in the OLA device [137].15
An alternate explanation for the observed divergence of Rs,D has been hypothesised. Admittance
spectroscopy analysis of CZTSSe solar cells by [132] showed the apparent divergent behaviour
in Rs,D arises out of a carrier freeze-out effect due to lack of shallow acceptors in the CZTSSe
absorbers.
The temperature dependence of n for both devices are shown in Figure 4.4.5(a). It is evident20
that the ideality factor for both types of device increases above two as temperature reduces, sug-
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Figure 4.4.4: (a) Light (thick curves) and dark (thin curves) J-V charactersitics of OLA and
OLA+FA CZTSSe solar cells [76]. Solid circles mark the cross-over point between light and
dark J-V curves, (b) temperature-dependent dark series resistance and (c) barrier height extraction
from ln(RsT) vs 1/T plot, the dashed line is the fit to Equation 3.3.2.
gesting a mechanism other than Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination is present. Regarding
SRH recombination, n assumes values between one and two and is almost independent of temper-
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ature. A number of factors influence the value of n, such as recombination centre(s) energy, their
capture cross-section, distribution and location within the absorber [61, 138–140].
One explanation for the temperature dependent behaviour of n relates to a tunneling-enhanced
recombination mechanism, where the SRH recombination rate is augmented by contributions from
tunneling [89, 138, 141]. Tunneling enhanced recombination can occur (i) in the depletion re-5
gion of the pn-junction due to high densities of mid-gap defect states (bulk-dominated tunneling-
enhanced recombination) and (ii) at the heterojunction between absorber and buffer due to high
densities of interface defect states (interface-dominated tunneling-enhanced recombination). Such
a tunneling-enhanced recombination model is frequently applied to Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGSSe)
and CdTe based solar cells [140] where the tunneling-enhanced recombination current is found to10
increase with increasing characteristic tunneling energy (E00) and decreasing temperature. Appli-
cation of this model reveals a continuous transition of n to values greater than two as the tempera-
ture is decreased, similar to the ideality factor data for the CZTSSe devices presented here.
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Figure 4.4.5: (a) Temperature-dependent ideality factor n in the dark and (b) 1/n(T) vs T plot [76].
The solid fitted lines to the data represent a fit to Equation 4.4.1 for the measured data.
In considering bulk-dominated tunneling-enhanced recombination mechanism, the ideality
factor can be expressed as:15
1
n
=
1
2
(
1− E
2
00
3(kT )2
+
T
T ∗
)
(4.4.1)
where E00 is the characteristic tunneling energy and kT
∗
is the characteristic energy of the distribu-
tion of trap states near the band edge associated with band-tailing or potential fluctuations [142].
Fitting Equation 4.4.1 to 1/n versus T plots in Figure 4.4.5(b) yields an estimate of E00 values of
19.3 and 19.8 meV for sample OLA and OLA+FA respectively, comparable to values determined
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by Hages et al. [142]. Nadenau et al. showed a close relationship between open-circuit voltage
Voc and the characteristic tunneling energy E00, where a link was established between efficiency
gain in use of Ga-rich CuGaSe2 absorbers and decreased tunneling rates. They suggest device
modifications such as the change of CdS deposition temperature have beneficial effects of lowered
E00 and increased Voc [89].5
It is apparent that a tunneling enhanced mechanism dominates in both devices at low temper-
ature with a reducing tunneling contribution as T approaches 300 K. The possibility of interface-
dominated tunneling-enhanced recombination was considered but discounted following analysis
of the experimental data. In the limit of interface-dominated tunneling-enhanced recombination
mechanism, the ideality factor follows:10
n =
E00
kT
coth
(
E00
kT
)
(4.4.2)
However, analysis of n(T) according to Equation 4.4.2 did not provide a good fit for the exper-
imental data, see Figure 4.4.6. Applying this model to the data yields E00 values of ≈ 56 and
≈ 64 meV for sample OLA and OLA+FA, respectively. In order to ascertain which recombina-
tion mechanism is dominant in the OLA and OLA+FA devices, the origin of the characteristic
tunnelling energy can be considered, according to [138]:15
E00 =
(
q~
2
)(
NA
m∗s
) 1
2
(4.4.3)
where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, NA is the net doping density , m∗ is the effective tunnel-
ing mass, and s is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor material whose values determined
by [16, 132] were used. If bulk tunneling-enhanced recombination is assumed to be the domi-
nant mechanism, using Equation 4.4.3 results in a net doping density NA of ≈ 6 x 1017 and ≈ 7 x
1017 cm−3 for the OLA and OLA+FA devices, respectively. The estimate of the net doping density20
is reasonable under the bulk-dominant tunneling enhanced recombination mechanism, specifically
for recombination in the SCR near the junction where high defect densities are to be expected
[142]. However, using Equation 4.4.3 to evaluate the net doping density from E00 values assumed
under the interface-tunneling model gives NA values of ≈ 8 x 1018 cm−3. This would indicate a
substantially high recombination current at the CdS/CZTSSe interface and would lead to a signifi-25
cant reduction in Jsc. Such a reduction was not observed in either device under study. Furthermore,
Hages et al. state that the bulk tunneling-enhanced recombination mechanism correlates with the
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potential fluctuations model (as discussed previously) from J0(T) analysis [142].
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Figure 4.4.6: n(T) vs 1/kT plot [76]. The dashed lines represent a fit to Equation 4.4.2.
4.5 Summary
The luminescence properties of CZTSSe thin film layers prepared from CZTS nanoparticle inks
have been investigated with respect to the ligand type used during the nanocrystal synthesis. It
is suspected that QDAP is the dominating recombination mechanism in both type of absorbers5
showing similar level of potential fluctuation (∼ 50 meV). The temperature-dependent PL analy-
sis revealed a shift in recombination mechanism in OLA CZTSSe from QDAP to BI as temperature
increases while QDAP remained the sole recombination process in FA CZTSSe. Due to the poros-
ity of the FA CZTSSe layer it was not possible to produce solar devices however when using a
dual layer FA+OLA this was found to outperform devices based on OLA CZTSSe alone. The main10
reason for this was the reduction of the back contact barrier height in OLA+FA devices yielding
lower series resistance, reverse saturation current, diode ideality factor and higher fill factor. This
is a consequence of the removal of the fine grain layer at the Mo back contact interface and gives
promising new outlook for this particular synthesis route. The next chapter will look at factors
affecting CZTSSe device performance arising from the absorber material bulk.15
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Chapter 5
Absorber bulk
In this chapter, the behaviour of nanoparticle-based CZTSSe absorbers and solar cells made from
relatively low and high quality grade chemicals is investigated with a view to improving cost-
effectiveness of the ink-based fabrication process. PL spectroscopy revealed the presence of simi-5
lar shallow acceptor plus shallow donor states in both low and high purity precursor absorbers. A
relationship is demonstrated between the average depth of energy band-edge potential fluctuations
and absorber quality where the higher grade chemical precursor-based absorber outperforms the
lower purity version. In addition, the low purity precursor absorber had a higher total defect den-
sity resulting in a 10 meV increase in the average electrostatic potential fluctuations. Deep level10
transient spectroscopy (DLTS) in solar devices indicated the presence of detrimental deep defect
states in both types of absorber. Notwithstanding the high purity precursor absorber with lower
defect density, the power conversion efficiencies of both types of CZTSSe solar cells were simi-
lar (∼5%), implying an issue other than defects in the absorber bulk inhibits device performance
as evidenced by quantum efficiency analysis and current-voltage measurements (in this range of15
efficiency values).
Polycrystalline thin-film solar cells are inherently susceptible to the formation of mid-gap
defects, which act as electron traps within the bulk of the absorber, and defects at the buffer-
absorber interface which inhibit charge transport. Due to the complexity of the pentanary kesterite
crystal structure, a variety of intrinsic lattice defects can form which influence the optical and20
electronic properties of the CZTSSe absorber [37]. Density functional theory and first principle
calculations have been employed to identify a number of intrinsic defects in bulk CZTSSe, which
range from charged point defects such as elemental vacancies, antisites and interstitials to neutral
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defect complexes. Some defects, like shallow acceptors VCu− and CuZn−, are beneficial and are
responsible for the p-type conductivity of the absorber. Conversely, deleterious defects such as
deep donor antisites SnCu3+ and SnZn2+, form mid-gap traps which act as effective electron-hole
recombination centres.
Band-tails may also be present within the kesterite bulk which have been suggested as con-5
tributing to SRH recombination [143]. Two rudimentary processes are understood to cause band-
tailing: i) an elevated concentration of highly-compensated charged defects which result in an
electrostatic potential fluctuation of the valence and conduction bands (VB and CB, respectively)
and ii) changes in compositional and/or crystalline homogeneity of the absorber, which cause the
VB and CB edges to waver, inducing bandgap fluctuations [54].10
Complementary PL and DLTS techniques were used to study nanoparticle-based CZTSSe
thin films and devices fabricated from low and high purity precursor chemicals (subsequently re-
ferred to as film LP and HP, respectively). The evolution of PL spectra over a range of cryogenic
temperatures can be used to elucidate details of shallow defects within both types of CZTSSe
absorber, whereas DLTS is used to probe deeper, mid-gap states. Employing both techniques in15
conjunction provides comprehensive quantitative information on root-mean-square potential fluc-
tuation depths of band egdes (γ), defect activation energies (EA), defect concentrations (Nt) and
defect capture cross-sections (σt) of both types of absorber, which is correlated to the structural
quality of the material.
5.1 Material properties20
Low and high quality grade metallic sources and solvent oleylamine were used for the CZTS
nanoparticle synthesis to investigate their influence on the absorber’s behaviour and subsequent
solar cells performance. Low and high purity nanoparticle inks were prepared by varying the
metallic sources and solvent as listed in Table 5.1.1. The purity of the technical grade solvent
OLA used in LP CZTS ink synthesis is signicantly less than that used in the HP recipe. However,25
the most significant cost difference is observed when high purity Cu and Zn precursor chemicals
are used. Impurity analysis of both types of dried and powdered CZTS nanoparticle inks was
performed using ICPMS. The results of ICPMS analysis of LP and HP CZTS inks is shown in
Figure 5.1.1. Higher concentrations of Al, Hg and Pb impurities were identified in the low purity
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CZTS nanoparticle powder. Substitution of Pb for Cu and Hg for Zn can occur in the kesterite
crystal structure of CZTS [144, 145]. Such substitutions could impact on the optical and electronic
properties of the material as well as the introduction of impurity defect levels.
Table 5.1.1: Chemical composition and concentration details of low/high purity CZTS nanopar-
ticle recipe. Key - SA, Sigma Aldrich; AA, Alfa Asear; Cu(acac)2, copper(II) acetylacetonate;
Zn(acac)2, zinc acetylacetonate; Sn(acac)2Cl2, tin bis(acetylacetonate); OLA, oleylamine.
Low purity recipe High purity recipe
Purity Cost(/g) Supplier Purity Cost (/g) Supplier
Cu(acac)2 97% £0.31 SA 99.99% £2.88 SA
not provided
Zn(acac)2 by supplier £0.38 AA 99.995% £9.90 SA
Sn(acac)2Cl2 95% £6.82 AA 98% £5.32 SA
Sulphur (S) 99.98% £1.20 SA 99.98% £1.20 SA
technical grade
OLA 70% £0.20 SA 98% £0.15 SA
Figure 5.1.1: Concentrations of residual impurities in LP and HP CZTS dried nanoparticle ink
powders.
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5.2 Excitation-dependent PL
CZTSSe is considered a highly-doped and highly-compensated semiconductor due to a high de-
fect density such that the average distance s between defects is less than the defect Bohr radius
[98]. The defects tend to be charged and a random distribution of these unscreened charged defects
results in electrostatic potential fluctuations inducing band tails [146]. The presence of both donor5
and acceptor defects within the material bulk infers that the material is also highly-compensated.
Electrostatic potential fluctuations manifest as parallel shifts in valence and conduction band (VB
and CB) edges with constant bandgap energy Eg [76]. The consequential band tails with energy
lower than Eg have an exponentially decaying density of states which produce a broad asymmetric
PL spectrum at room temperature [97]. Similarly, bandgap fluctuations in the CZTSSe material10
may be induced by Cu-Zn disorder in the kesterite lattice structure [147, 148], leading to the for-
mation of non-stoichiometric defect complexes such as [VCu−+ ZnCu+] and [ZnSn2−+ 2ZnCu+]
[37]. Slow-cooling at a rate of 10 oC/hr after the high-temperature annealing stage of CZTSSe
absorber fabrication has been shown to promote clusters of ordered and disordered areas suggest-
ing the random distribution of charged antisite defect CuZn− is reduced [87, 149]. Consequently,15
a reduction in local variations of Cu-Zn disorder produces clusters of lower and higher Eg phases
which induces potential fluctuations in the VB and CB of the material.
The normalised 6 K PL spectra of the selenised LP and HP films at excitation intensity just
below EPL peak saturation are illustrated in Figure 5.2.1. The broad asymmetric shape of the PL
bands for both absorbers show a gradual rise in PL intensity on the low energy side and sharper20
decline on the high energy side of the PL peak, indicating significant band-tailing in the materials.
The PL peak maxima are located at 0.86 and 0.84 eV for LP and HP films, respectively. The energy
peaks are considerably red-shifted from the corresponding room temperature bandgap energy of
1.19 eV, determined from EQE data (discussed later in this section) for both types of absorber.
Such a large red-shift could be explained by the presence of deep donor defect SnZn with an25
energy level ∼420 meV below CBM or deep acceptor states VSn or CuSn with energy levels
∼400 and 420 meV above VBM, respectively [37]. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the PL spectra exhibit a slight decrease from 96 meV for film LP to 92 meV for film HP, with
maximum intensity of the PL band of film HP half the intensity of film PL. It has been observed
that a narrower PL band is indicative of a better structural quality of the material due to lower30
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defect concentrations [150].
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Figure 5.2.1: PL of sample LP and HP at 6 K with laser power below PL peak saturation intensity
to avoid band-related recombination [17]. The dashed line indicates room temperature bandgap
energy Eg of both types of sample.
The low temperature excitation-dependent intensity of the PL spectra for both absorbers is
shown in Figure 5.2.2(a). The PL band intensity saturates at lower laser power for film HP and
a high energy shoulder at ∼0.92 eV emerges upon increasing excitation beyond the threshold
intensity (see Figure 5.2.2(b)). Above the threshold, the lower energy peak red-shifts as the high5
energy shoulder increases in intensity. Gershon et al. observe similar behaviour in CZTS films
and state the high energy shoulder is due to a recombination process associated with extended
band states and only appears after all localised (QDAP) states are fully saturated [151]. This
is further evidence QDAP radiative recombination is dominant in the CZTSSe films studied here.
The appearance of a high energy shoulder was not observed in the PL bands for film LP, indicating10
that not all QDAP states are occupied. An emperical asymmetric double sigmoidal function was
used to fit the PL spectra in order to evaluate the peak maxima at each excitation intensity [108,
131]. Both films exhibit a substantial blue-shift of PL peak maxima with increasing laser power
until reaching saturation point of PL emission. Figure 5.2.2(c) shows the evolution of PL band
peaks EPL for the CZTSSe samples over a laser intensity range up to the threshold value.15
Changes in excitation intensity produce a shift in EPL (β) at a rate of β equals 14 and 15
meV/decade and an energy blue-shift magnitude ∆E of 30 and 37 meV for HP and LP films, re-
spectively. Oscillations in the PL bands around 0.9 eV are associated with water vapour absorption
of light.
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Figure 5.2.2: (a) Excitation-dependent PL spectra of sample LP and HP with laser power P up
to saturation point of PL emissions together with respective ∆E blue-shift values in EPL, (b)
emergence of high energy ’shoulder’ in PL spectra of film HP indicating saturation of QDAP
defects and an increasing contribution to PL intensity from band-related radiative recombination
and (c) evolution of PL band maxima with increasing P of LP and HP films with associated shift
rates β at 6 K [17].
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Evidence of a significant red-shift in EPL compared to Eg together with large ∆E plus β val-
ues for both LP and HP films indicate QDAP defects are predominantly responsible for potential
fluctuations in the VBM and CBM of the CZTSSe absorbers. As both films were slow-cooled after
annealing (see Chapter 3), it is expected that any bandgap variations contributing to the potential
fluctuations should be reduced as the rapid cooling process promotes a more disordered kesterite5
structure. The fit of the low energy tail of emissions described by Equation 3.2.6 yields the av-
erage amplitude of electrostatic potential fluctuations γ. It is evident that electrostatic potential
fluctuations exist in both films with γ values of 48.6 and 58.7 meV for films HP and LP, respec-
tively which are similar to those previously reported [54]. QDAP defect density ND was derived
from the magnitude of QDAP PL peak shift ∆E using Equations 3.2.8 and 3.2.9. It was found that10
ND in film LP (2.1 x1018 cm−3) is double that of film HP (1.1 x1018 cm−3) and correlates to a
reduction in average defect separation s from 6.0 to 4.8 nm in films HP and LP, respectively. Here,
electrons and holes are spatially separated and localised in potential wells within the energy band
edges and any radiative recombination requires tunneling of charge carriers from one potential
well to another. Increasing the separation distance of the defect centres reduces the probability of15
radiative emission. The concentration of net (free) charge carriers reduces as the charged QDAP
defect density increases. Reducing the density of free carriers lowers the screening effect on the
charged defects which, in turn, increases perturbation in the depth of the fluctuating potential γ.
The QDAP density is a measure of the shallow donor and acceptor defect concentration responsi-
ble for radiative recombination within the material and may not represent the total defect density20
Nt as the presence of deep and/or non-radiative defects is not accounted for. Therefore the total
defect density can be estimated from γ values derived from PL spectra of both films [99]. The
optical parameters of LP and HP films are outlined in Table 5.2.1.
5.3 Temperature-dependent PL
Temperature dependence of the PL bands was measured at an excitation power slightly lower than25
the threshold value (at which the high energy shoulder emerges - 1.7 mW for LP and 4.0 mW
for HP films) in order to prevent contributions to PL emissions from band-related transitions. PL
spectra of both films over a range of cryogenic temperatures are presented in Figure 5.3.1(a). It is
apparent that PL emissions are quenched at a lower temperature in film HP and both films exhibit
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Table 5.2.1: List of optical parameters of low and high purity CZTSSe samples.
Low purity High purity Defect
γ (meV) 58.7 48.6
∆E (meV) 36.8 29.6
Defect spacing s (nm) 4.8 6.0
QDAP density ND (cm−3) 2.1 x 1018 1.1 x 1018
Defect density Nt (cm−3) 2.3 x 1019 1.4 x 1019
Ea (meV) (1) 38.3± 3.8 (1) 40.1± 6.4 VCu
(2) 3.2± 0.5 (2) 5.9± 0.5 SnCu
a red-shift in EPL with increasing temperature. The magnitude of the red-shift in EPL (κ) for both
types of absorber are shown in Figure 5.3.1(b). Initially EPL red-shifts with rising temperature at a
similar rate of 0.05 and 0.09 meV/K for films LP and HP, respectively. PL emission from film HP
is then quenched at a temperature of ∼100 K, whereas κ increases rapidly above ∼80 K at a rate
of 0.84 meV/K in film LP before emissions are finally quenched at ∼140 K. Thermal quenching5
can be surmised to originate from the thermal depopulation of defect states and/or the activation
of non-radiative recombination centres. Similar behaviour was observed by Grossberg et al. in an
optical study of defect clusters in CZTS polycrystals [152]. They state the observed evolution of
EPL with increasing temperature in CZTS polycrystals followed the temperature dependence of
the bandgap energy of the material [153]. Another study by Yakushev et al. revealed comparable10
temperature trends in PL spectra of CZTSe thin films with varying Cu content [131].
The Varshni equation was used to fit the asymptotic low temperature behaviour of EPL in
both LP and HP films [154],
Eg (T ) = Eg (0)−
(
AT 2
T +B
)
(5.3.1)
where Eg(0) is the bandgap of the semiconductor at 0 K and A, B are fitting parameters specific
to the absorber material. Using the fitting parameters extracted from application of the Varshni15
model, Eg(0) values of 1.24 eV for both films were extrapolated from the room temperature Eg
estimate of 1.19 eV. Similar shifts in Eg of CZTS were observed in [152, 155]. EPL in both films
appear to follow the Eg trend at lower temperatures until∼80 K where it deviates markedly in film
LP. If electrostatic potential fluctuations of the VBM and CBM are present in the absorbers due
to clusters of charged QDAP defects, shallow and deep potential energy wells which follow the20
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Figure 5.3.1: (a) Temperature-dependent PL of sample LP and HP with laser power below PL peak
saturation intensity to avoid band-related recombination and (b) evolution of PL band maxima
EPL of LP and HP films with increasing temperature [17]. Equation 5.3.1 was used to extrapolate
room temperature Eg values to 0 K (blue curve) and temperature-dependent EPL data fitted with
same equation (red/black curves). The dashed black line shows the linear red-shift of EPL with
temperature increasing above 80 K in sample LP.
fluctuating band edges are formed. Due to a lack of thermal energy at low temperature, carriers
are trapped in shallow wells resulting in incomplete occupation of deeper/least energetic wells.
As temperature increases the carriers are energised and liberated to fill the deepest wells with a
consequent red-shift in EPL. PL emission is quenched in both films due to increasing activation of
non-radiative mid-gap recombination centres with rising temperature. The large red-shift in EPL5
of film LP at temperatures >80 K suggests a different defect is involved in radiative transitions.
This red-shift appears linear in nature (dashed black line in 5.3.1(a)) where this phenomenon has
been observed in [108].
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As temperature increases (up to∼80 K) carriers are ionised and redistributed into other radia-
tive and non-radiative defect states which quench PL emission (T>140 K). Activation energies of
the defects involved in radiative recombination can be determined by analysis of the temperature-
dependent PL spectra intensity using a two activation energy model proposed by [107] (see 3.2.11).
Application of the model to the Arrhenius plots for both films (Figure 5.3.2(a)) yields estimated5
activation energies of Ea1 = 40.1 ± 6.4 meV, Ea2 = 5.9 ± 0.5 meV and Ea1 = 38.3 ± 3.8 meV,
Ea2 = 3.2 ± 0.5 meV for film HP and LP, respectively. The low activation energies indicate the
presence of shallow donor (3-6 meV) and shallow acceptor (38-48 meV) states in both films. A
kesterite defect study by Chen et al. would suggest SnCu and VCu are the corresponding donor
and acceptor states. They state the Sn 5p electron has a high orbital energy which can be easily10
ionised, hence the SnCu (0/+) defect is located just below the conduction band minimum, which
is in agreement with the very shallow donor level observed in both types of absorber [37]. Also
the ionised VCu− defect is the predominant acceptor responsible for p-type conductivity in these
CZTSSe absorbers producing a reasonably high concentration of holes (in the region of 1015 -
1016 cm−3). The presence of an additional Sn-related acceptor defect (VSn, ZnSn or CuSn) could15
explain the anomalous red-shift in EPL observed in film LP (see Figure 5.3.1(b)). An alternative
explanation for this anomalous temperature-dependent PL behaviour was proposed by Krustok et
al. in [108]. The weak temperature dependence of EPL in temperature region 6 - 80 K arises
from the gradual thermal escape of electrons localised in shallow potential wells in the CB and
become free carriers. Once all of these shallow potential wells in the CB are depopulated, the free20
electrons then recombine radiatively with holes localised at deeper impurity tail states in the VB
(T > 80 K) resulting in a larger red-shift in EPL linked to band-to-tail (BT) recombination.
The minority carrier dynamics of LP and HP CZTSSe thin films were studied using TRPL
decays, see Figure 5.3.2(b). Similar to PL, electron-hole (e-h) pairs are generated, in this case, by
a short pulse of incident photons and the time-dependence of the emitted light from recombination25
of e-h pairs is monitored. The minority carrier lifetime τ is determined from the decay time of
charge carrier recombination.
In order to evaluate τ , the TRPL decay curves were fitted with a double exponential function
[60]:
IPL(t) = A1e
−
(
t
τ1
)
+A2e
−
(
t
τ2
)
(5.3.2)
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Figure 5.3.2: (a) Arrhenius plots of integrated PL intensities and (b) TRPL decays at 6 K for films
LP and HP [17]. The solid lines are results of fitting with bi-exponential function.
where IPL(t) is the luminescence intensity at time t after the excitation pulse, A1 and A2 are
are the PL intensities corresponding to the injection regimes and τ1 and τ2 are the fast and slow
decay times. The initial fast decay τ1 can be ascribed to high carrier injection immediately after
the excitation pulse and the long tail τ2 attributed to the minority carrier lifetime of the material
[52, 67].5
Lifetimes of 0.20 and 0.44 ns were observed for films LP and HP, respectively. The lower τ
value for film LP would suggest more non-radiative bulk/surface recombination centres are present
in the absorber, which is in agreement with the total defect density Nt determined from excitation-
dependent PL measurements. Raadik et al. propose the shorter carrier lifetime could be related to
a higher degree of Cu/Zn disorder in the bulk of the CZTSSe absorber [156]. Therefore different10
recombination processes may be active in LP and HP films. The unexpectedly low carrier lifetime
at 6 K observed in this study could be due to high recombination rates at the unpassivated absorber
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surface.
5.4 Electrical characterisation
In order to probe deep defect levels in the CZTSSe devices beyond the scope of PL spectroscopy,
deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) is employed to quantify trap activation energies ET , trap
densities NT and their capture cross-sections σT in devices. Figure 5.4.1 show DLTS spectra for5
samples LP and HP respectively. In this measurement setup positive ∆C peaks are indicative of
hole trap levels with energy values measured with respect to the valence band. Peak positions are
analysed over three different transient period widths (19.2 ms, 192 ms, 480 ms) and for a range
of correlator functions [123], used to generate Arrhenius plots shown in Figure 5.4.2. Values for
ET and σT are extracted from fitting to the Arrhenius plot whilst the trap density is determined10
from the magnitude of the capacitance change relative to the reverse bias capacitance (see Table
5.4.1).
Table 5.4.1: List of electronic parameters of low and high purity CZTSSe samples determined
from DLTS.
Purity Trap level Capture cross- Trap density Possible
ET (meV) section σT (cm2) NT (cm−3) defect
Low (1) 86± 7 (1.08± 0.95) x 10−20 (1.70± 0.22) x 1014 CuZn
(2) 167± 10 (2.20± 1.99) x 10−20 (3.17± 0.32) x 1013 CuSn, ZnSn
or VSn
High (1) 87± 6 (3.61± 1.59) x 10−21 (6.38± 0.05) x 1014 CuZn
For sample HP a single peak is clearly visible at an energy of ET = 87 ± 6 meV. The peak
is very broad indicating the observed peak may in fact be a distribution of deep levels closely
spaced in energy. Attempts were made to separate these levels via a Laplace analysis method15
[157] however such analysis did not give a definitive answer and was too dependent on the anal-
ysis conditions used i.e. number of overlapping transients permissible. This sample also showed
some evidence of a negative peak, indicative of an electron trap, at ∼170 K. On closer inspection,
this was found to predominantly occur for short period widths and is in fact measurement artifact
related to the recovery time of the capacitance signal. Sample LP showed the same deep level20
present at ET = 86 ± 9 meV, although the lower purity sample displayed a slightly lower concen-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4.1: Example DLTS spectra recorded for (a) sample LP and (b) sample HP [17].
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Figure 5.4.2: Extracted Arrhenius plots from DLTS spectra for samples LP and HP [17].
tration of this trap level. A second trap state not observable in the HP sample was also observed
at an energy of ET = 167 ± 10 meV but an order of magnitude lower density, 3.17 x1013 cm−3,
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than for the shallower level. The natural assumption would be that this secondary trap level has
arisen as a result of some contaminant within the process solution. It is assumed that the same
trap level at 86-87 meV above the VBM in both types of absorber is antisite CuZn [37]. Although
the concentration of this defect is higher in device HP than LP, their potentially deleterious ef-
fect is mitigated by a lower carrier capture cross-section (σHP ∼4 x10−21 cm2 compared to σLP5
∼1 x10−20 cm2). Ab initio calculations show that the additional defect level in film LP could be
Sn-related (VSn, CuSn or ZnSn) with the likelihood of the defect being ZnSn, considering the LP
absorber is Cu-poor and Zn-rich (see Table 5.4.2). The concentration of any Sn-related defects in
film HP should be reduced as the film is compositionally closer to the preferred Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio
of 0.8, see Table 5.4.2 [69, 70]. CZTSSe films which have low Cu/(Zn+Sn) and high Zn/Sn ratios10
are predisposed due to the presence of high populations of [ZnSn+2ZnCu] charge compensated
clusters which are one of the defect complexes responsible for non-stoichiometry in this type of
absorber material.
Table 5.4.2: Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn ratios of LP and HP thin films and solar cell parameters of
subsequently fabricated best devices (with average values in brackets).
Low purity High purity
Cu/(Zn+Sn) 0.84 0.82
Zn/Sn 1.07 1.08
Voc (V) 0.31 (0.31) 0.32 (0.32)
Jsc (mA/cm2) 27.2 (26.0) 25.6 (23.7)
FF (%) 59.9 (57.9) 61.9 (56.7)
Efficiency η (%) 5.1 (4.7) 5.1 (4.2)
Carrier lifetime τ (ns) 0.20 0.44
Carrier diffusion Ld (nm) 203 369
length
Further studies of the electronic properties of LP and HP solar cells were performed using
current density-voltage (J-V), capacitance-voltage (C-V) and external quantum efficiency (EQE)15
analysis. Figure 5.4.3(a) shows the J-V plots of the best performing LP and HP devices under
1-sun illumination with the inset showing the average device open circuit voltage Voc and short
circuit current density Jsc. It is noted that the average Voc of HP cells was slightly higher that that
of the LP cells, see inset of Figure 5.4.3(a). Conversely, LP devices have a higher Jsc value (26.1
mA/cm2) in comparison to that seen in HP devices (23.7 mA/cm2). Similar observations were20
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made by Yakushev et al. for Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) devices with varying Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn
ratios and were attributed to the degree of Cu-Zn order/disorder in the crystal lattice [131]. EQE
plots for LP and HP devices are shown in Figure 5.4.3(b), where it can be seen that device LP
has enhanced carrier extraction in the wavelength range 600-1000 nm. This anomalous behaviour
could be explained by a lower concentration of free charge carriers and will be explored in more5
detail later in this section.
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Figure 5.4.3: (a) J-V curves of best performing devices for samples LP and HP with inset showing
box plots of average device Voc and Jsc parameters and (b) EQE plots with inset showing extended
absorption due to tail states in sample HP [17].
The minority carrier diffusion length Ld for both types of absorber was calculated from EQE
measurements in conjunction with optical absorption coefficient α measurements (determined
from transmittance/reflectance data, see Figure 5.4.4) using a method by Courel et al. [121].
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It was shown that EQE−1 is a linear function of α−1 such that:
EQE(λ)−1 =
1
(1−R(λ))
(
1 +
α(λ)−1
Ld
)
(5.4.1)
where R(λ) is the reflectance of the cell with an intercept on the α−1 equal to Ld, see Figure
5.4.4(c). Diffusion length values of 203 and 369 nm were determined for LP and HP devices
respectively. The reported Ld values are significantly lower than the value of 750 nm observed
in the CZTSSe solar cell with record efficiency of 12.6% [43]. The longer diffusion lengths of5
carriers in film HP strongly correlates with higher carrier lifetimes measured in CZTSSe bulk.
C-V measurements were performed to estimate the depletion region width w and doping density
NA in the CZTSSe absorber layers of devices LP and HP. The inset in Figure 5.4.4(c) shows the
plot of 1/C2 versus reverse bias voltage where <w> = Aε0εr/C is determined from the measured
capacitance value at zero bias and NA is derived from the slope d(1/C2)/dV. Very short space10
charge regions widths of 63 and 61 nm were observed for devices LP and HP respectively, with
corresponding apparent doping densities of 2.5 x1016 and 3.3 x1016 cm−3, in agreement with those
observed by Qu et al. [158]. A high doping density is usually associated with a short depletion
width in CZTSSe solar cells as w ∝ NA [159, 160].
Following the selenisation of the CZTS nanoparticle films, EDS compositional analysis of15
the LP and HP CZTSSe absorbers revealed a greater Cu and Sn loss was observed in LP films,
whereas HP films suffered a larger Zn loss, see Table 5.4.3. Subsequent Cu/Zn+Sn and Zn/Sn
ratios of 0.84, 0.82 and 1.07, 1.08 for respective LP and HP absorbers demonstrate HP films
are closer to the preferred CZTSSe composition of Cu/Zn+Sn = 0.8 and Zn/Sn = 1.2 [69, 70].
With regard to the elemental losses, it would be reasonable to assume that there could be higher20
concentrations of Cu- and Sn-related defects in LP films. Recent studies have shown the degree
of Cu-Zn order/disorder has a significant impact on the bandgap and crystallinity of CZTSSe
absorbers and may be the main cause of bandgap and electrostatic potential fluctuations within the
material, as shown in Figure 5.4.5 [77, 147, 161, 162].
Considering the small decrease in Cu/Zn+Sn and small increase in Zn/Sn ratios in HP films25
compared to LP films, higher concentrations of A-type defects ([VCu+ZnCu] neutral complexes)
may be present in HP films together with higher concentrations of B-type defects ([ZnSn+2ZnCu]
neutral complexes) in LP films [163, 164]. Although the presence of ZnCu donor defect was
not directly observed in either film, their presence can be inferred as high populations of benign
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Figure 5.4.4: Transmission and absorption data of CZTSSe absorbers deposited on bare soda lime
glass of (a) film LP and (b) film HP and (c) calculation of depletion region width w0 and apparent
doping density NA [17].
Table 5.4.3: The composition of precursor and selenised films on bare SLG
Film Cu Zn Sn S Se
(at%) (at%) (at%) (at%) (at%)
HP Precursor 23.93 16.88 14.24 45.95
Selenised 20.61 13.13 12.12 5.57 48.53
LP Precursor 23.17 14.3 14.16 48.04
Selenised 19.09 11.80 11.02 5.02 53.06
[VCu+ZnCu] clusters are expected in non-stoichiometric CZTSSe absorbers [37].
Perhaps the most interesting observation in this study is the presence of an additional acceptor
defect in the LP device located ∼167 meV above the VBM, speculatively attributed to antisite
ZnSn. Chen et al. have shown the ZnSn defect has negligible impact on p-type conductivity
but could contribute to luminescence and act as recombination centres [37]. The presence of5
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radiative ZnSn defects could explain the increased QDAP density and PL intensity seen in film
LP compared to film HP. The significant red-shift of the PL peak in film LP at temperatures
greater than 80 K could be attributed to radiative recombination involving the ZnSn acceptor. The
lower QDAP concentration in film HP could also account for quenching of the PL signal at a
lower temperature (∼100 K) in this film compared to film LP (∼140 K). It is also possible the5
anomalous temperture-dependent PL behaviour in film LP could involve CuZn - SnCu QDAP due
to the thermal escape of holes from the shallower VCu acceptor state to the slightly deeper CuZn
state, see Figure 5.4.5. According to Chen et al. a number of self-compensated defect clusters can
be formed in quaternary kesterites. They show the overall formation energy of these defect clusters
is significantly decreased relative to the sum of the individual defects. As the clusters are charge-10
neutral and bound by strong Coulomb attraction, their presence should not be detected directly
by PL analysis. However, some defect clusters can produce a significant shift in the valence and
conduction band edges, effectively reducing the bandgap of the absorber. Large populations of
clusters [2VCu+SnZn] or [2CuZn+SnZn] could exist in both types of absorber given the observed
large red-shift of EPL in comparison to the bandgap of the absorbers at 6 K (∼300 meV) which15
cannot be solely attributed to QDAP defects. The presence of neutral defect clusters would reduce
the concentration of shallow acceptor defects which contribute to the overall p-type conductivity
of the absorber material. From capacitance-voltage measurements, film LP has a slightly lower
apparent doping density NA in comparison to that of film HP indicating the degree of compensation
is greater in this film. The measured concentration of VCu antisite defects (which are mainly20
responsible for the p-type conductivity of Cu-poor/Zn- rich CZTSSe films) is around 1019 cm−3
in both types of absorber whereas both films show NA ∼1016 cm−3 confirming the material is
highly compensated.
All optical and electronic parameters indicate films prepared from high purity precursor chem-
icals are of a higher quality than those fabricated from lower grade materials. However, this im-25
provement in film quality does not translate to an increase in completed device efficiency as both
types of device have similar best η values of ∼5.1 %. In Chapter 4, a study of CZTSSe solar cells
fabricated using the same nanoparticle inks-based method has revealed the devices typically have
a contact barrier height of ∼40 meV between the CZTSSe absorber and Mo back contact. This
low barrier height would suggest the back contact of both types of device is not a factor constrain-30
ing cell performance and, therefore, attention should be focused on improving buffer/absorber
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Figure 5.4.5: Schematic of electrostatic potential fluctuations in the band edges of LP and HP
absorbers with associated defects and densities of state (DOS). The predominant radiative recom-
bination process in both samples involves QDAP defects SnCu and VCu.
junction and other components in the device architecture.
One important parameter which could be utilised to indicate the quality of CZTSSe absorbers
is the mean depth of potential fluctuations γ. Considering a high concentration of ZnSn defects
present in absorber LP (which could contribute to an elevated QDAP density), we see a direct
correlation of such QDAP density with γ, suggesting γ is a useful indicator of the presence of5
specific defects which generate band tails in the material. Yakushev et al. observe a similar
reduction in γ values when the studied CZTSe films became Cu-poorer and Zn-richer, attributing
this change to improved ordering of Cu-Zn atoms within the crystal lattice of the thin film [131]. A
similar reduction in γ values are noted in this study. Bourdais et al. investigated the effect of Cu-Zn
disorder on the Voc deficit in kesterite solar cells also noted that ordering of the CZTSSe absorbers10
by slow cooling improved the Voc deficit in their devices by 40 meV. Therefore, a reduction in γ
value could indicate a reduction in Cu-Zn disorder with an associated increase in Voc [40]. Figure
5.4.5 highlights the main results of the combined optical and electronic studies, principally:
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(i) Fluctuations in the band edges of both types of absorber, predominantly caused
by variations in electrostatic potential, with an average depth of γ equal to 59 and
49 meV in films LP and HP respectively.
(ii) Same shallow donor (SnCu) and shallow acceptor (VCu, CuZn) defects present in the
bulk of both types of CZTSSe absorber.
(iii) Additional deep Sn-related acceptor defect (probably ZnSn) located 167 meV above
the VBM present in sample LP.
(iv) Radiative recombination primarily involving QDAP donor SnCu and acceptor VCu
defects located 3-6 meV below CBM and 38-40 meV above VBM.
(v) VCu chiefly responsible for p-type conductivity in both types of thin film.
5.5 Summary
In depth optical spectroscopy and electronic studies of CZTSSe absorber layers and solar cells
fabricated from low and high purity precursor chemicals are presented. The high purity chemi-
cal recipe produced Cu-poorer and Zn-richer CZTS nanoparticles. Following selenisation of the
stacked spin-coated CZTS films, a Zn loss was observed in the HP absorber while a Sn loss was5
seen in the LP absorber. Comprehensive temperature and excitation dependent analysis of PL
spectra together with DLTS enabled identification of shallow and deep defects and QDAP recom-
bination as the predominant recombination mechanism in both types of thin film. The loss of Sn
could account for the presence of additional Sn-related defects identified in the LP film. Notwith-
standing the improvement in quality of film HP, detailed analysis of the electronic properties of10
LP and HP solar cells revealed similar performance in both types of device. This implies an un-
derlying issue other than defects in the absorber bulk inhibits device performance which warrants
further investigation. The next chapter will look at factors affecting CZTSSe device performance
arising from issues with the absorber-buffer interface.
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Absorber-buffer interface
Currently, the typical kesterite Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe) device architecture incorporates a CdS
n-type buffer which is non-ideal due to the presence of toxic Cd with other buffers such as In2S3
and Zn(O,S) proposed as alternatives. In this chapter, optical and electronic characterisation5
techniques together with device analysis and simulation were used to assess nanoparticle-based
CZTSSe absorbers and solar cells with CdS and In2S3 buffers. Photoluminescence spectroscopy
indicated CZTSSe absorbers with In2S3 buffer had a lower density of detrimental non-radiative
defects and a higher concentration of copper vacancies VCu+, responsible for p-type conductivity
in CZTSSe, in comparison to the absorber with CdS buffer. Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measure-10
ments revealed the In2S3 buffer-based CZTSSe devices had a three times higher apparent doping
density and a consequently narrower SCR than devices with a CdS layer, resulting in poorer col-
lection of photo-generated charge carriers in the near-IR region despite a more favourable band
alignment as determined by X-ray photoelectron and inverse photoelectron spectroscopy. The
presence of interfacial defect states in In2S3 devices as determined by C-V and biased quantum15
efficiency measurements are also responsible for the loss in open-circuit voltage compared with
reference devices with CdS. Additional near-IR recovery can be activated by employing thin dual
In2S3/CdS layer.
The current record efficiency of 12.6% for CZTSSe-based solar cells [43] was achieved in
2013, whereas counterpart CIGSSe-based devices achieved efficiencies up to 22.9% [4]. The large20
disparity in performance between kesterite and chalcopyrite PV devices is primarily attributed to a
severe open circuit voltage (Voc) deficit of about 650 mV in CZTSSe solar cells compared to values
around 400 mV in CIGSSe devices with comparable bandgaps of around 1.15 eV [43, 165].
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Several reasons for the Voc deficit have been cited: i) high densities of intrinsic defects in the
kesterite bulk, such as vacancies (e.g. VZn, VSn), antisites (e.g. SnCu, SnZn) and interstitials (e.g.
Zni) which act as effective electron-hole recombination centres [37], ii) band tailing which is also
related to high concentrations of defects in conjunction with a high degree of charge compensation
causing electrostatic potential fluctuations [54, 143, 166] or heterogeneous spatial variations in5
crystallinity and/or composition leading to nanoscale bandgap fluctuations [40, 77, 162] and iii)
enhanced buffer/absorber interface recombination due to nonoptimal band alignment depending
on buffer selection, see Chapter 2 [52, 54, 167].
A suitable strategy to reduce the Voc deficit in kesterite-based solar cells is the investigation
of band alignments at the buffer/absorber interface to facilitate selection of suitable n-type buffer10
materials with an optimal conduction band offset (CBO). The CBO is most relevant in the con-
junction of n-type buffer with p-type absorbers, where the minority charge carriers are electrons.
In this instance, electrons are promoted to the conduction band (CB) of the p-type absorber and
optimum device performance is governed by efficient transport of electrons across the interface
into the n-type buffer for onward extraction from the device.15
In kesterite solar cells, CdS is used ubiquitously as the n-type material in device architecture
despite the buffer having a slightly larger than optimal CBO with CZTSSe which can lead to
enhanced interface recombination [88, 168]. As an alternative, In2S3 has been considered due to
the material having a more favourable CB alignment with CZTSSe and a larger energy bandgap
[169, 170]. In fact, Jiang et al. successfully incorporated a thin In2S3 layer in a CZTS-based20
device achieving an efficiency of 6.9% [95] and Mitzi et al. demonstrated CZTSSe devices with
lowest Voc deficit by applying a double In2S3/CdS emitter [171].
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate how replacing the conventional CdS buffer with
In2S3 in nanoparticle based CZTSSe device architecture can potentially lead to an improvement
in Voc. First, the nature of the CBO at the buffer/absorber heterojunction is determined using X-ray25
photoemission (XPS) and inverse photoemission (IPES) spectroscopy to ascertain which material
forms a more favourable band alignment with CZTSSe absorbers fabricated from nanoparticle
inks. Then the deposition method of the buffer layer is investigated to elucidate whether the
method can affect changes in the chemical and electronic properties of the absorber material in
the region near the interface. To this end, temperature and excitation dependent PL measure-30
ments of as-deposited, CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe thin films are conducted to elucidate
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details of the main recombination mechanism present in the absorbers and associated shallow
defects which contribute towards such recombination. By applying a number of electrical char-
acterisation techniques, quantitative demonstration is made on how the application of different
buffers impacts device performance. Furthermore, device modelling using solar cell capacitance
simulations (SCAPS) was done to gain an insight on the relationship between CdS/CZTSSe and5
In2S3/CZTSSe interface defects and device performance.
6.1 CdS and In2S3 material properties
Buffer layers of CdS (∼60 nm) and In2S3 (∼70 nm) were prepared by chemical bath deposition
(CBD). Specific details are given in Chapter 3. SEM images of annealed CdS and In2S3 thin films
grown on soda lime glass deposited by CBD are shown in Figure 6.1.1.10
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1.1: SEM images of annealed (a) CdS and (b) In2S3 thin films grown by chemical bath
deposition on soda lime glass. The inset in (a) shows the CdS film after cleaning with a CO2 snow
jet.
The films show significant differences in morphology with the CdS layer forming large ag-
glomerates on the surface. The large agglomerates on the surface of the film can be removed by
application of a CO2 snow jet. Similar worm-like structures in the In2S3 film were observed by
[172]. Despite the structural differences, cross sectional SEM images of both films show confor-
mal coatings.The bandgap of the films was determined from their respective transmission spectra15
measured by UV-VIS. In2S3 can have both a direct and indirect bandgap resulting in two absorp-
tion edges, however the probability of an indirect transition between the parabolic CB and VB is
less likely as a change in crystal lattice momentum is required to facilitate the transition. In order
to determine the transition type, both indirect and direct models were applied to the absorption
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data. Here the absorption spectra obey the relation (αE)1/2 for indirect and (αE)2 for direct tran-
sitions with the results shown in Figure 6.1.2. The dashed lines in both plots represent the best
fitting to the theoretical models.
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Figure 6.1.2: (a) (αE)2 vs. E spectra for CdS and (b) (αE)1/2, (αE)2 vs. E spectra for In2S3 thin
films.
Optical bandgaps of 2.40 eV (direct) and 2.10 (indirect), 2.70 eV (direct) were determined for
CdS and In2S3 films, respectively. Sandoval-Paz et al. observed similar results in chemically de-5
posited In2S3 polycrystalline films and inferred the indirect bandgap was due to a cubic structure
(resulting from a mixture of α and β phases) and the direct bandgap arose from the tetragonal β
phase [169]. A wider bandgap buffer material is desirable for the transmission of shorter wave-
lengths of the solar spectrum to the absorber layer.
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6.2 Band alignment at buffer/CZTSSe interface
The Kraut method is frequently used to experimentally determine the band alignments at semi-
conductor interfaces [173–175]. This method uses the photoelectron spectra of a series of three
samples to determine the band offsets at an interface, namely a thick overlayer sample (buffer), a
substrate sample (CZTSSe) and an interfacial sample in which the core-levels from both the sub-5
strate and the overlayer (buffer/CZTSSe) are visible. By determining the relative energy positions
of the core-levels (Ecl
over,sub) to the VBM (ξsubV BM ) and the difference in energies of the core-levels
in the interfacial sample, the valence band offset (∆Ev) can be determined by:
∆Ev = (E
over
cl − ξoverV BM)− (Esubcl − ξsubV BM)− (Eovercl − Esubcl ) (6.2.1)
The bandgaps of the semiconductors are given by Eover,subg = ξ
over,sub
V BM + ξ
over,sub
CBM , thus the CBO
(∆Ec) can be derived from:10
∆Ec = E
over
g − Esubg −∆Ev (6.2.2)
In order to determine the band alignment at the CdS/CZTSSe and In2S3/CZTSSe interfaces, the
valence band offset (VBO) and CBO are measured for individual 3d core levels in Cd, In, Sn and
Se and 2p core levels in S, Cu and Zn and the final VBO and CBO for the semiconductor interfaces
is obtained from the mean of the individual core level values (experimental core level values are
listed in Table 6.2.1) .15
Figures 6.2.1(a), 6.2.1(c) and 6.2.1(e) show the determination of the VBM as measured by
XPS and 6.2.1(b), 6.2.1(d) and 6.2.1(f) show the CBM as measured by IPES for CdS, In2S3 and
CZTSSe films, respectively. Note that the spectra show states tailing into the band gap, which is an
artefact of instrumental broadening and not a measure of defect states. Using the aforementioned
method, VBO values of ∆Ev = -1.98 ± 0.10 eV and -1.21 ± 0.10 eV and CBO values of ∆Ec20
= -0.68 ± 0.14 eV and 0.39 ± 0.14 eV were determined for CdS and In2S3 buffered samples,
respectively. The calculated band alignment for each sample are represented schematically in
Figure 6.2.2(a). It is apparent CdS forms a large cliff-like CBO (Type II) at the heterojunction
with CZTSSe prepared here (far greater than other reported values [168, 176, 177]) whereas In2S3
forms a modest spike-like CBO (Type I). Device simulation has shown that the ideal CBO is a25
moderate spike in the range 0 – 0.4 eV [178–180]. However, as the experimentally determined
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Table 6.2.1: A summary of the parameters used to obtain band offsets at the CdS/CZTSSe and
In2S3/CZTSSe interfaces using the Kraut method.
Sample Eover,subcl ξ
over,sub
V BM Eg ∆Ev ∆Ec
core level (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)
CdS (overlayer) Cd 3d5/2 405.41 1.96 2.45 - -
S 2p3/2 161.82 1.96 2.45 - -
CZTSSe (substrate) Cu 2p3/2 932.47 0.39 1.15 -1.92 -0.62
Zn 2p3/2 1021.96 0.39 1.15 -1.98 -0.68
Sn 3d5/2 486.55 0.39 1.15 -2.02 -0.72
Se 3d5/2 54.39 0.39 1.15 -1.98 -0.68
In2S3 (overlayer) In 3d5/2 445.34 1.94 2.75 - -
S 2p3/2 161.82 1.94 2.75 - -
CZTSSe (substrate) Cu 2p3/2 932.47 0.39 1.15 -1.22 0.38
Zn 2p3/2 1021.96 0.39 1.15 -1.12 0.48
Sn 3d5/2 486.55 0.39 1.15 -1.33 0.27
Se 3d5/2 54.39 0.39 1.15 -1.16 0.44
CdS/CZTSSe CBO is -0.68 eV, this cliff barrier inhibits the flow of injected electrons from buffer
to absorber under forward bias conditions causing an accumulation of electrons at the interface.
Charge carrier recombination is therefore elevated at the heterojunction and Voc is reduced as a
consequence [179].
Scheer demonstrated the activation energy of interface recombination in a generic heterojunc-5
tion PV device is equivalent to the energy difference between the CBM of the buffer and VBM
of the absorber layers [82]. Thus, with regard to interface recombination, a cliff-like CBO will
result in a lower activation energy than the absorber bandgap leading to a reduction in Voc. The
spike-like CBO of +0.39 eV at the pn-junction of the In2S3-buffered CZTSSe sample is almost
at the threshold for efficient electron transport across the buffer/absorber interface (0.4 eV [80]).10
Notwithstanding the magnitude of the spike offset in this sample, interface recombination is still
expected to be reduced due to a limited supply of holes at the junction caused by absorber type in-
version [81]. Band alignment can also influence the degree of quasi Fermi level splitting at the het-
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Figure 6.2.1: Valence band maximum regions as measured by XPS for thick samples of (a) CdS,
(c) In2S3 and (e) CZTSSe and conduction band minimum as measured by IPES for the same sam-
ples (b) CdS, (d) In2S3 and (f) CZTSSe. Combining XPS/IPES data gives estimated bandgaps of
2.45, 2.75 and 1.15 eV for CdS, In2S3 and CZTSSe, respectively. These values are in good agree-
ment with bandgap values of 2.42, 2.72 and 1.14 eV determined from UV-VIS measurements,
respectively.
erojunction under illumination, depicted schematically by the dashed lines in Figure 6.2.2(a). Voc
is enhanced by the spike-like CBO at the In2S3/CZTSSe interface in comparison to cliff-like off-
set at the CdS/CZTSSe junction. Based on XPS and IPES measurements of nanoparticle-derived
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Figure 6.2.2: (a) Experimentally determined band alignment from XPS/IPES data for
CdS/CZTSSe (left) and In2S3/CZTSSe (right) interfaces. A small ‘spike’ in the conduction band
offset at the In2S3/CZTSSe interface theoretically increases Voc compared to that of a ‘cliff’ align-
ment at the CdS/CZTSSe interface. The dashed lines represent the degree of quasi fermi level
splitting at the buffer/absorber interface and (b) SCAPS device modelling showing increased Voc
in In2S3-buffered CZTSSe device related to better band alignment. The dashed lines are J-V mea-
surements in the dark and solid lines under 1-Sun illumination. Data for the CZTSSe has been
derived from experiments on nanoparticle absorbers.
CZTSSe device-like stacks, In2S3 is a more appropriate buffer material to enhance device Voc than
conventional CdS. Furthermore, SCAPS simulations on CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe devices
were performed using the XPS/IPES data, see Figure 6.2.2(b). It is clearly evident the ’spike’ CBO
in the In2S3 based device translates to a significant improvement in Voc compared to the device
with CdS buffer.5
6.3 Photoluminescence measurements
In order to rule out the existence of possible binary and ternary compounds, Raman spectroscopy
was performed to investigate the crystal quality of as-deposited CZTSSe reference, CdS- and
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In2S3-buffered CZTSSe absorbers fabricated from the same batch of nanoparticle inks, see Figure
6.3.1. The two sharp peaks at 173 and 196 cm−1 correspond to CZTSe [127]. All three CZTSSe
thin films have a high quality kesterite crystal structure with no obvious secondary phases observed
and confirmed the CZTSSe absorbers are identical.
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Figure 6.3.1: Raman spectra of as-deposited reference, CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe absorber
thin films.
To determine whether the deposition of different buffers causes any modification to the surface5
region of CZTSSe films, low temperature excitation intensity PL measurements were made on as-
deposited CZTSSe reference, CdS and In2S3 buffered CZTSSe absorbers fabricated from the same
batch of nanoparticle inks. As the absorption coefficient α of CZTSSe is ∼4 x104 cm−1 for the
laser excitation wavelength of 532 nm, it can be assumed the incident laser light is fully absorbed
within the first 250 nm of the CZTSSe absorber in all three samples, see Figure 5.4.4 [17]. The10
results of the excitation dependent PL of all CZTSSe samples at 6 K are presented in Figures 6.3.2
and 6.3.3.
PL spectra for all samples exhibit a broad asymmetric shape where the shallower low energy
slope is related to the joint density of states (JDOS) of CB/VB tails [97, 101, 108] and the steeper
high energy slope depends on the photogenerated carrier distribution [162], see Figure 6.3.2. The15
asymmetric nature of the PL bands is indicative of a semiconductor with a high degree of band
tailing due to spatial fluctuations of VB and/or CB edges [150]. For all samples, the PL peak
maxima exhibit strong blue-shifts with increasing excitation intensity up to a saturation point
with no increase in PL intensity or peak shift upon higher excitation. A distinct high energy
‘shoulder’ is observed as the excitation intensity is escalated over several orders of magnitude,20
which is congruent with the activation of an additional radiative recombination mechanism. The
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Figure 6.3.2: Excitation intensity dependence of the PL spectra with laser power P for as-deposited
reference, CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe films at 6 K (the black line is a guide for the eye to
show PL peak shift).
high energy shoulder is predominant in the buffered CZTSSe films, see Figure 6.3.4. An indication
of the radiative process is given by evaluating the so-called k value which can be determined from
the power law relation between the integrated PL intensity and excitation power, IPL ∝ P k see
Chapter 3. Values of k > 1 are expected for band-related recombination whereas k < 1 indicates
defect-mediated recombination. Figure 6.3.3(a) shows a log-log plot of the dependence of IPL on5
P for all CZTSSe absorber samples, where k can be evaluated from the gradient of a straight fit
to the data. The k values for all samples are less than unity (k-Ref = 0.76 ± 0.04, k-CdS = 0.81
± 0.03 and k-In2S3 = 0.80 ± 0.04) suggesting the main recombination mechanism is related to
defects within the bandgap of the absorber and remains unchanged regardless of buffer deposition.
The presence of charge carriers localised at defects with energy levels above (below) the VB (CB)10
is further indicated by the strong blue-shift of PL peak maxima with increasing excitation intensity
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Figure 6.3.3: (a) Derivation of k parameter from I ≈ Pk, (b) evolution of PL band maxima with
increasing P and (c) normalised 6 K PL spectra of all films excited with same laser intensity
showing significant shift of PL peaks from estimated room temperature bandgap of∼1.14 eV (the
oscillations around 0.9 eV are due to water vapor absorption, the thin blue line is asymmetric
double sigmoidal fit to PL spectra).
(solid black lines in Figure 6.3.2).
The blue-shifting PL energy maxima for CZTSSe samples as a function of increasing laser
power are shown in Figure 6.3.3(b). The energetic shift parameter β has a similar value of
∼14 meV/decade for the as-deposited reference and In2S3-buffered absorbers which increases to
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Figure 6.3.4: (a) Emergence of high energy ’shoulder’ in PL spectra of as-deposited, CdS and
In2S3 based CZTSSe films indicating saturation of QDAP defects and an increasing contribution
to PL intensity from band-related radiative recombination, (b) asymmetric double sigmoidal peak
fit at 0.885 eV of 6 K PL spectra from CdS based CZTSSe film under low excitation and (c) cumu-
lative peak fitting of PL spectra from the same film under high excitation. Fitted with asymmetric
double sigmoidal at 0.872 eV and gaussian at 0.920 eV which shows the emergence of another
radiative transition. Note oscillations around 0.90 eV are due to water vapour absorption of light.
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∼17 meV/decade for the CdS sample. The increase in β value for CdS-buffered absorber also
indicates a higher degree of charge compensation than the other CZTSSe based films. Here ra-
diative recombination can be explained by different models: i) QDAP and ii) spatial electrostatic
potential fluctuations [76, 99, 102, 105, 181]. In considering the energetic blue-shift of PL peak
maxima with increasing excitation intensity, Zacks and Halperin conclude the expected β values5
for the QDAP model should only be ∼8(2) meV/decade for CZTS(CZTSe) [182]. In comparison,
the β values determined for both types of CZTSSe film studied here are significantly higher, which
would indicate the observed excitation dependent behaviour is also influenced by electrostatic po-
tential fluctuations. Evidence of this is illustrated in Figure 6.3.5 where increasing numbers of
photogenerated carriers (due to increasing excitation intensity) screen the Coulomb potential of10
the charged defects, consequently flattening the band edge fluctuations. The average depth of
these potential fluctuations γ is inversely proportional to the generated free carrier density (see
Equation 3.2.3 and Figure 3.2.3), thus γ reduces as the excitation intensity increases. Electrostatic
potential fluctuations give rise to a number of radiative transitions, such as tail-to-impurity (TI)
where electrons trapped in CB tail states recombine with holes localised at acceptor levels and15
exhibit similar behaviour to QDAP at low temperatures, see Chapter 3.
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Figure 6.3.5: Plot of root mean square depth of energy band edge potential fluctuations γ versus
PL intensity. The reduction in γ over a certain arbitrary unit range in PL intensity can be attributed
to Coulomb screening due to increased generation of charge carriers. The contribution to γ due
to electrostatic potential fluctuations is inversely proportional to the free carrier density, which in
turn is related to PL intensity. As the excitation intensity increases and generates additional free
carriers, the electrostatic potential fluctuations start to flatten, see Equation 3.2.3. The dashed lines
are a guide for the eye.
The blue-shift of PL energy maxima is correlated to increasing Coulombic attraction between
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charged acceptor and donor defect clusters [104, 105, 181]. Maximum Coulombic attraction oc-
curs when all QDAP defect states are occupied and the blue-shift of the PL energy maxima satu-
rates, where ∆E is the magnitude of the associated blue-shift (see Figure 6.3.3(b)).
According to Equations 3.2.8 and 3.2.9, QDAP densities of 1.8 ± 0.1 x1018, 4.7 ± 0.2 x1018
and 2.3± 0.1 x1018 cm−3 were estimated from ∆E values of 33, 46 and 36 meV for as-deposited,5
CdS-buffered and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe absorbers, respectively. Both absorbers with buffer lay-
ers show an increase in the QDAP density compared to the as-deposited reference and most notable
is the almost threefold increase in defect density in the CdS-buffered thin film. The augmented
QDAP densities could be attributed to the diffusion of elements such as In and Cd across the
buffer/absorber interface during buffer deposition forming additional acceptor and donor defects10
in the absorber near the heterojunction. Alternatively, the deposition of a buffer layer could act to
passivate the CZTSSe film surface by reducing the number of non-radiative defect centres. The
large QDAP density and β value determined for the CdS-buffered sample would suggest higher
concentrations of self-compensated defect cluster in the CZTSSe material. The CZTSSe absorbers
in all thin film samples studied here are non-stoichiometric, grown in a Cu poor and Zn rich en-15
vironment. Under such conditions, the concentrations of self-compensated defect clusters [VCu +
ZnCu] and [ZnSn + 2ZnCu] are expected to be high [88]. The observed increase in compensation
in the absorbers with buffer layers (albeit slight in the case of In2S3) could be accounted for by
the formation of additional antisite defects such as CdCu and InSn promoted by buffer deposition
conditions [95, 183–187]. Due to the valencies of Cd and In atoms, antisites CdCu and InSn form20
donor and acceptor defects, respectively. In the case of CdCu, high concentrations in the top re-
gion of CZTSSe would contribute to n-type doping effectively reducing the overall p-type doping,
increasing charge compensation and enlarging the depletion region. Conversely, p-type doping
would rise in the interface region of CZTSSe absorber due to acceptor state InSn. It has also been
reported by several groups that Cu diffuses from the CZTSSe absorber into the CdS as a result25
of an annealing step following buffer deposition [184, 188, 189]. The resulting rise in density of
VCu point defects can further increase the Cu depletion and p-type doping of the CZTSSe surface
region. The effect of buffer deposition on apparent doping density will be discussed later (doping
and depletion region width from C-V profiling and effects of interface defects from C-f measure-
ments). Further evidence of structural/electronic modification of the upper absorber layer in the30
CdS/CZTSSe film is shown in Figure 6.3.3(c). The normalised PL spectra for all films at 6 K
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illustrate a significant red-shift in peak position from the bandgap of the films at room temperature
(∼ 1.14 eV) estimated from IQE measurements (see Figure 6.4.3(a)). This is additional confirma-
tion the main radiative recombination channel is mediated by defects within the bandgap of the
absorbers. The oscillations around 0.9 eV are due to water vapour absorption. PL spectra were
fitted with asymmetric double sigmoidal function (DSF) proposed in [108] so as to determine the5
position of the PL peak maximum. The PL peaks of the as-deposited reference and In2S3-buffered
films are coincidental and red-shifted by ∼30 meV compared to the CdS-buffered film. This sug-
gests the CdS deposition conditions modify the absorber structure near the interface. Yan et al.
investigated the effect of a 300 °C post-deposition heat treatment on CdS/Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS)
heterojunction and found an interdiffusion of Cd and Zn between the buffer and absorber with dif-10
fusion depths of 200 and 15 nm for Cd and Zn, respectively [183]. High-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) imaging confirmed the presence of CdCu antisite defects in the top region of the CZTS
film. It is also possible for Cd to occupy Zn sites forming alloy Cu2CdxZn1−xSnS4 (CCZTS)
with a different bandgap to the bulk material. Both observations could account for the shift in PL
peak position illustrated in Figure 6.3.3(c). The average depth of band edge potential fluctuations15
γ is directly proportional to the total charged defect density Nt (which includes both radiative and
non-radiative defects) [98, 99, 105]. Siebentritt et al. determined the low energy tail in PL spectra
IPL(E) followed a Gaussian distribution which accurately described the defect-related nature of
absorption tails caused by electrostatic potential and/or bandgap fluctuations [101].
Using Equation 3.2.6, γ values of 54.8± 0.1, 55.0± 0.1 and 56.8± 0.1 meV were determined20
for as-deposited reference, In2S3-buffered and CdS-buffered absorbers, respectively. The increase
in γ for the CdS-buffered sample could be ascribed to an increase in charge compensation. For a
highly compensated p-type material with a fixed acceptor density such as CZTSSe, γ ∝ Nt (where
Nt is the sum of charged acceptor NA+ and donor ND− concentrations and NA ≈ ND), therefore
an increase in donor concentration ND will result in an increase in potential fluctuation depth γ.25
In this case, the total number of ionised defects increases together with the level of compensation
which in turn reduces the number of free holes. The screening length is thereby reduced which
also contributes to an increase in γ.
The results of temperature-dependent PL measurements are presented in Figures 6.3.6 and
6.3.7. Here PL spectra were obtained using laser excitation intensity just below the saturation30
of PL peak energy to ensure emission stems from QDAP recombination alone (and not from
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additional contributions due to band-related recombination, see Figure 6.3.4(a)). In Figure 6.3.6,
the PL signal for the as-deposited film is fully quenched at temperatures greater than 160 K which
suggests carriers are efficiently redistributed into non-radiative states. The appearance of a PL
peak around 0.96 eV as temperature rises to 300 K in CdS- and In2S3-buffered films indicates
another radiative recombination mechanism becomes predominant. The evolution of PL peak5
maxima with increasing temperature for all films is illustrated in Figure 6.3.7(a).
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Figure 6.3.6: Temperature dependence of PL spectra for as-deposited reference, CdS- and In2S3-
buffered CZTSSe films at laser power P = 1.7 W/cm2.
The PL peak in the as-deposited film shows a slight red-shift in temperature range 6 - 60 K be-
fore exhibiting a slight blue-shift as temperature is increased up to 160 K, whereupon PL emission
is thermally quenched. The buffered films demonstrate a different behaviour. Both buffered films
show a red-shift of the band maximum at a greater rate than the as-deposited film as temperature10
rises from 6 K. The PL peaks of both films then blue-shift significantly at temperatures higher
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Figure 6.3.7: (a) Maximum PL peak position vs. temperature showing bandgap dependence in low
temperature regime changing to band tail related dependence at higher temperatures with overall
‘S’-type behaviour according to Equation 6.3.1 (b) and temperature dependence of full width half
maximum (FWHM) of PL spectra showing ‘V’-type behaviour of all films and (c) Arrhenius plot
of integrated PL with derived defect activation energies.
than Tmin = 60 K and 100 K for CdS-buffered and In2S3-buffered samples, respectively. Simi-
lar QDAP behaviour was observed for CZTSSe solid solutions [130, 188, 190]. The temperature
dependence of PL emission peak has been described previously in semiconductor materials with
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multiple quantum wells using a modified Varshni relation [154, 191, 192],
Eg (T ) = Eg (0)−
(
AT 2
T +B
)
−
(
σ2
kBT
)
(6.3.1)
where Eg(0) is the material bandgap at 0 K, A and B are Varshni coefficients and σ is the degree of
localisation of charge carriers within the quantum wells. It is evident the simple Varshni relation
EPL(T) = Eg(0) - (AT2)/(B+T) is a good approximation of the PL peak behaviour for all films at
low temperature (see Figure 6.3.7(a)). As temperature increases above Tmin in the buffered films,5
the behaviour is more readily described by the band-tail model proposed by Eliseev et al, EPL(T) =
Eg(0) - (σ2/(kBT) [193]. Thus, the temperature dependence of the PL energy peak in these films
exhibits ‘S-shaped’ behaviour. Increasing the temperature of the films also leads to broadening
of the high energy side of the PL spectra, associated with carrier thermal redistribution between
quantum wells in the fluctuating band edges. Figure 6.3.7(b) shows the evolution of PL spectra10
FWHM with increasing temperature. The PL spectra for the CdS-buffered film are the broadest of
all films, again indicating this film has the highest defect concentration. All films exhibit a slight
reduction in bandwidth with increasing temperature from 6 K until reaching a minimum value
around Tmin. Further temperature rise reveals significant broadening of PL bandwidth for the
as-deposited reference and In2S3-buffered films. The broader PL spectra and gradual increase in15
bandwidth above Tmin could suggest the presence of an unresolved PL band in PL emission from
the CdS-buffered film. That notwithstanding, FWHM of the PL spectra of all films demonstrate
‘V-shaped’ behaviour commensurate with redistribution of localised carriers in potential wells
of different depths. Further analysis of the temperature dependence of PL spectra reveals the
activation energies of defects involved in the recombination mechanisms for the studied films.20
A two-defect model (Figure 6.3.7(c)) best describes the observed thermal quenching (Equation
3.2.11). Defect activation energy Ea1 relates to temperature range T < Tmin and Ea2 to range T
> Tmin. The determined activation energies Ea1 and Ea2 are 14 ± 1, 12 ± 1, 7 ± 1 meV and
62 ± 8, 55 ± 3, 46 ± 7 meV for as-deposited reference, CdS-buffered and In2S3-buffered films,
respectively.25
Previous studies have attributed the shallow level Ea1 to the CB average potential well depth
rather than a discrete defect level based on temperature-dependent PL peak behaviour for T < Tmin
[130, 188]. Krustok et al. theorise in heavily doped materials electrons with very small effective
mass are unable to localise in smaller diameter potential wells created by electrostatic potential
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fluctuations [190]. However, bandgap fluctuations create slightly larger diameter potential wells
within which electrons can become localised. The average depth of bandgap fluctuations γBG
can be estimated from the magnitude of the red-shift in PL peak position at temperatures below
Tmin. From Figure 6.3.7(a) a red-shift in PL maxima of 3, 11 and 12 meV were determined for as-
deposited reference, CdS-buffered and In2S3-buffered films. These values are significantly lower5
than the average band-edge fluctuations ∼56 meV extracted from the low energy slope of PL
spectra. The presence of electrostatic potential fluctuations of average depth γEP would account
for the discrepancy. The coexistence of bandgap and electrostatic potential fluctuations has also
observed in other kesterite compounds [162, 194]. Rey et al. proposed the total fluctuation depth
is a combination of γEP and γBG such that γ2 = γEP 2 + γBG2. Given the low values of γBG in all10
three films, electrostatic potential fluctuations are the predominant cause of the spatial band-edge
fluctuations. Unlike electrons, holes have larger effective mass and can be trapped in the deeper
potential wells in the VB caused by clusters of acceptor defects. Thus the JDOS (determined from
the low energy slope of PL spectra) represents electron states affected only by bandgap fluctuations
and hole states additionally affected by electrostatic potential fluctuations [190].15
Alternatively, with an increase of effective-mass donors in strongly compensated semicon-
ductors, discretisation of localised electron states is lost as the states merge with the CB [102].
Acceptor states remain discrete due to their larger effective mass. Recombination would involve
radiative transitions between this CB tail and acceptor impurity (TI transition) which manifests as
a red-shift in EPL with increasing temperature. Activation energy Ea2 is associated with radiative20
recombination in the temperature regime Tmin < T < 295 K. Given the similarity in γ and Ea2
values for all three CZTSSe films, it would be reasonable to assume radiative transitions involve
tail states as T approaches room temperature. However, in a compensated material the PL peak
is expected to red-shift with increasing T, which is not the case here where a strong blue-shift in
EPL with increasing T is observed. Levcenko et al. saw very similar temperature-dependent PL25
behaviour in their CZTSSe films and concluded the deeper defect level Ea2 is more probably a
donor state in a p-type absorber [130].
Room temperature excitation-dependent PL behaviour of the CdS-buffered and In2S3-buffered
CZTSSe films is shown in Figure 6.3.8(a). The PL peaks at 0.962 eV (CdS-buffered) and 0.944 eV
(In2S3-buffered) are significantly red-shifted from their respective bandgaps at 1.14 eV determined30
from IQE measurements (see Electrical device characterisation Section, Figure 6.4.3(a)).
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Figure 6.3.8: (a) Room temperature normalised PL spectra for CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe
films, (b) intensity dependent PL plot showing change in k parameter of In2S3 based film between
6 K and room temperature and (c) evolution of PL band maxima with increasing excitation inten-
sity for the In2S3-buffered CZTSSe film at 6 and 300 K. No PL peak shift was observed for the
film at 300 K indicating the radiative transition stems from band-related recombination.
Figure 6.3.8(b) shows the excitation-dependent PL response of the In2S3-buffered film at 6 K
and 295 K. A change in k value indicates a change in the main radiative recombination process
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from defect mediated at 6 K (k < 1, k = 0.80) to band-related at 295 K (k > 1, k = 1.13). Fur-
ther evidence of a band-related transition is shown in Figure 6.3.8(c) where there is no shift in
the PL peak with increasing excitation at room temperature. As the CZTSSe absorber has p-type
conductivity, a CB-acceptor transition is most likely responsible for the room temperature PL ob-
servations. Although the PL signal from the CdS-buffered film was too low to analyse accurately,5
it is reasonable to assume the same acceptor defect is also present in this film. The magnitude
of the PL peak red-shift from room temperature bandgap is roughly equivalent to the activation
energy of the acceptor defect, giving values of 182 meV and 200 meV for CdS-buffered and In2S3-
buffered films, respectively. These activation energies are in agreement with the DLTS study of
CZTSSe solar cells in Chapter 5. Based on all PL observations, radiative recombination in the10
CZTSSe-based films changes from QDAP at low temperature to band-to-impurity (BI) at higher
temperatures. QDAP recombination involves a donor defect with activation energy in the range
46-62 meV and acceptor defect with activation energy in the range 182-200 meV.
The BI transition involves recombination between the CB and same deep acceptor defect.
Ab initio DFT calculations [37] reveal donor defects such as ZnCu, SnCu antisites and Cui are15
shallow in nature whereas Sn-related acceptor defects such as VSn, CuSn and ZnSn have formation
energies in the range of the observed activation energies of acceptor defects found in the CZTSSe-
based films studied here. Given the Cu-poor and Zn-rich growth conditions of the absorber films,
it is reasonable to assume the donor and acceptor defects present are antisites ZnCu and ZnSn.
Such conditions also promote higher concentrations of free hole carrier defect VCu and associated20
benign defect clusters [VCu + ZnCu] and [ZnSn + 2ZnCu] which are expected in all analysed
CZTSSe-based films. Given the antisite defect CdCu forms a shallow donor level with formation
energy similar to ZnCu [195] and Cd diffusion into CZTSSe absorbers has been demonstrated
experimentally [183, 184], it is reasonable to assume the presence of CdCu defects and [VCu
+ CdCu] clusters in the surface region of the CdS-buffered CZTSSe film studied here. It would25
account for the increase in the degree of charge compensation and QDAP density determined from
PL measurements for this thin film.
Based on all PL observations, radiative recombination in the CZTSSe-based films probably
changes from QDAP or TI at low temperature to BI at higher temperatures involving the same
deep acceptor defects, which are most likely Sn-related, see Figure 6.3.9.30
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Figure 6.3.9: Possible radiative recombination pathways in CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe thin
films involving shallow donor states or CB tail and deep acceptor states at temperatures below
Tmin gradually changing to recombination from the CB to the same deep acceptor impurity above
Tmin.
6.4 Electrical device characterisation
The results of electrical device characterisation of CdS-buffered and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe solar
cells are presented in Figure 6.4.1 and device parameters shown in Table 6.4.1. The J-V curves
for the best performing devices measured in the dark and under 1-sun illumination are plotted in
Figure 6.4.1(a). It is evident the In2S3-based device shows a clear drop in Voc and suffers from5
poor shunt resistance Rsh (∼35 Ωcm2) compared to the CdS-based device (∼96 Ωcm2), despite
device simulations (Figure 6.2.2(b)). As a consequence, the fill-factor (FF) is also reduced. The
cause of the low shunt resistance is not immediately apparent as SEM images reveal a conformal
layer of In2S3 of thickness ∼60 nm following CBD (see Figure 6.4.2). Also highlighted are the
crossover points in the dark and illuminated J-V curves. Such a crossover can occur as a result of10
a voltage-dependent photocurrent due to a low built-in potential, the cause of which may be the
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presence of a Schottky barrier at the back contact or a depleted front layer [196]. In Chapter 4,
there was no evidence of a blocking barrier at the back contact, which suggests that the crossover
issue may be due to the buffer-absorber interface.
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Figure 6.4.1: (a) J-V curves of solar cells with CdS and In2S3 buffers measured in the dark (dashed
lines) and under 1-Sun illumination (solid lines) with crossover points highlighted by  and (b)
C-V depth profiles with indicated wd and NA values at zero bias.
To gain an insight into the reduced Voc, capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were con-
ducted at a frequency of 100 kHz. The C-V profile curves for CZTSSe devices with different5
buffers are presented in Figure 6.4.1(b). The carrier concentration NA and depletion region width
wd for both devices at zero voltage bias are indicated on the plot. In terms of NA, an increase
in doping density of around one order of magnitude from 1.1 x 1016 cm−3 to 1.2 x 1017 cm−3
is observed for the In2S3-buffered compared to the CdS-buffered device. According to [197] the
change in Voc can be estimated by ∆Voc = kT/q ln(NA1/NA2), assuming a change only in the dop-10
ing density of the absorbers being compared. The increase in doping density in the In2S3-based
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Figure 6.4.2: Cross-sectional SEM image of In2S3-buffered CZTSSe thin film showing conformal
coating of In2S3 layer.
device should have an associated Voc improvement of 61 mV. As Voc is inversely proportional to
shunt conductance Gsh, this anomaly can be explained in terms of increased Gsh compared to the
CdS-based device (Gsh (In2S3) = 39.3 mS/cm2, Gsh (CdS) = 9.4 mS/cm2) [186]. Similar carrier
concentrations were observed in CZTSSe devices with In2S3 buffer layers and CZTSSe absorbers
intentionally doped with In [171, 186, 198]. The elevated hole concentrations in these devices and5
ones studied here is mainly due to the substitution of Sn4+ with In3+, facilitated by the similarity
in their ionic radius [185]. The depletion region width wd in the In2S3-buffered device is 35 nm,
which is almost eight times shorter than that of the CdS-buffered device (wd = 273 nm). As effec-
tive charge separation occurs in the depletion region in the absorber material of a solar cell, such
a small wd due to high hole concentration in CZTSSe adversely affects carrier collection. The10
effective carrier collection length Leff is also related to the diffusion length of the minority carrier
Ld and is roughly equal to wd + Ld.
The bandgaps of the In2S3- and CdS-buffered CZTSSe absorbers were determined from IQE
data, see Figure 6.4.3(a), giving values of ∼1.14 eV for both types of absorber. IQE measure-
ments can also provide additional information on solar cell parameters. It has been shown that15
the shape of the IQE curve is determined by the absorption coefficient α and carrier collection
efficiency within the solar cell [113]. Generally, for small IQE (where IQE < ∼0.3), α ∝ -ln (1-
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Figure 6.4.3: (a) Bandgap determination for CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe devices from inter-
nal quantum efficiency (IQE) measurements, (b) fitting of the absorption coefficient α below the
bandgap of both types of device to estimate the magnitude of electrostatic potential fluctuations
γEP (solid line) and bandgap fluctuations γBG (dashed line) and (c) effective carrier diffusion
length Leff extracted from absorption coefficient/IQE data for CdS and In2S3 based devices.
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IQE(hν)). A plot of α vs. energy (hν) is shown in Figure 6.4.3(b) where the extent of band tailing
in both types of device is clearly evident. The absorption due to band tailing can be equivalently
described by a superposition of bandgap and electrostatic potential fluctuations. With regard to
bandgap fluctuations, a probability-based Gaussian distribution model can be applied, where σg
and Eg,mean are the standard deviation (average fluctuation depth) and the mean of the spatially5
varying bangap, respectively (see Equation 3.2.21). This model assumes the tailing in the absorp-
tion spectra arises from tailing in the local density of states which are proportional to the local
absorption coefficient. For electrostatic potential fluctuations, there are no spatial variations in Eg
and the fluctuations result from random distributions of charged defects (see Chapter 3). Accord-
ing to [98], the absorption coefficient below Eg can be described by Equation 3.2.22 in order to10
determine the average electrostatic potential fluctuation depth relevant for optical transitions, γopt
(σg and γopt are equivalent to γBG and γEP ). According to Equations 3.2.21 and 3.2.22, γBG val-
ues of 92.0 and 115.1 meV and γEP values of 22.8 and 23.6 were determined for the In2S3- and
CdS-buffered devices, respectively. It is apparent that bandgap fluctuations are predominantly re-
sponsible for the large band tailing observed in both types of device at room temperature, whereas15
electrostatic potential fluctuations dominate at cryogenic temperatures, as discussed in the previ-
ous section. A reduction in electrostatic potential fluctuations with increasing temperature is to be
expected due to the additional Coulomb screening from thermally activated and photogenerated
carriers which serve to flatten the band edge distortions. According to γ2 = γEP 2 + γBG2, the total
bend edge fluctuation depth γ for the In2S3 and CdS based solar cells was calculated to be 94.820
and 117.5 meV, respectively. Analysis of the low energy slope of the room temperature PL spectra
(detailed in Chapter 3) of the In2S3-buffered CZTSSe absorber revealed a γ value of 97.4 meV,
which is in very good agreement with γ values obtained from absorption data. Due to poor PL
signal from the CdS-buffered absorber, no value for γ for this absorber was available. Such band
edge fluctuations could originate from high concentrations of self-compensated [2CuZn + SnZn]25
defect clusters due to Cu-Zn disorder in the kesterite crystal lattice [37]. Rey et al. observed
similar bandgap fluctuations in CZTS, CZTSe and CZTSSe devices which were also attributed to
[2CuZn + SnZn] clusters [162].
From further analysis of α and IQE data (see Figure 6.4.3(c)), Ld values of 532 nm and 681 nm
were extracted for CdS-buffered and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe solar cells, respectively. Due to the30
narrow SCR in the In2S3-based device, the effective carrier collection length is significantly larger
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in the CdS-based device (Leff (CdS) = 805 nm and Leff (In2S3) = 716 nm). Reduced carrier
collection from longer wavelength photons in the In2S3-buffered solar cell is also evident in the
EQE plots for both devices, see Figure 6.4.4(a).
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Figure 6.4.4: (a) Reverse-bias EQE plots with EQE ratio -0.5/0 V and (b) light-biased EQE plots
with CZTSSe solar cells under 1.55 mW/cm2 illumination.
The unbiased EQE curves demonstrate the In2S3-buffered device is generally less efficient
at carrier extraction than the CdS counterpart except in the sub 500 nm wavelength region where5
extraction is enhanced due to the higher bandgap and transparency of the In2S3 layer. The overall
lower efficiency would suggest there is a greater barrier for electron transport in this device. The
-0.5 V reverse biased EQE curves are also shown in Figure 6.4.4(a). By applying a reverse bias,
photogenerated electrons can overcome the barrier leading to an enhancement in the EQE signal.
The application of a reverse bias to the In2S3-buffered device results in a significant increase in10
EQE response. The ratio between unbiased and biased curves for the In2S3-based solar cell shows
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a gradual increase over the wavelength range 500 – 1100 nm indicating improved extraction of
carriers at longer wavelengths. Reverse-biasing a solar cell increases the SCR in the absorber and
facilitates the carrier collection deeper into the absorber bulk. These observations are concurrent
with lower effective carrier diffusion length in the In2S3-buffered device. Complimentary EQE
measurements with and without white light bias (1.55 mW/cm2) were performed, as shown in5
Figure 6.4.4(b). Considering the CZTSSe device with CdS buffer, the EQE response under light
bias is slightly lower than that with light bias over the entire spectrum. Comparable results were
observed in CZTS devices with CdS buffer layers [198, 199]. The reduction in EQE was attributed
to increased recombination in the SCR. Conversely, the In2S3-buffered device exhibits a substan-
tial increase in EQE over the wavelength region below 800 nm upon light bias application. It10
would appear that the In2S3/CZTSSe interface is photoactive and the increase in photoconductiv-
ity of the In2S3 layer increases the depletion region width leading to the observed higher collection
efficiencies.
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To gain a better understanding of the buffer/absorber interface capacitance-frequency (C-f )
sweeps at different bias voltages were performed to evaluate interface and/or bulk defect charac-
teristic frequencies fdef . C-f plots show a sharp decrease of capacitance at higher frequencies (see
Figure 6.4.5) and the inflection point in the capacitance curve corresponds to the defect character-
istic frequency. The bias voltage dependence of fdef is illustrated in Figure 6.4.6.5
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Figure 6.4.6: Voltage bias dependence of defect characteristic frequency fdef .
Varying the bias voltage changes the band bending near the buffer/absorber interface and ad-
justs the crossing point of the interface defect level Et and Fermi level EF , see Figure 6.4.7 .
A shift of fdef with bias voltage indicates a predominance of interface defect states [200]. The
characteristic defect frequency for the CdS-buffered device is roughly constant over the bias mea-
surement range whereas the defect frequency for the In2S3 counterpart rises from ∼60 kHz up to10
∼250 kHz. The presence of high concentrations of interface defects in the In2S3-based CZTSSe
solar cell could account for the lower Voc observed in the device.
With regard to In2S3/CZTSSe interface and device performance, SCAPS device simula-
tions were performed to study the effect of varying interface defect concentrations, Nint. In
these simulations, experimentally determined absorption data for CZTSSe, CdS and In2S3 thin15
films were used. The effects of donor-like CZTSSe/In2S3 interface defects were tested on a
Mo/CZTSSe/In2S3(CdS)/i-ZnO stack. A summary of all material parameters is listed in Table
6.4.2. The simulation results in Figure 6.4.8(a) show that a reduction in interface defect concen-
trations from 3.0 x1014 cm−3 to 0.1 x1014 cm−3 results in an overall increase in carrier collection
over the whole wavelength spectrum with an enhanced extraction in the blue photon range (<20
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Figure 6.4.7: Band bending at interface of CdS and In2S3 buffers with CZTSSe absorber. Stronger
band bending at the In2S3/CZTSSe interface due to the narrower space charge region width causes
a larger shift in the position of point xt (where Fermi level EF crosses the defect level Et) with
increasing bias voltage, resulting in a change in fdef .
500 nm). Higher EQE in the 550 - 1050 nm range can be understood by increased photogener-
ation from an extended depletion region due to a reduction in interface defects. The simulated
EQE curve at 3.0 x1014 cm−3 is in good agreement with experimental data (Figures 6.4.4(a) and
6.4.4(b)). The simulation results suggest a reduction in interface states in the In2S3-buffered device
would lead to Jsc improvement and consequent efficiency enhancement. Simulated J-V measure-5
ments were performed with increasing concentrations of interface defects and extracted Voc and
efficiency, η parameters are plotted as a function of Nint in Figure 6.4.8(b). It is apparent that
a reduction in Nint leads to a significant increase in Voc together with a marked improvement in
device efficiency.
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Figure 6.4.8: SCAPS device modeling showing (a) EQE of In2S3-buffered CZTSSe solar cell with
varying concentration of interface defects and (b) Voc and η versus Nint plots.
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Table 6.4.2: Device simulation parameters, d: layer thickness, Eg: bandgap, χ: electron affinity,
ε/ε0: dielectric constant, me∗/m0: effective mass, µ: carrier mobility, NA/D: apparent doping
density D:donor A:Acceptor, Nt:bulk defect density, Et: defect energy level relative to VB, σ:
capture cross section and Nint: interface defect concentration. Subscripts e and h are electron and
hole, respectively.
Layer properties CZTSSe CdS In2S3 i-ZnO
d (µm) 1.200 0.070 0.060 0.035
Eg (eV) 1.14a 2.42a 2.72a 3.37b
χ (eV) 4.6c 4.5c 4.7d 4.7c
ε/ε0 8.5e 9.0b 13.5d 9.0b
me∗/m0 0.1e 0.25b 0.25d 0.275b
mh∗/m0 0.32e 0.7b 0.7d 0.59b
µe (cm2/Vs) 80b 160b 400d 200b
µh (cm2/Vs) 25b 15b 210d 93b
NA/D (cm−3) A: 5 x1016f D: 1 x1017b D: 1 x1018 D: 1 x1018b
Bulk defects (single level)
Nt (cm−3) A: 1014g D: 1017b D: 1018 D: 1017b
Et (cm−3) 0.09g 0.10b 0.10 0.10b
Nt (cm−3) A: 1014g
Et (cm−3) 0.18g
Nt (cm−3) D: 1015b
Et (cm−3) 0.63b
σe (cm2) 10−14b 10−17b 10−17 10−12b
σh (cm2) 10−14b 10−11b 10−11 10−15b
Interface defects between CZTSSe and CdS/In2S3
(uniform distribution throughout interface)
Nint (cm−3) D: varied D: varied
σe (cm2) 10−13 10−13
σh (cm2) 10−15 10−15
aExperimentally determined from UV-VIS measurements
bReference [201]
cReference [202]
dReference [203]
eReference [16]
fExperimentally determined from C-V measurements
gExperimentally determined from PL measurements and DLTS in reference [17]
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6.5 Summary
In summary, the interface properties between CdS and In2S3 buffer layers and kesterite CZTSSe
absorber films fabricated from nanoparticle inks have been comprehensively investigated. XPS
and IPES analysis revealed a preferential ’spike’ conduction band offset of +0.39 eV at the In2S3/CZTSSe
interface as opposed to a ’cliff’ offset of -0.68 eV for the CdS/CZTSSe junction. PL studies of5
CdS- and In2S3-buffered CZTSSe thin films suggest the deposition of CdS induces chemical and
electronic changes in the surface region of the CZTSSe film, probably caused by Cd diffusion into
the absorber. As a consequence, the level of charge compensation is increased and free carrier
concentration reduced from 1.2 x1017 cm−3 in the In2S3/CZTSSe device to 1.1 x1016 cm−3 in
CdS/CZTSSe. Mott-Schottky analysis shows In2S3 based solar cells have increased doping den-10
sity, however the optimised conduction band alignment and elevated carrier concentration does not
translate to improved performance in this type of device (Voc of 220(255) mV and η of 2.3(3.2)
% for the In2S3(CdS)-buffered device). Mott-Schottky analysis also indicated a prevalence of in-
terface defects in the In2S3-buffered solar cells, accounting for the reduced Voc observed in these
devices. SCAPS device modeling of both types of CZTSSe solar cells showed a reduction in the15
concentration of interface defects led to an improvement in the efficiency of the In2S3 based de-
vices due not only to increased Voc but also enhanced Jsc compared to that with a CdS buffer.
The results demonstrate the potential of In2S3 as a buffer material for CZTSSe absorbers provid-
ing that interface defects are mitigated using suitable absorber surface passivation or barrier layer
deposition.20
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Conclusions and Outlook
7.1 Thesis summary
In this thesis, CZTSSe absorbers were prepared from CZTS nanoparticle inks synthesised by a hot
injection method. Following selenisation of the CZTS nanoparticle thin films, CZTSSe solar cells5
were completed by deposition of buffer and window layers followed by metal contact grids. This
fabrication method provides a low cost, industrially scalable approach to solar cell manufacture
from Earth-abundant materials. However, this kesterite-based technology has failed to achieve
device efficiencies comparable to chalcopyrite CIGSSe from which it was adapted. The deficit in
open circuit voltage between these types of PV is often cited as the main reason for the suboptimal10
performance of kesterite-based devices.
The objectives of this investigation were to consider the material interfaces between the
buffer/absorber, Mo/absorber back contact and also the bulk of the CZTSSe to identify areas which
were adversely affecting device performance. In order to explore the performance-related issues
in nanoparticle ink-based CZTSSe solar cells, a systematic bottom-up analysis of the materials15
and interfaces in the CZTSSe cell structure was adopted. The key objectives of the investigation
were achieved and the results are summarised herein. Initially, possible loss mechanisms related
to increased non-radiative charge carrier recombination are discussed in Chapter 2. A number
of material and device characterisation techniques, such as PL spectroscopy and J-V(T) analysis,
were employed to identify and quantify areas affecting device performance.20
The first region in the CZTSSe device structure to be explored was the CZTSSe absorber-
Mo back contact interface, detailed in Chapter 4. Typically, CZTSSe absorbers fabricated from
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nanoparticle inks exhibit a bi-layer structure consisting of large grains on top of a layer of fine
grains. GDOES measurements revealed the fine grain layer to be rich in carbon and selenium.
This fine grain layer is a direct result of the use of a long carbon chain ligand, oleylamine, for
the nanoparticle inks synthesis step. Whether the presence of the fine grain layer has a current-
blocking effect due to the formation of a potential barrier at the back contact is still under de-5
bate. To investigate this issue, an alternate ligand with low carbon content (formamide) was used
during CZTS nanoparticle ink fabrication. It was found that using formamide in CZTSSe ab-
sorber preparation completely eliminated the fine grain layer. PL analysis revealed the formamide-
based CZTSSe absorber had a higher proportion of non-radiative defects compared to the standard
oleylamine-based film. Despite the removal of the carbon-rich fine grain layer in the formamide-10
based absorber, it was not possible to produce a functioning device due to the porosity of the
CZTSSe film. A working device was achieved by depositing an oleylamine-CZTSSe layer on top
of a formamide CZTSSe layer. In this device a thin fine grain layer was sandwiched between large
grain layers of formamide- and oleylamine-CZTSSe with no fine grains at the back contact inter-
face. There was a 56% reduction in the back contact barrier height ΦBH of the dual ligand based15
device compared to the standard oleylamine-CZTSSe (ΦBH (OLA) ∼36 meV, ΦBH (OLA+FA)
∼16 meV). As a consequnce the performance of the dual ligand CZTSSe device improved due
lower series resistance, reverse saturation current, diode ideality factor and higher fill factor which
can be attributed to a reduced barrier at the absorber/Mo interface.
The CZTSSe absorber bulk was the next component of the solar cell structure to be investi-20
gated. In Chapter 5, the use of lower purity precursor chemicals in the fabrication of nanoparticle-
based CZTSSe absorbers and solar cells was considered. The aim was to improve the cost-
effectiveness of the ink-based manufacturing process. ICPMS impurity analysis of dried and
powdered CZTS nanoparticle inks made from lower/higher grade precursors revealed the lower
grade CZTS inks contained additional elemental contaminants such as Pb and Hg. Defect analysis25
of the low and high purity CZTSSe absorber thin films was performed using PL spectroscopy.
The same shallow donor and acceptor levels were identified in both types of absorber. Where the
absorbers differed was the depth of the band edge fluctuations, which reduced from 59 meV in the
lower purity film to 49 meV in the higher purity sample. This correlates to a reduction of around
40% in the total defect concentration in the higher purity absorber. TRPL measurements also re-30
vealed the minority carrier lifetime was greater in the higher purity film (0.44 ns compared to 0.20
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ns). DLTS studies on complete CZTSSe solar cells detected the presence of a deeper acceptor
defect (probably Sn-related) in the lower purity device. Sn loss was observed during the selenisa-
tion of the lower purity CZTS film precursor which could account for the presence of Sn-related
defects in this absorber. Despite the apparent improvement in film quality of the higher purity
CZTSSe absorber, solar cells fabricated from the different grade precursor chemicals showed sim-5
ilar performance. This indicates there is an underlying issue other than defects in the absorber
bulk inhibiting device performance.
Finally, the interface between the n-type buffer and p-type CZTSSe absorber was examined.
The band alignment at the pn-heterojunction in a CZTSSe solar cell can have a profound impact
on device performance. In Chapter 6, In2S3 was used an alternative to the standard CdS buffer10
material in the CZTSSe device architecture and its’ effects on optoelectronic device properties
were studied. XPS/IPES analysis revealed In2S3 formed a ‘spike’-like conduction band offset
(+0.39 eV) at the interface with the CZTSSe absorber whereas CdS formed a ‘cliff’-like offset.
A small ‘spike’ offset at the buffer-absorber interface is favourable as it increases quasi Fermi-
level splitting in the absorber which consequently increases device Voc. The large ‘cliff’ offset15
(-0.68 eV) at the CdS-CZTSSe interface may increase interface recombination due to increased
hole concentration at the interface.
PL measurements of In2S3- and CdS-buffered CZTSSe absorbers suggested there is a higher
degree of charge compensation in the CZTSSe film with a CdS buffer. It is speculated Cd diffuses
into the surface region of the CZTSSe absorber during CdS deposition, creating additional donor20
defects thereby increasing charge compensation and reducing free carrier concentration. Mott-
Schottky analysis of CZTSSe solar cells showed the CdS-buffered device had a reduced apparent
doping density compared to that of In2S3, which can be explained by the increased charge compen-
sation in this film. However, analysis also indicated the In2S3-based device had higher concentra-
tions of interface defects which was reflected in low Voc. SCAPS modelling of the In2S3-buffered25
device showed that a reduction in the concentration of interface defects not only improved Voc but
increased Jsc leading to much-improved device efficiency. The results show the potential of In2S3
as a substitute for CdS in CZTSSe devices fabrcated from nanoparticle inks, providing interface
defects are mitigated using suitable surface passivation or barrier layer application.
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7.2 Outlook
A systematic investigation of nanoparticle-based CZTSSe absorbers and interfaces within the solar
cell structure was performed to identify areas where the performance of CZTSSe solar cells could
be advanced. The following are observations and salient points to achieve efficiency enhancements
in CZTSSe devices based on the work done and results achieved in this thesis.5
1. The presence of the carbon-rich CZTSSe fine grain layer often found at the Mo back
contact in nanoparticle ink-based CZTSSe solar cells does not appear to be detri-
mental to device performance. In fact, the back contact barrier height in solar cellls
fabricated using this method tends to be significantly lower than that seen in devices
fabricated by other methods, such as electrodeposition and DC magnetron sputter-
ing. The low barrier height in nanoparticle-based CZTSSe devices could be reduced
even further if the fine grain layer is removed resulting in a quasi-ohmic CZTSSe/Mo
contact.
2. Sn-related acceptor defects were detected in CZTSSe absorber films studied in this
thesis. These defects tend to be deep in nature and act as efficient carrier recombi-
nation centres. Sn loss during the selenisation of stacked CZTS nanoparticle films
was observed which would increase concentrations of VSn, CuSn or ZnSn defects.
Control of Sn composition during the selenisation step, for example by the addition
of Sn in the furnace, would reduce concentrations of these detrimental defects.
3. In2S3 is a promising candidate to replace CdS as the n-type buffer in CZTSSe solar
cells. The band alignment at the In2S3 buffer-CZTSSe absorber interface has a pos-
itive ‘spike’ conduction band offset which is favourable for efficient charge carrier
extraction. Higher Voc in CZTSSe devices could be achieved by optimisation of the
In2S3 buffer layer. Preliminary work on incorporating a hybrid CdS-In2S3 layer into
the device structure has shown encouraging results, see Figure 7.2.1 and Table 7.2.1.
Despite the issues regarding nanoparticle-based CZTSSe solar cells reported in this thesis, there
is increasing enthusiasm around research into kesterite-based devices due to the considerable po-
tential for improvements in device efficiency. With deeper understanding of the underlying causes
of reduced performance in CZTSSe compared to CIGS PV, technological solutions can be de-
veloped. In doing so, the practical application of CZTSSe-based solar cells to fulfil the world’s10
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growing energy demands will surely be brought closer to fruition.
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Figure 7.2.1: Preliminary results of (a) experimental and (b) simulated J-V analysis of CZTSSe
solar cells with hybrid CdS/In2S3 layers.
Table 7.2.1: Experimental device parameters for CZTSSe cells with different buffers at room
temperature with simulated values shown in brackets.
Buffer/absorber Voc Jsc FF η
(V) (mA/cm2) (%) (%)
CdS/CZTSSe 0.26 (0.41) 26.1 (27.8) 42.6 (55.4) 2.78 (6.31)
CdS-In2S3/CZTSSe 0.35 (0.58) 36.7 (29.5) 54.96 (67.8) 7.06 (11.6)
In2S3-CdS/CZTSSe 0.32 (0.53) 26.5 (26.9) 52.2 (50.1) 4.42 (7.14)
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BB Band-to-Band 33, 34, 62
BGF Bandgap fluctuations 41
BI Band-to-Impurity 32, 34, 64, 65, 67, 74, 115
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BT Band-to-Tail 32, 34, 84
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GIXRD Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction 41
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